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The cost to the State of Alaska for' owning and operating rural 
schools is a major budget item. These costs continue to 
accrue even after construction is complete, with long term 
operating and maintenance costs that must be paid until 
buildings are torn down and replaced. The total sum of these 
costs are termed total life cycle costs. 
This research report presents results of studies to evaluate 
all lifetime costs' associated with school ownership by the 
State for the range of current technology with respect to 
thermal envelope and energy system designs. The studies 
evaluate envelope stringency levels (insulation thi~kness, 
type and configuration) for two foundation system options, as 
well as design concepts for mechanical and electrical systems 
that will identify minimum total life cycle costs. 
Identifying these minimums defines a range of building design 
options which make up the energy consumption systems from 
which appropriate energy standards can be formulated. The 
results apply to school facilities and similar public 
buildings between 7,000 and 12,000 square feet in size. 
The work was accomplished in 1982 at the University of Alaska, 
Fairbanks cam~us by the Mechanical Engineering Department and 
by J. S. Strandberg Consulting Engineers. A significant amount 
of additional professional assistance was provided by Maynard 
and Partch, Inc., Architectural Consultants; HMS, Inc., Cost 




Energy, as a major research topic under study within the State 
of Alaska, has the direct attention of the State's constituent 
population, lawmakers, and professional community. One 
important component of this topic is energy consuming 
characteristics of Alaska's buildings. This is of particular 
interest to the State's Department of Transportation and 
Public Facilities (DOTPF), the agency charged with facility 
procurement, deSign, construction, maintenance and operation 
of many of the State owned buildings and technical energy' 
auditing, planning and programming for all State owned 
buildings. 
The State's building stock consumes a significant portion of 
the State's annual energy budget, both in heating functions 
and in electrification. Rural structures are a critical 
factor in this regard because of high rural energy costs. The 
research reported herein deals with the thermal performance of 
a specific segment of the State's building inventory, that of 
small rural schools and other buildings of similar 
architectural style and size. 
The work has been accomplished at the University of Alaska's 
Fairbanks campus by U of A Mechanical Engineering Department 
professional staff, and subconsul tants from the in-state 
deSign community, under a contract between the University of 
Alaska and Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. 
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2.1 PURPOSE 
The research activities for this "Thermal Standards Project" 
were structured as a design optimization process to establish 
the lowest cost design solution for future small rural 
• 
schools. A life cycle cost analysis was the principal tool 
used in the study. The results of this research effort will 
be used as a foundation for a statewide thermal standard for 
new construction of small rural schools. The research work 
has been accomplished in response to a legislative directive 
expressed in Public Law A.S. 44.42.020, which states in"part: 
"The Department will adopt an ASHRAE thermal and lighting 
standard adapted to high latitude cold region environs." 
It must be stressed that the research reported herein does not 
represent a thermal standard. In order to acquaint the reader 
with the past events affecting thermal standards development 
on a nationwide level, and as it affects Alaska, Section 3 of 
the report deals with the different forms such a standard 
might take for Alaska. That section presents a backdrop 
against which to consider the results of this study. 
2.2 SCOPE 
The research to date has been centered on a particular class 
of public buildings that are routinely constructed throughout 
the state, that of small rural schools between 7,000 and 
12,000 square feet in floor area. The study is concerned 
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strictly with design optimization in new construction, and is 
not related to any renovation concepts in existing buildings 
for energy conservation. 
It is important to note that a large percentage of buildings 
built by the state or used as public facilities are of the 
same building construction class and type as the schools 
described above. Therefore, the findings presented here have 
a considerably broader implication than it might first appear. 
The reason~ for beginning this work with special attention 
being given to rural schools are as follows: 
1. Remote rural school facilities represent the highest 
energy costs to the state on a per square foot of 
facility because of the higher energy costs in most rural 
areas. 
2. In recent years school facilities have been built with 
greater frequency than other types of facilities. 
3. The generic type of building used for rural schools 
covers most of the spectrum of light construction types 
and sizes built by the State. 
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3.0 A DISCUSSION OF THERMAL STANDARDS 
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3.1 RECENT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT STUDIES 
The federal government has produced a nationwide building 
standard to regulate the energy efficiency of new 
construction.· This process is currently underway as a result 
of laws enacted at the federal level that seek to reduce the 
United states' dependence on foreign energy supplies. 
Two major documents have been the focus for regulation of 
energy efficient construction, the American Society of Heating 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineer's (ASHRAE) 
Stand~rd entitled "ASHRAE 90-75" (Reference 1) and the 
American Institute of Architect's (A.I.A.) document "Building 
Energy Performance Standards (B.E.P.S.)" (Reference 2). While 
the two documents each seek to regulate all non-process 
building energy consumptions, the approaches used are very 
different. 
3.1.1 The ASHRAE Standard 
The ASHRAE 90 Standard uses a "component standard" approach 
that breaks a building into it's energy consuming components, 
and impresses minimum requirements for thermal and electrical 
consumption characteristics of each component. The Standard 
specifies the following: 
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* Minimum overall thermal conductances (U-factors) of wall 
assemblies that consist of exterior walls, windows and 
doors, roof/ceiling assemblies, and floor systems. These 
U-factor requirements are varied with annual heating 
degree-days relevant to a specific location. 
* Minimum air leakage characteristics for building 
components. Maximum allowable wall, window and door 
leakage rates are specified. 
* Specific criteria are given for design of mechanical 
systems. Mechanical system controls are required by the 
standard to incorporate a number of energy conserving 
design features, and duct systems are required to be 
designed to reduce air transport energy requirements. 
* Minimum requirements for lighting design are impressed. 
These criteria include regulation of allowable lighting 
levels by occupancy, requirements for task lighting 
design, and requirements for minimum "lamp efficacies n , 
or the efficiency of lighting production in units. of 
light output per unit power consumption rate. 
This standard has been in existence now for some six years, 
and has been widely adopted at the local government level in 
city and municipal building departments across the United 
States. At present, the document is the existing thermal 
standard for the State of Alaska and Municipality of 
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Anchorage. It is generally easy to enforce in the plan review 
building permit phase of construction. 
In writing the standard, ASH RAE involved numerous components 
of American industry in the review process. Substantial input 
was derived from manufacturers of building components. Thus, 
there is heavy impetus within the document on specific energy 
conservation qesign requirements for building components. 
These requirements are nearly always in terms of parameters 
that relate directly to commonly used equipment specifications 
and design criteria. This tends to make compliance to the 
standard easily accomplished and verified. 
The more recent version of the ASHRAE standard, ASHRAE 90, 
(Reference 3) incorporates review comments from the consensus 
review of document 90-75R.l, a second generation standards 
document. While formatted in much the same manner as 90-75, 
the document has been broken into three standards. 
Within the format of component standards, the document offers 
expanded treatments of requi red envelope, mechanical and 
electrical component performance, but maintains the same 
requirements for building energy consumption analysis and 
annual fuel resource determination (old chapters 10 through 
12) • 
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The "consensus" approach taken by ASHRAE has yielded a 
document that offers ease of implementation, and a moderate 
level of energy conservation in the new construction sector. 
3.1.2 The united States Department of Energy Standard: 
In the past several years, however, with large increases in 
unit costs for energy, the push for nationwide energy 
conservation spawned new research efforts in standards 
development. The federal government's Department of Energy 
(D.D.E.) funded the American Institute of Architects (A.I.A.) 
in 1978 to perform additional research on building systems 
performance, under the "Energy Conservation Standards For New 
Buildings Act of 1976" (Reference 1). 
The A.I.A.'s research arm in 1978 and 1979 produced, in 
conjunction with subconsultants, a group of studies for D.D.E. 
that established standards of thermal performance for 
buildings by climate region and occupancy. This research 
effort subsequently was restructured by D.D.E. into a "Notice 
of Proposed Rulemaking" (NDPR), which consisted of a standards 
document defining thermal performance requirements for 
buildings dubbed "BEPS". In addition to publishing this NDPR 
(Reference 1), nine backup documentation reports were also 
published (References 4 through 11). D.D.E. conducted 
hearings throughout the united States to gather suggestions 
for final standards revisions, and for input on ways to best 
implement the standard. The review period for the NDPR ended 
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in early 1980; at that time the federal government postponed 
actual implementation of the standard pending implementation 
of further studies and revisions. With a change of 
administration following the election of 1980, the Federal 
Government failed to follow-up on the program, and the future 
of the D.O.E. Standards are very much in doubt. At this time, 
the ASHRAE 90 Component Standard remains the only major 
nationwide standard for energy conservation regulation in 
general use. However, a discussion of the D.O.E. standard is 
instructive for the Alaskan situation, to add perspective to a 
State standards development. 
The building performance document, or as it is commonly 
termed, the "BEPS" Standard, specified maximum levels of 
annual energy consumption in units of BTU's per building 
square foot for a one year time period, for 22 different 
climate regions within the contiguous United States, and for 
78 different classes of building use. The performance 
standard approach taken seeks to regulate the overall 
performance of the building as a single energy consuming 
system, as opposed to ASHRAE component standard method of 
regulating the types of construction employed within each 
building energy system. 
This approach evolved out of a well financed research project 
designed to maximize energy conservation in new construction. 
Creation of the standard occurred under a tight time schedule 
with development work occurring in consultant's offices 
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throughout the country. There was not time for a thorough 
consensus approach for standards such as was the case with the 
ASHRAE 90-75 standard. Indeed, it was the intent of the 
research approach that the BEPS document would be a standard 
for "new residential and commercial buildings which are 
designed to achieve the maximum practicable improvements in 
energy efficiency and increases in the use of non-depletable 
sources of energy" (Reference 1). In this light, a research 
approach appears to have been warranted, so that new and 
state-of-the-art methods could be developed for maximum 
conservation. A consensus approach did not appear to match 
the aims of the Standards Act, since this approach tended to 
utilize existing or traditional methods of conservation, and 
did not favor newer, 
methods of energy 
addi tiona1 savings. 
less established and more controversial 
conservation, that could net greater 
Under a complex proj ect organization, the A. I.A. Research 
Corporation divided the nation's building inventory into 
occupancy/use categories, and divided the nation 
geographically into 22 climate regions. Alaska was not 
included in the analysis. 
Each of the building categories were dealt with statistically 
to establish the present energy consumption prof i1es of 
structures by age, occupancy and climate region. This phase of 





Survey the nation's present building inventory and 
determine their annual energy consumption levels. 
Break down the building data in three categories: 
a) structures built after the first Arab oil embargo of 
1973 and prior to 1976; 
b) buildings designed in 1976 to the then new ASHRAE 
Component Standard; 
c) buildings designed in 1978 to achieve maximum 
practical energy conservation • . 
In conjunction with this work, A.I.A. Research Corporation 
performed analysis of climate data, for formulation of a 
climate data base that could be used in computer models that 
simulate building thermal performance. These data sets 
generally consisted of classical climate variables such as 
heating degree-days, solar insolation, etc. Wind condi tions 
were not taken as a factor. 
A computerized thermal modeling technique was formulated to 
establish energy budgets. This technique used the 
standardized climate data, a set of standard building 
operating conditions, and a number of existing computer 
programs to compute annual energy consumption budgets. 
Programs used in the study were "DOE-2", a public domain 
simulator program used to compute annual energy budgets for 
non-solar structures; "TRNSYS", a program to simulate thermal 
performance of buildings with active solar heating and cooling 
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systems; and "DEROB", a thermal simulator for buildings 
incorporating passive solar heating and cooling systems. 
These programs were used in various combinations to arrive at 
the various design values used in the Standard. It is well to 
note that each simulator is, or was at the time the BEPS work 
was being carried out, a state-of-the-art computer tool, 
requiring a major computer facility and data input preparation 
for each simulation. With the completion of the BEPS 
Standards Document, the thermal standards criteria for a given 
location in the United States and a given occupancy was 
expressed in terms of a "Design Energy Budget". This number 
reflects the total allowable annual energy consumption for 
building heating, ventilating, cooling, and domestic hot 
water. Excluded here is any internal process energy 
consumption such as coffee pots, copy machines, and the like. 
Included within the budget number is a weighting factor that 
varied from 1 to 3.08, designed to penalize or discourage use 
of certain fuels. 
According to A.I.A. Research Corporation, the prime BEPS 
consultant, the BEPS Standard would result in considerable 
additional energy savings beyond that possible with the ASHRAE 
Standard (Reference 3). This was generally not disputed 
during the BEPS public hearings. What was disputed, however, 
was the methods of proposed implementation. 
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Whereas the ASHRAE Component Standard can be implemented by 
incorporation of certain minimum levels of construction, 
compliance of a given building design to the BEPS Standard can 
only be assured by evaluating use of the building throughout 
the year, under certain "standard operating conditions" and 
computing total building energy consumption by fuel type. 
This evaluation requirement promised an extensive additional 
work effort for both designers and plan reviewers involved in 
compliance. 
Critics of BEPS cited the current inability of local municipal 
building officials to evaluate compliance to BEPS, due to a 
lack of both technical expertise and personnel. The 
professional community cited the additional design 
requirements for determination of annual energy budgets, as 
well as increased costs for construction. 
Proponents of BEPS cited the considerable savings that were 
possible through BEPS implementation. BEPS would give the 
designer impetus to consider new and innovative energy 
conservation options, and would require levels of construction 
based on a least life cycle cost approach, rather than on the 
commonly used "minimum first cost" approach. Further, the 
BEPS document would give a strong boost to alternative energy 
source concepts, something that is not accentuated in present 
consensus standards. 
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At the end of the public hearings of the BEPS document, in 
spring of 1980, the federal government had apparently conceded 
to BEPS opponents, by withdrawing the Standard from 
consideration. Articles in several technical magazines 
(Reference 12) indicated the federal government was planning 
on resubmitting a revised BEPS document for hearing review in 
1981. This revised document was to be a modification from 
the nearly pure performance document to a part performance, 
part component standard, that could be implemented with 
present conformance standards concept. This was never 
accomplished, h?wever, and the ultimate fate of the BEPS 
Standard remains in doubt under the present Federal 
administration. 
Some of the major changes likely in a revised BEPS Document 
would be: 
* Drafting of an ASHRAE Standard 90 type component 
standards based on BEPS life cycle cost economics. 
* Drafting of a manual of recommended practice for builders 
to assist in BEPS compliance. 
* Provide alternate energy budget calculation methods not 
involving the large scale computer modeling systems 
originally conceived in BEPS. 
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3 .2 REQUIREMENTS FOR STANDARDS IN ALASKA 
Under this backdrop of national standards development, the 
State of Alaska remains within the potential jurisdiction of 
final standards implementation. Given Alaska's extremes of 
climate and regional widely varying energy costs, it is quite 
unlikely that a national standard applied to the state would 
produce a rational energy conserving and/or economically 
acceptable result. 
Thus, there is an impetus for the State of Alaska to perform 
research activities that will facilitate creation of a 
statewide thermal standard for new construction which will be 
a satisfactory alternative to the national standards. The 
form this standard should take is not immediately clear, given 
the lack of a universally accepted national standards 
document. However, research can still be accomplished, 
regardless of what that final form may take. By Statute (AS 
44.42.040) DOTPF has the responsibility to adopt "an ASHRAE 
thermal and lighting standard adapted to high latitude cold 
region environs". 
Since the vast majority of state buildings constructed in the 
past five years have conformed to ASHRAE 90-75 and since DOTPF 
Division of General Design and Construction has standardized 
on ASHRAE 90-75, some acceptance of thermal performance 
standards has already been accomplished. It is important, 
however, to consider that it is the "adapted to high latitude 
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climates" which is of current interest. It is clear, based on 
apparent lack of interest in the physical environment of 
Alaska by the national level standards makers, that such a 
high latitude adaption will have to be developed here. 
The critical step in that development will be to arrive at an 
end product which serves the energy conservation needs of the 
state and at the same time does not conflict with any national 
standard mandates. Just how this might be accomplished is 
beyond the scope of the work to date and will become a task 
for future consideration. 
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4.0 LIFE CYCLE COST EVALUATION TECHNIQUE 
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4.1 PURPOSE 
The State of Alaska desires to create a thermal and lighting 
standard for Alaska that will result in reductions in building 
energy consumption. Technology exists that, when implemented 
throughout such a standard, could drastically reduce the 
energy consumed in new buildings. However, a firm basis must 
be developed for the standard that considers long term 
building economics. 
In terms of steady state economics, it makes little sense to 
mandate the use of energy efficient building systems over a 
corresponding conventional system if the new equipment bears 
an exorbitant price tag. On the other hand, it may be prudent 
to spend a little more on energy efficient systems to lessen 
the risks associated with potential nation-wide energy 
drought. A standard to reduce energy consumption cannot be 
created without consideration of these economic and risk 
factors.-
When the State of Alaska builds a public facility, energy is 
considered a consumable item, and a continuing cost to the 
state. We only become concerned about energy (from a State 
point of view) in two ways: 
1. Can we get it? (Availability) 
2. How much does it cost? (Affordability) 
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While the primary concerns remain as availability and 
affordability, intangibles such as changes the budgeting 
process for buildings, and social/technician training for more 
complex energy eff icient building components must be strong 
determinates. 
Any standard must therefore fit into current economic 
constraints in order to be rational and to be acceptable in 
society. The question then finally comes down to how much 
energy conservation can we afford? To answer this question, 
research is needed. In this regard, the Energy and Buildings 
Group has developed a method which approximates the cost of 
building, owning, and operating a building for it's lifetime. 
As a research tool, this method allows us to investigate the 
impact that various energy conserving design scenarios have on 
the total life cycle cost of a building in the real (or a 
close approximation) economic climate of Alaska. This life 
cycle cost model is described in this section. The results 
obtained from the life cycle cost approach allow us to 
determine, within reasonable limits, just which energy 
conserving design techniques should be included in a rational 
thermal and lighting standard for Alaska. 
The analysis technique employed in this study models a 
building from time of construction to time of replacement, by 
accounting for construction and annual energy and maintenance 
costs for an assumed life of the building. As the study is 
directed toward evaluation of building thermal systems, the 
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model deals strictly with the energy consuming components 
within the building. These components of the building are 
comprised of the building's "Thermal Envelope", and selected 
portions of the building's mechanical and electrical systems. 
Portions of the building that do not influence thermal 
performance are not included in the analysis. For example, 
the cost of interior furniture, partitioning, artwork, and 
building foundation structures, are excluded from the 
analysis. It should be noted here that the term "model" 
applies to a series of equations that can simulate the 
operation of a building from a standpoint of total cost of 
ownership. Associated with these equations is a set of input 
parameters that describe the climate and economic environment 
within which the building exists, as well as the physical 
characteristics of the envelop~ and energy systems that make 
up the building. 
As the purpose of the study is to establish the "best" way to 
design the thermal systems of buildings (from both the 
standpoint of energy conservation and cost), the analysis 
technique utilizes a life cycle cost model, with the following 
analysis assumptions: 
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1. For a given size and occupancy classification there are 
innumerable ways that building thermal systems may be 
designed. Each design has its own characteristic life 
cycle cost. This characteristic life cycle cost is 
composed of three major components, first, cost of 
construction; second, annual cost of energy; and third, 
annual cost of maintaining and operating envelope and 
energy systems. 
2. The "best" design, for a given building size and 
occupancy, is that design which gives the lowest 1Q~ 
life cycle cost of ownership. A rational thermal and 
lighting standard should help channel a particular design 
toward, not away from, this lowest life cycle cost point. 
The "best" design may not be the design that has the 
lowest first cost of construction. Use of more expensive 
building materials or equipment that represent a 
stringent thermal construction approach and that will 
result in lower long-term energy and operating costs, can 
result in a lower total life cycle cost. On the other 
hand, extreme stringency in thermal system design beyond 
that required by climate conditions can result in added 
life cycle cost beyond life cycle cost accruable with an 
optimum design. 
3. The best design for one part of Alaska will not 
necessarily be the best design for another region of 
Alaska that has different climate and economic factors. 
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4. Good design practice must involve all building systems 
that use, transport or convert energy. To this end, 
consideration of the thermal envelope, which represents 
the end use of heating energy, must be accompanied by 
careful treatment of interior mechanical and electrical 
systems. 
A total of 192 different design concepts were studied. Each 
concept involves a different combination of wall systems, 
mechanical systems, electrical systems and foundation systems. 
To identify the least life cycle cost design for a given 
building configuration concept, a comparison technique that 
considers the full range of designs available to the industry 
was used. For each concept, the building was conceptually 
separated into three building component systems, the exterior 
thermal envelope, and energy consuming portions of m~chanical 
and electrical systems. The range of standard design practice 




Four separate conceptual designs: 
Lenient, Moderate 1, Moderate 2, and 
Stringent. 
Two separate conceptual designs: ME 
1 (simple) and ME 2 (complex). 
Two separate conceptual designs: EE 
1 (simple), and EE 2 (complex). 
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Each design evolved independently of other building systems, 
and was defined in terms of first cost and operating 
characteristics. Four separate mechanical/electrical system 
combinations were established; these four interior energy 
systems designs were then combined with thermal envelope 
systems combinations. This results in a total of sixteen 
different building design alternates for consideration with 
the life cycle cost model. 
The sixteen design alternatives were then modeled to determine 
the total life cycle cost for each alternative. This modeling 
was accomplished for sixteen separate cost regions within the 
state. The output of the comparison procedure is a sixteen by 
sixteen matrix of total life cycle costs. Thus, there are 
sixteen discrete design opportunities presented in terms of 
total life cycle cost for each cost region. This allows a 
separate least life cycle cost design solution to be selected 
for each climate and cost region of the state, for that design 
concept. 
4.2 PROTOTYPE BUILDING 
A rural school of 8,960 square feet size was used as the basis 
for the building model. This size is typical of small 
schools designed under state Department of Education rules 
(Reference 13), and is felt to represent an appropriate size 
for a study concerned with rural facilities. 
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To allow a fair assessment of thermal systems available to the 
designer, the dimensions of the structure and the occupancy 
patterns within the school are held constant for all designs. 
Dimensions, tabulated in Table 1, are based on efficiency for 
layout as well as for minimizing exterior wall area, and 
represent standard good design practices currently in use (see 
Figure 1). Space allocations within the building are based on 
State of Alaska Department of Education guidelines. 
Occupancy patterns as shown in Table 2 are based on expected 
use patterns for a rural village school with considerable 
community use. Ventilation requirements for interior spaces 
are based solely on assumed maximum occupancy levels using the 
5 CFM/person factor allowed by the DOT-PF Design Determinates 
and Options Report (Reference 14), with allowances made for 
building exhaust systems and flue losses in boilers and 
furnaces. Figure 2 shows ventilation requirements by 
occupancy for the building. 
During unoccupied times, the building is assumed not to be 
admitting any ventilating air via the ventilating system. Air 
exchange is still assumed to occur, however, through natural 
envelope inf il tration/exf il tration, as shown in Table 3. 
These levels of infiltration are based on assumed air change 
rates assignments for each of the climate regions. Actual 
values are set using an arbitrarily assumed schedule related 
to mean annual wind speed. 
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TABLE 1 
PROTOTYPE BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS 
1. BUILDING GEOMETRY 
Nominal Outside Dimensions 
Nominal Outside Building Square Footage 
Total Exterior Envelope Area 
Total Interior Volume 
I I. ENVELOPE COMPONENT AREAS 
Component 




Windows - Thermal Model 
- Cost Model 















80 x 112 ft. 
8,960 sq.ft. 



































FIG.I PROTOTYPE BUILDING 
1"= 20'-0" 
40' 












PEN CLASSROOM CONCEPT WITH 
LASS AREAS SEPARATED BY 
OOKSHELVES OR LARGE FURNITURE. 
--------- SOUTH FACING WINDOW AREA (376 FT2) 




BUILDING CROSS SECTION 






Time Schedule Time Use Breakdown Occupancy CFM 
Category Hrs/Day Days/Week Weeks/Yr Hrs/Yr Head Count Outside Air 







Normal Class 6 5 39 1,170 75 1,475 
Normal Class 
& Kitchen 2 5 93 390 75 1,475 
Afterhours 
Crowd In Gym 4 1 39 156 430 2,250 
Afterhours 
Low Occupancy 6 6 39 1,404 75 975 
Night-Weekend Varies see 
Unoccupied 5,640 0 Table 3 
Minimum outside air exchange rates for any time schedule category is the computed 
natural ventilation rate defined in Table 3. This occupancy schedule is used 
only for determining outside air quantities for mechanical ventilation system. 
Lower occupancy levels are used for determining occupant heat gain credit. 
-
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(Due to Natural Wind/Stack Effects) 
AIR CHANGE AIR CHANGE 
REGION NAME RATE (AC/HR) RATE (CFM) 
----------- ------------ ----------
South Central 1/2 940 
South Eastern 1/2 940 
Southern Interior 1/4 470 
Aleutian 3/4 1,410 
Western 3/4 1,410 
Northern Interior 1/4 470 
Arctic Slope 3/4 1,410 
These ventilation rates are used only for 
unoccupied night-time hours. Mechanical 
ventilation assumed to control during day-time. 
However, day-time ventilat~on rates are not 
allowed to be less than night-time rates, for any 
given climate region. 
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The prototypical building is designed with a structural wood 
stud wall framework with fiberglas insulation. Two additional 
wall insulation system alternates include the double stud wall 
concept and the polyurethane/isocyanurate foam insulation 
outer sheathing system. The structure is assumed either to be 
elevated on a pile or post and pad type foundation, with under 
floor insulation, or to rest on a heated crawl space 
foundation. No thermal allowance is taken for component to 
component connections, such as the floor-wall interfaces where 
the,rmal bridging is present. 
4.3 ENVELOPE DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 
Each of the five architectural components (walls, roof, 
windows, doors and floors) are dealt with separately, and four 
separate levels of thermal envelope construction are 





Lowest level of thermal insulation presently in 
use. 
Lower moderate level of thermal insulation 
presently in use. 
Higher moderate level of thermal insulation 
presently in use. 
Most highly insulative construction presently 
in use. 
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For each construction level, the overall thermal resistance in 
Hr-Sq.Ft.-degrees F/BTU, and the overall cost in dollars per 
square foot have been assessed. Figure 3 shows the typical 
thermal calculations for each component in each level of 
construction. 
The design details and thermal characteristics of walls, 
floors, windows and doors for the four architectural 
alternates are shown in Table 4. Roof designs vary across the 
state, to accommodate widely varying climate conditions. 
Table 5 'lists the roof designs used by climate region. 
Architectural envelope designs used in the study are analyzed 
in detail in a supplement to this report and publ ished 
separately, entitled "Report Supplement - Thermal and Cost 
Analysis of Thermal Envelopes for a Small Rural School". This 
supplement presents a detailed analysis of thermal envelope 
designs presently in use with wood stud wall construction, 
throughout the state. 
4.4 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 
4.4.1 Existing Practice 
Within the building, energy systems generate heat, condition 
and move ventilating air, and provide lighting and process 
power at the convenience of occupants and their machines. The 
mechanical system converts raw fossil fuels (assumed in this 
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WALLS - STANDARD STUD CASE 
Lenient 20.11 
Moderate 1 23.05 
Moderate 2 30.51 
Stringent 38.00 
WALLS - EXTERIOR FOAM CASE 
Lenient 20.10 
Moderate 1 28.11 
Moderate 2 32.11 
Stringent 36.10 
WALLS - DOUBLE STUD CASE 
Lenient 31.44 
Moderate 1 42.44 
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Flat Warm Roof 
Wood-Steel Truss 
Joist/Structural 
Plywood Deck w/ 
Hot Mop Membrane 
case to be fuel oil) to useable thermal energy. The 
mechanical system distributes this energy throughout the 
interior of the architectural envelope, heating the space and 
providing metered amounts of ventilating air for occupant 
comfort. 
As heating fuels are consumed in boiler/furnace equipment to 
produce useable heat, a portion of the resul tant heat energy 
is lost as "stack losses". This is typically 15% to 30% of 
total energy content of the fuel burned. A gallon of heating 
. 
fuel has a heating value of about 139,000 BTU's, most of which 
is "liberated" within the combustion chamber of the boiler. 
with an assumed conversion efficiency of 70% (normally defined 
as the ratio of useful heat energy delivered by the boiler to 
heat content of fuel burned X 100%), a total of 97,000 BTU's 
will be transferred to the heating water/glycol circulating 
through the boiler, and the remaining 42,000 BTU's will be 
lost through the boiler stack as hot gases and uncombusted 
hydrocarbons. 
The mechanical system consumes energy in moving heating fluids 
and ventilating air throughout the building. The energy 
consumed is almost always in the form of electrical energy 
required to power fans and pumps. This is termed 
"distribution energy", and cannot be considered a true loss of 
energy since the power consumed is liberated as friction heat 
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within the building envelope and/or as heat liberated through 
electrical resistance in conductors and motor windings which 
also remains within the building. 
These two components of mechanical system energy consumption 
have some important differences. The boiler/furnace stack 
losses are true losses out of the envelope and should be 
minimized under all circumstances, through careful design of 
boiler/furnace systems. The pumps and fans that consume 
distribution energy are a different matter. These devices are 
located within building spaces, and a large part of the 
distribution energy they consume ends up as frictional heat 
within the envelope to partially offset envelope losses. This 
"energy credit" thus serves to reduce fossil heating fuel 
requirements. 
The electrical energy used to power the pumps and fans is 
almost always more expensive on a dollars/BTU basis than 
fossil heating fuel, making this parasitic distribution energy 
for primary heating undesirable economically. Therefore, 
excessive levels of pump and fan energies represent a 
different type of loss, that when viewed at the pOint where 
energy is brought across the building property line represents 
an operational inefficiency. 
In addition to the cost aspect of energy, the total amount of 
fossil fuel consumed in generation of the distribution energy 
is also of interest. Under a scenario where the school is 
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served by an electric utility, or where fossil fuel is 
converted to electricity using conventional diesel engine-
generator sets, conversion efficiencies can be as low as 15% 
to 20%. Thus, for every equivalent BTU of electrical energy 
delivered to a pump or fan, between 5 and 7 BTU's of fossil 
fuel must be consumed at the source conversion point. This is 
further justification to minimize the consumption of 
electrical energy. 
Note that this criteria for minimizing electrical consumption 
within the building could change if an extremely cheap source 
of electricity is realized, as in the case of an area that has 
a strong hydropower base, or in certain situations where a 
cogeneration base is used to create heat and produce 
electricity. For the purposes of this study, availability of 
hydro or cogeneration is not considered, and the source of 
electricity is assumed to be a conventional low efficiency 
conversion process using diesel generators, with a high BTU 
cost of energy. Further discussion on this topic is included 
in section 4.4.4, Cogeneration Appiicability. 
As in the case of the envelope system, there are innumerable 
ways in which mechanical and electr ical systems may be 
designed. There is also a wide variability in the energy 
efficiency of interior energy systems, that is, in how much 
energy is consumed in stack losses and in the heating and 
ventilating process. Each interior energy system design for a 
given building envelope will exhibit a particular behaviour 
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pattern in the way int.erior heat gains from occupants, their 
activities, and energy expended in the lighting, heating and 
air conditioning processes interact with envelope heat losses. 
Space temperature and zone control requirements, ventilation 
scheduling, as well as maintenance and operations 
considerations are strong determinates in how mechanical 
systems are designed. Where minimal control and zone 
requirements are impressed, system designs tend to be simple 
wi th a minimum ,of installed components. However, where 
control and zone requirements are rigorous, mechanical system 
complexity tends to increase. 
Unfortunately, design complexity is closely related to 
building energy consumption and system costs. The low first 
cost, simple systems that offer low maintenance and easy 
operation, tend to use large amounts of energy and thus have 
high annual energy costs. A more complex system will usually 
be more expensive in first cost and possibly in maintenance, 
but will be more efficient in its' consumption of energy. 
4.4.2 Modeling of Mechanical Systems 
There are at present within the state, two identifiable design 
philosophies (out of many) for mechanical systems that address 
system complexity. One philosophy emphasizes low first cost 
and simplicity of operation, using hot air fUrnace systems and 
hot air ducting with a minimum of zones and system controls. 
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The other defined philosophy is a more complex system that 
uses boilers for heat generation, a perimeter baseboard system 
for heat distribution and a separate ducted ventilation 
system. This study addresses these two bounding philosophies 
from the standpoint of first cost, maintenance and operations 
costs, and parasitic energy consumption. 
The mechanical portion of the building model assesses the 
energy consumed in the space heating and ventilating process. 
The following mechanical system operating param~ters are used 
to describe energy consumption characteristics of each of the 
design alternatives: 
Heat generation conversion efficiency: 
Defined as ratio of useable energy output of the heating 
(mechanical) system annually to total energy consumed by 
the heating (mechanical) system annually. 
Distribution energy consumption: 
Defined as total electrical energy consumed in the 
heating and ventilating process within the envelope. 
Outside air ventilation schedule: 
Defined as outside air quantities in CFM by time 
schedule, for each mechanical system alternative. 
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The first scenario (ME 1) involves use of low first cost hot 
air furnace equipment. This design uses the following major 
components (see Figure 4): 
(2) Horizontal hot air furnaces with mixing boxes, 
filters, control dampers and required ductwork, diffusers 
and grilles and package unit controls. 
System controls, consisting of room thermostats, damper 
motors, duct thermostats, time clocks, and all associated 
equipment. 
Kitchen exhaust system, including ductwork, fan unit, 
roof or wall hood and controls. 
Toilet exhaust system, including grilles, balance 
dampers, ductwork, fan unit, controls and roof or wall 
hood. 
Note that it is possible to input some but not all of the 
ventilation scheduling controls that are in ME 2, because 
furnace systems can only practically accommodate simple 
control sequences. 
The second scenario (ME 2) models a high first cost, energy 
efficient mechanical system that has a heavy impact on 
construction budget, and additional annual maintenance and 
operating cost, but yields returns in increased operating 
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ZONE I 


















L _____ --L __ ..... __ __-+-I~~ 
PACKAGED Oil FIRED FURNACE UNIT 
WITH MIXING BOXES, FILTERS, HI-LOW 
BURNER AND CONSTANT VOLUME FAN. 
FIG. 4 SCHEMATIC PLAN - PACKAGED HEATING FURNACE PLAN 
EA 
effIciency and lower energy consumption. This design involves 
use of the following major components for the mechanical 
system (see Figure 5): 
(2) Central cast iron wet base boilers with controls, 
breeching, stacks, and duplex circulating pumps. 
(2) Air handlers for ventilation of interior spaces, 
with required ductwork, diffusers and grilles, dampers 
and controls. 
Perimeter baseboard system for circulating glycol, 
including finned tube, piping, and finned tube 
enclosures. 
System controls, consisting of room thermostats, damper 
motors, control valves, and all associated control 
equipment. 
Kitchen exhaust system including ductwork, fan unit, roof 
or wall hood and controls. 
Toilet exhaust system, including grilles, balance 
dampers, ductwork, fan unit, controls and roof or wall 
hood. 
The two alternative concepts for mechanical systems were 
arrived at through evaluation of a sampling of small schools 
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throughout the state.' The designs were found to vary 
considerably in control sequences specified, arrangements of 
outside air/exhaust air ducting and fans, and in assumed 
quantities of outside air delivered. The prototype systems 
are assembled to reflect a composite of general practice. 
Details of systems concepts are purposefully restrained, to 
accommodate variations in designer preference. 
Table 6 presents the major mechanical and electrical system 
modeling paramete~s. These parameters have been developed 
from analysis of operating parameters of two systems layouts 
using the 8,960 square foot school size. Table 7a list the 
amounts of outside air that are assumed to be admitted to the 
school for each alternative. Air quantities are listed in 
units of CFM by time schedule number, climate region, and 
mechanical system alternate. These quantities are based on 
assumed occupancies of 75 students for classroom areas and a 
gymnasium crowd of 430 people. 
It is important to note that the ME 1 case has a continuous 
quantity of air for the first four schedule intervals. This is 
assumed because the simplified control system cannot schedule 
ventilation quantities, beyond closing outside air dampers at 
night. On the other hand, the ME 2 system which has two air 
handlers and a more complex modulating damper arrangement, 
allows outside air quantities to be modulated to reflect 
different occupancy levels. The ventilation requirements for 
the building are shown graphically in Figu~e 2. 
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• TABLE 6 
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION CHARACTERISTICS 
A. MECHANICAL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 




(BTU/SQ. FT. -YR) 
ME 1 ME 2 




B. ELECTRICAL LIGHTING SYSTEM ENERGY CONSUMPTION LEVELS 
(Watts/Sq. Ft.) 
EE 1 EE 2 
Occupancy Standard Design Alternate Design 
--------- --------------- ----------------
Classroom 3.2 1.8 
Mul tipurpose 1.15 0.85 













SCHEDULE OF OUTSIDE AIR VENTILATION RATES (CFM) 
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Time schedule intervals 1 through 4 are daytime or 
occupant use periods with mechanical systems bringing 
in metered amounts of outside air. During time 
schedule interval 5 outside air dampers are shut, with 
ventilation via natural infiltration/exfiltration. 
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The mechanical system is assumed to serve the classrooms, 
multipurpose ~oom, offices, kitchen, toilet room and other 
undefined spaces that constitute the prototypical building. 
Mechanical equipment included in the design is only that 
equipment directly related to the energy consuming portions of 
the heating and ventilation systems for the building. A 
number of energy related systems are common to each of the 
mechanical system alternatives. These systems consist of 
domestic hot water heating equipment, assumed in the analysis 
to be an oil-fired storage heater, and kitchen and toilet 
ventilation units. The systems are shown in schematic on 
Figure 6. 
The option of heat recovery is also included in the ME 2 
mechanical systems model. A "run-around loop" type system was 
used, since the system offers simplicity and maximum 
flexibility in location of equipment and controls. A heat 
recovery coil is placed in toilet/locker room exhaust and 
outside air intake ductwork. A circulating pump moves 
glycol/water between coils to extract heat from exhaust ai r 
and transfer it to the fresh supply air. A total of 800 CFM 
is assumed to be exhausted from toilet/locker areas. The 
configuration is shown as Figure 7. Ventilation scheduling 
under the heat recovery option is shown in Table 7b. 
The following building systems, while part of the typical 
mechanical system, are not included in this analysis, as they 
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SCHEDULE OF OUTSIDE AIR VENTILATION RATES (CFM) 
(With Heat Recovery) 
Level of Time Schedule [TT (I) ] 
Construction 1 2 3 4 5 
------------ -------------------------------------
ME 1 2,250 2,250 2,250 2,250 940 
ME 2 995 995 1,770 995 940 
ME 1 2,250 2,250 2,250 2,250 940 
ME 2 995 995 1,770 995 940 
ME 1 2,250 2,250 2,250 2,250 470 
ME 2 995 995 1,770 995 470 
ME 1 2,250 2,250 2,250 2,250 1,410 
ME 2 995 995 1,770 995 1,410 
ME 1 2,250 2,250 2,250 2,250 1,410 
ME 2 995 995 1,770 995 1,410 
ME 1 2,250 2,250 2,250 2,250 470 
ME 2 995 995 1,770 995 470 
ME 1 2,250 2,250 2,250 2,250 1,410 
ME 2 995 995 1,770 995 1,410 
Time schedule interals 1 through 4 are daytime or 
occupant use periods with mechanical systems 
bringing in metered amounts of outside air. 
During time schedule interval 5 outside air 





Domestic hot and cold water distribution system. 
Domestic water supply and pressurization systems. 
Domestic water treatment systems. 
Waste water systems. 
Sprinkler systems. 
Maintenance and Operations Considerations 
It is recognized that there are major problems in maintaining 
buildings in Alaska's bush, especially mechanical systems. 
These problems currently are causing major operational 
difficulties for bush school administrators. The complexity 
of mechanical systems in rural schools requires persons with 
considerable operating and repair expertise, a qualification 
not usually found in many areas of the state. Maintenance 
programs tend to be most successful with simple mechanical 
systems that include only the most basic temperature controls. 
However, the vast distances between school locations and high 
cost of transportation, linked with inadequately trained 
maintenance staff, tend to create problems even with the 
simplest systems. 
The occurrence of these maintenance problems is variable. 
While certain Alaskan areas tend to have better luck with 
building operation than others, the more remote school sites 
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tend to require simpler, less maintenance sensitive systems, 
since technical expertise in building operation is almost 
always unavailable. 
Given these assumed conditions, there is no way to specify a 
single mechanical system design concept for all areas of 
Alaska that represents a best least life cycle cost solution. 
From a purely maintenance standpoint, simpler systems (ME 1) 
will be the best solution in remote areas. Complex systems 
(ME 2) will work better in areas closer to transportation 
centers, since these centers are experiencing considerable 
economic activity, and can be expected to experience growth 
and work force technical education throughout the building's 
lifetime. 
For this reason, the ME 1 and ME 2 systems are maintained in 
the analysis as two viable options for the designer to select. 
For example, in a remote location where the simple ME 1 case 
is not the least life cycle cost solution for a climate 
region, a competent designer may properly elect to use the ME 
1 system due to over-riding simplicity criteria. Conversely, 
adherence to life cycle cost results for less remote areas is 
probably the most favorable option for the designer. 
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4.4.4 Cogeneration Concepts 
The environment that the typical rural school exists in varies 
from remote locations, far from transportation centers, to 
more developed locations near or in population centers. For 
• 
this range of environments, there are two cases that often 
occur with respect to electric power supply, which influence 
the sit~ support required to operate the school. 
Case I: 
School served by local electric utility. School maintains 
emergency generator, sized to operate heating, sanitary and 
freeze-up protection systems. 
Case II: 
School not served by local electric utility. Prime power 
generation facility included on school property. 
In each of these cases, there is potential for abstracting 
waste heat from the jacket water of the generator's diesel 
engine, and using this to partially heat the building. The 
use of waste heat in this manner is one form of cogeneration. 
It is obvious that under certain circumstances this can result 
in 1) reductions in total cost of schools operation (Case I), 
and 2) reduction in total quantity of fuel oil burned annually 
(Case II). 
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For each of these scenarios, the economic viability of 
cogenerption is woven into the type of envelope and interior 
energy systems built into the school, price and availability 
of fuel and commercial power, and the extent of required 
transmission piping between the power house and school. It is 
\ 
acknowledged that the best- (least) life cycle cost solution 
for building thermal systems is dependent on the source and 
cost of utilities, and the decision whether or not to use 
cogeneration. This study, however, does not include an 
analysis of cogeneration for the following reasons: 
1. There are significant numbers of independent variables 
that determine cogeneration system life cycle cost, many 
of which are site specific. 
2. It does not appear possible to equitably formulate a 
typical scenario for cogeneration that will allow 
determination of the actual cost of building utilities. 
3. Load matching between community and school loads are 
indeterminate for a prototype model, since each site will 
have specific load match relationships. This match will 
strongly influence cogeneration viability. 
Instead, this study assumes a least life cycle cost solution 
under non-cogeneration-utility conditions as the basis of the 
building thermal standard. This standard is based on high 
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utili ty costs that reflect a building served by a small 
private utility with a relatively stiff tariff charge. 
With a framework for building thermal construction details 
established (by this study and a preliminary thermal • 
standard), a basis for evaluation of the cogeneration concept 
is then available. This sh6uld be done as a separate study, 
and coordinated with other state agencies involved in village 
cogeneration systems. 
4.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DESiGN ALTERNATIVES 
The electrical energy consumed within a building can be 
divided into three major uses: building lighting, motive 
power for mechanical system, and process power to be used by 
building occupants. Of these three components, mechanical 
system and lighting power are of major concern with 
envelope/energy systems studies. Process power conservation, 
as it is a specialized study not related to building system 
design, is not considered in the study. 
As mechanical system electrical consumption is almost wholly 
dependent on selection of mechanical equipment, this subject 
has been discussed in Section 4.3 (Mechanical System Design 
Alternatives). The analysis of electrical systems thus 
centers on the design of interior and exterior electrical 
lighting. 
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Two basic design concepts are used in the analysis of 
lighting. The building i p assumed to be in three area 
designations each with a different lighting level that results 
from fixture selection to match use, ceiling height, and room 
characteristics. The standard design (designated nEE 1 n) 
describes current practice, whiie the alter-nate design 
(designated EE 2") portrays the energy conserving design using 
current off-the-shelf hardware. 
STANDARD DESIGN (EE 1): 
The standard design utilizes for the classroom areas a 4-1amp 
wrap-around fluorescent fixture such as the Lithonia LB440A. 
This fixture will provide the IES recommended 70 footcand1es 
when installed in a 960 square foot classroom. The number of 
fixtures required is 12. This assumes that the Room Cavity 
Ratio is 1.6, the floor reflectance is 30%, the ceiling 
reflectance is 80%, and the wall reflectance is 50%. It is 
assumed that the fixtures would be installed in 3 rows of 4 
fixtures evenly spaced. The total watts/square foot with this 
design is 2.4. The final footcandle level is approximately 
75. 
It should be noted that frequently the designs will show 
lighting levels of 100 footcandles. In this case, 16 fixtures 
are used which produce 100 footcand1es ·and consume 3.2 
watts/square foot. 
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Th~ multipurpose room (gymnasium) typically is 3840 square 
feet of space with a higher ceiling height. The room has a 
half-court basketball court and is also used for meetings. 
The lighting levels are usually 50 footcandles from surface-
mounted, industrial fluorescent fixtures. The lighting layout • 
is usually accomplished with standard 4-foot lamps to 
facilitate shipping to the remote areas. The layotits vary but 
would typically consist of tandem fixtures (2 4-foot fixtures 
connected end to end to form an 8-foot fixture). There would 
be approximately 21 tandem fixtures producing the 50 
footcandles desired at a power loading of 1.15 watt~/square 
foot. 
Undefined spaces are usually illuminated with a combination of 
fluorescent and incandescent fixtures. These fixtures 
represent a power loading estimated at 4 watts/square foot. 
The hours of use should be much less than that for a 
classroom. Frequently, however, the building occupants will 
leave mechanical room and storeroom lighting on continuously. 
ALTERNATE DESIGNS (EE 2): 
The alternate design for the classroom utilizes the same 
parameters as above but utilizes a more energy efficient 
fixture. The overall qverage lighting level in the classroom 
calculates as lower, but due to the improved design, produces 
equal results to the standard design above. The alternate 
design provides the same zonal cavity footcandle level, but 
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due to an improved diffuser which allows more efficient 
diffusing of the light, provides equal or better r~sults. The 
fixture chosen is a Columbia *4643-43-243. This is a surface 
mounted "Parabolume" fixture. This fixture uses 3 lamps 
instead of the 4 for the standard design. The lamps used are 
the energy efficient "Wattmizer" lamps. The total number of 
fixtures required to give equivalent lighting is 12. This is 
the same as for the standard design. Energy savings are 
inherent, however, in the reduction of 1 lamp per fixture. 
The watts/square foot for this design is 1.8. This represents 
a savings of 1.4 watts/square foot over the "standard design". 
A highly efficient design for the multipurpose room 
(gymnasium) would consist of high pressure sodium luminaires 
which are one of the most efficient sources of light in common 
use today. The same multipurpose room could be illuminated to 
50 footcandles with 18 ISO-watt fixtures such as the General 
Electric "minimount". The total wattage is approximately 3150 
watts or .85 watts/square foot. 
Mechanical rooms and undefined spaces would be lighted with 
fluorescent fixtures, and a tremendous improvement in the 
watts/square foot indicator could be achieved. For these 
undefined spaces in a typical building, we can assume an 
average lighting level of approximately 50 footcandles. The 
lighting would be provided by fluorescent fixtures , with the 
load estimated at 3 watts/square foot. 
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4.6 COST ESTIMATING 
The analysis of costs for the building's energy system 
involves definitions of first costs of construction, and 
analysis of both maintenance and operations costs and costs of 
energy. These component costs (Reference 15) have been 
defined at a reference location in Alaska, the City of 
Anchorage, and then related to other locations in Alaska, 
through use of cost indices. This index approach is discussed 
in Section 4.6. 
4.6.1 Construction Costs for Thermal Envelope 
Costing for envelope components was accomplished for each of 
the four levels of thermal construction. This was done by 
selecting a unit area of construction, and estimating all 
costs for that component. An example of a cost estimate for a 
typical envelope component is presented in Figure 3. This 
cost includes all direct labor and materials, as well as an 
allowance for indirect costs and contractor profit. 
As can be seen in the example, which is for a 6" thick stud 
wall with 1" exterior foam insulation, the unit area for 
costing is taken as 60 square feet. All parts of the envelope 
affecting thermal performance are costed, including paint, 
interior wall board, vapor barrier, structural studs and 
plates, exterior sheathing and stain, and thermal insulation. 
A strict parity is maintained between the components costed 
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and the components included in thermal resistance calculations 
(Section 4.2). The costs in units of dollars per component 
square foot are then totaled, to represent the total component 
cost of each square foot of wall space. 
These costs for the 60 square foot area are then converted to 
construction cost per square foot of building floor area, 
using the following relationship: 
Construction Cost($/Bldg.Sq.Ft.) = 
Cost($/Component Sq.Ft.) (Bldg. Component Cost Factor) 
where the component cost factor is the ratio of total 
component area to total floor area. 
These costs are-presented in Tables 8 and 9, and detailed 
development of numbers are included in the report supplement. 
These systems are based on applicability requirements for roof 
systems, discussed in Section 4.2. A summary of costs of the 
total thermal envelope, by climate region, is included in the 
companion report supplement. 
4.6.2 Construction Costs for Mechanical and Electrical 
Systems 
As described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, only those components of 
mechanical and electrical systems contributing to or 








SUMMARY OF COMPONENT SQUARE FOOT COSTS 
($/Envelope Component Square Feet) 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
$ 11.OO/SF $ 11.37/SF $ 11.57/SF $ 12.30SF 
$ 7.32/SF $ 7.92/SF $ 8.53/SF $ 9.43/SF 
$ 7.32/SF $ 8.18/SF $ 8.52/SF $ 8.83/SF 
$ 9.00/SF $ 9.23/SF $ 9.51/SF $ 9.93/SF 







$ 14.85/SF $ 15.04.SF $ 15.57/SF $ 16.10/SF 
$ 31.60/SF $ 31.60/SF $ 58.54/SF $ 59.76/SF 
$ 22.50/SF $ 22.50/SF $ 26.50/SF $ 44.10/SF 
$ 14.35/SF $ 14.66/SF $ 14.86/SF $ 16~57/SF 
$ 13.35/SF $ 14.40/SF $ 15.82/SF $ 18.54/SF 
$ 7.17/SF $ 8.22/SF $ 9.48/SF $ 12.19/SF 







SUMMARY OF BUILDING SQUARE FOOT COSTS 
($/Building Square Feet) 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
$ l~.OO/SF $ 11.37/SF $ 11.57/SF $ 12.30/SF 
$ 4.97/SF $ 5.37/SF $ 5.79/SF' $ 6.40/SF . 
$ 4.97/SF $ 5.55/SF $ 5.78/SF $ 5.99/SF 
$ 6.11/SF $ 6.26/SF $ 6.45/SF $ 6.74/SF 







$ 2.55/SF $ 2.58/SF $ 2.67/SF $ 2.76/SF 
$ .35/SF $ .35/SF $ .65/SF $ .67/SF 
$ .94/SF $ .94/SF $1.ll/SF $ 1. 85/SF 
$ 15.13/SF $ 15.45/SF $ 15.66/SF $ 17.47/SF 
$ 14.07/SF $ 15.18/SF $ 16.68/SF $ 19.54/SF 
$ 7.17/SF $ 8.22/SF $ 9.48/SF $' 12.19/SF 
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mechanical systems, the two separate schools are selected for 
cost analysis. The mechanical designs are alternatively fit 
into the thermal envelope of an operating school near Bethel 
(Reference 16), and one near Dillingham (Reference 17). 
This analysis yielded an Anchorage based construction cost of 
$10.85 /bldg.sq.ft. for the simple system (ME 1) and 
$13.85/bldg.sq.ft. for the complex system (ME 2). A breakdown 
of costs are included in Table 10. 
Electr ical sys1:!ems are def ined by a cost analysis of the two 
different design concepts discussed in Section 4.4. Costs are 
assessed on the basis of assumed layouts for fixtures and 
approximate wiring requirements. The costs of major service 
components and associate switching hardware are not included 
in the estimate as it is felt that these costs do not 
influence thermal performance and would, in most cases, be 
common to both an EEl or EE2 system. The costs used in the 
analysis for the two electrical design alternatives are 
$1.94/bldg.sq.ft. for a standard design and $2.72/bldg.sq.ft. 
for an alternate energy conserving design. As described in 
Section 4.6, these costs are Anchorage base costs and are 




CONSTRUCTION COST ANALYSIS - MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 
Hydronic System 
(includes airhandlers, 
cabinet unit heaters) 
Hot Air Furnace 
Ductwork 
Ki tchen/Toilet Exhaust 
Water Heating 
Controls 
Cost of Heat Recovery (ME 2 
Total Cost 
Gross Floor Area (Sq.Ft.) 










































4.6.3 Analysis of Maintenance Costs 
Maintenance and operating costs for rural schools are strong 
determinates in total life cycle cost analysis. The cost of 
maintaining energy systems within the rural school is rather 
nebulous, as these costs tend to blend into costs of 
educational administration, and other non-related maintenance 
tasks such as painting and roof repair. 
There are a number of overhead cost components associated with 
the rural energy system operation, as listed below: 
Onsite direct labor costs for scheduled preventative 
maintenance. 
Onsite direct labor costs for unscheduled repair and 
maintenance. 
Costs of scheduled major maintenance upgrade. 




Overhead burden for labor force. 
Each of these items is difficult to separate from maintenance 
and operations costs for other non-energy consuming systems. 
Further, hard data on thermal systems maintenance performance 
are generally not available from school districts. 
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For these reasons, maintenance costs for energy systems 
alternatives are assessed using a thirty year cash flow plan 
for the facility, and the following criteria. 
1. Scheduled maintenance costs are assumed as preventative 
maintenance activities based on. a normal schedule, over 
the lifetime of the structure. 
2. Unscheduled maintenance is assessed on a progressively 
increasing frequency throughout the lifetime of the 
structure. 
3. Scheduled maintenance renovations are assumed to occur 
throughout the lifetime of the structure for short 
lifetime items. 
4. Maintenance costs include school district administration, 
travel and onsite labor. No differentiation is made as 
to whether the work would be accomplished by the 
contractor or school district personnel. 
It is assumed that differences in cost of maintenance between 
architectural and electrical systems alternatives will be 
minimal. For this reason, maihtenance costs for envelope and 
archi tectural systems are assumed zero in the analysis. 
Further, only energy systems components were included in the 
analysis. Maintenance costs for the building are presented 
below. 
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ANNUAL PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE COSTS 
ME 1 (Simple System) 
ME 2 (Complex System) 
$0.133/Bldg.Sq.Ft.-Yr. 
$0.158/Bldg.Sq.Ft.-Yr. 
Mid term renovations are assumed to occur at years 10 and 20. 
These costs are based on the 30 year repair/renovation 
analysis. All costs have been grouped at years 10 and 20 
• using engineering economy equations, to conform to the LCC 
model. 
ME 1 (Simple System) 








Total life cycle costs of a typical building are sensitive to 
climate and cost conditions throughout the state. In 
recognition of this, the State of Alaska was divided into 
seven separate climate regions and sixteen separate cost 
regions. Climate regions within the state were chosen by an 
analysis of available long term weather information and review 
of existing climate literature (References 18 and 19). The 
seven regions are listed in Table 11, and shown in Figure 8. 
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TABLE 11 
STATEWIDE COST INDEX 
Cost Region Climate Region Climate Region 
Name Number Cost Region Name Number 
1 Anchorage Zone 
2 Village 1 South Central 
3 Kodiak Island (Horner) 
4 Juneau Zone 
5 Main Center 2 South Eastern 
6 Village (Juneau) 
7 Sitka 
8 Fairbanks Zone 3 Southern Interior 
9 Village (Fairbanks) 
-..J 
'" 10 Village 4 Aleutian (Adak) 
11 Bethel 
12 Large Village 5 Western 
13 Coastal Village (Nome) 
14 Village 6 Northern Interior 
(Bettles) 
15 Barrow 7 Arctic Slope 
16 Coastal Village (Barrow) 
BASIS FOR INDICES: 
Energy Cost Index 
Construction Heating 
Cost Index *Fuel Oil **Electricity 
1.22 1.04 2.11 
1.32 1.04 4.05 
1.34 1.04 3.48 
1.13 1.03 2.55 
1.29 1.00 1.84 
1.81 1.06 2.73 
1.34 1.04 1.57 
1.30 1.00 2.43 
2.13 1.36 5.75 
2.25 1.08 3.36 
1.50 1.09 4.00 
1.53 1.16 4.64 
2.44 1.40 9.09 
2.67 2.86 9.09 
1.92 0.228 3.07 
2.94 1.09 5.68 
* Base Heating Fuel Oil Cost $0.957/Gal ($6.91/Million BTU's) 







FIG.8 CLIMATE ZONE CITY LOCATIONS 
• 
ALASKA STATE THERMAL STANDARDS 
PHASE n: RESEARCH· REPORT 
FIG. 8 CLIMATE ZONE CITY LOCATIONS 
CANADA 
Climate conditions for each region are modeled using city data 
included in the thermal analysis program data files (Table 12a 
and 12b). (This program is discussed in Section 4.8.) These 
data include the following: 
l. Site Latitude 
2. Design Temperatures 
3. Mean Monthly Temperatures 
4. Mean Monthly Heating Degree 
5. Mean Monthly Solar Gain on a 
Horizontal Surface 






Degree C - Days 
Kilo-Joules/Sq.m. 
Sources of data are varied. Design temperatures are ASHRAE 97 
1/2% values (Reference 20); mean monthly temperatures are 
generally 30 year records (Reference 18); while monthly solar 
data is from the Solmet Report (Reference 21). 
Cost regions within the state were chosen by an evaluation of 
available cost analyses by in-state cost consultants 
(Reference 15). A total of sixteen different regions are 
identified to categorize rural Alaska; these regions are 
identified in Table 11. Within each of the regions, first 
costs of construction, as well as costs of fuel oil and 
electricity are assessed. These data are expressed as indices 
(Table 11) with base values for the City of Anchorage. 
Boundaries of climate regions were made to be coincident with 
cost region boundaries. Thus each cost region is wholly 
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TABLE 12a 
CLIMATE DATA INPUT 
.!l.AN FEB MAR P&R MAY .J:J,!ID; .J1ILX 
BOMER 
LT DT 59.63 -20.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M TEMP -6.00 -4.0 -2.0 2.0 6.0 9.0 11.0 
DD 751.00 624.0 644.0 500.0 391.0 272.0 219.0 
SOLAR 1,380.00 3,789.0 8,617.0 14,167.0 17,961.0 19,867.0 18,136.0 
JUNEAU 
• 
LT DT 58.37 -20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M TEMP -5.00 -2.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 13 .0 
DD 715.00 576.0 570.0 435.0 313.0 197.0 160.0 
SOLAR 1,320~00 3,205.0 6,923.0 11,870.0 14,655.0 16,052.0 14,508.0 
FAIRBANKS 
LT DT 64.82 -46.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M TEMP -24.00 -19.0 -12.0 -2.0 8.0 15.0 16.0 
DD 1,324.00 1,050.0 956.0 602.0 305.0 117.0 82.0 
SOLAR 342.00 2,513.0 7,651.0 13,549.0 18,199.0 19,882.0 17,506.0 
ADAK 
LT DT 51.53 -6.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M TEMP 0.30 1.3 1.2 3.4 6.3 9.3 10.0 
DD 555.60 474.4 545.6 444.4 372 .0 267.8 255.0 
SOLAR 645.80 553.3 616.6 444.4 0.0 353.3 344.4 
NOME 
LT DT 64.50 -35.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M TEMP -14.00 -15.0 -14.0 -7.0 2.0 8.0 10.0 
DD 1,016.00 930.0 992.0 768.0 520.0 325.0 257.0 
SOLAR 338.00 2,541.0 7,163.0 13,456.0 17,852.0 19,898.0 16,049.0 
BETTLES 
LT DT 66.91 -46.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M TEMP -25.00 -22.0 -17.0 -6.0 5.0 13.0 14.0 
DD 1,347.00 1,132.0 1,094.0 742.0 401.0 150.0 128.0 
SOLAR 114.00 1,955.0 6,986.0 13,940.0 19,278.0 21,077.0 17,734.0 
BARROW 
LT DT 71.30 -42.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M TEMP -26.00 -28.0 -26.0 -18.0 -7.0 1.0 4.0 
DD 1,373.00 1,301.0 1,381. 0 1,098.0 791.0 533.0 453.0 
SOLAR 0.00 837.0 5,567.0 11,919.0 12,938.0 17,336.0 16,559.0 
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TABLE 12b 
CLIMATE DATA INPUT 
Mffi SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTALS MEAN: 
HOMER 
LT DT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 48.1 4.0 
M TEMP 11.0 8.0 3.0 -2.0 -6.0 30.0 2.5 
DD 217.0 300.0 476.0 613 .0 751.0 5,758.0 479.1 
SOLAR 13,491.0 8,982.0 4,961.0 1,990.0 726.0 114,067.0 9,505.~ 
JUNEAU 
LT DT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 47.5 4. ( 
M TEMP 12.0 10.0 5.0 0.0 -3.0 54.0 4. ! 
DD 184.0 263.0 399.0 542.0 649.0 5,003.0 416. ! 
SOLAR 11,173.0 7,250.0 3,636.0 1,687.0 702.0 92,981.0 7,748.' 
FAIRBANKS 
LT DT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.9 2. : 
M TEMP 13 .0 7.0 -4.0 -16.0 -24.0 -42.0 -3. ! 
DD 169.0 343.0 686.0 1,037.0 1,298.0 7,969.0 664. : 
SOLAR 12,688.0 8,051.0 3,321.0 841.0 28.0 104,571.0 8,714.: 
ADAK 
LT DT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 53.9 4. ! 
M TEMP 9.9 9.7 6.0 2.7 1.7 61.8 5 • ~ 
DD 261.8 254.4 378.3 466.7 513.3 4,789.3 399. 
SOLAR 0.0 341. 7 468.4 553.3 602.8 4,924.0 410. 
NOME 
LT DT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 38.6 3. 
M TEMP 10.0 6.0 -2.0 -9.0 -15.0 -40.0 -3. 
DD 272.0 382.0 629.0 823.0 1,044.0 7,888.0 657. 
SOLAR 11,269.0 7,641.0 3,471.0 736.0 33.0 100,447.0 8,370. 
BETTLES 
LT DT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 29.9 2. 
M TEMP 11.0 4.0 -7.0 -19.0 -25.0 -74.0 -6. 
DD 226.0 417.0 775.0 1,107.0 1,329.0 8.848.0 737. 
SOLAR 12,201.0 7,629.0 2,861.0 457.0 0.0 104,232.0 8,686. 
BARROW 
LT DT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 37.6 3. 
M TEMP 3.0 -1.0 -9.0 -18.0 -25.0 -150.0 -12. 
DD 472.0 578.0 856.0 1,092.0 1,331.0 11 ,259.0 938. 
SOLAR 9,712.0 4,702.0 1,426.0 41.0 0.0 81,037.0 6,753. 
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within a climate region, to simplify analysis logic. The 
basis of development of these cost regions is included in the 
report supplement. 
4.8 THERMAL MODELING TECHNIQUES 
The life cycle cost study uses a thermal model that evaluates 
the amounts of heating and electrical energy that will be 
consumed annually within the building. This model uses 
heating degree day indices for each of seven city locations in 
Alaska (Table l2a and l2b). This city data is used to create 
the seven climate regions of Alaska, used in the study (Figure 
8). The thermal model uses a modified heating degree day 
calculation method, assessing internal energy gains from 
lights, motors, people, and from passive solar effects. 
The thermal model is a composite of the F-Load energy model 
(Reference 22) and the Phase I Thermal Standard "Main-Dev" 
Energy Model (Reference 23). The data input format from Main-
Dev, which allows flexibility in ventilation scheduling has 
been combined with the more accurate F-Load modified degree 
day calculation alogorithm as described in Section 4.8.3. 
This yields a comprehensive thermal modeling technique that 
addresses marginal heating period transient effects and 
accounts for passive solar gains. 
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4.8.1 Fuel Inputs 
Two energy types are assumed to be supplied to the building. 
Number 2 fuel oil, with a heating value of 139,000 BTU/gallon, 
is the prime heating energy. Electrical energy for lighting 
and heating/ventilating system power is the second energy 
type. The calculation procedures used are presented in Figure 
9, and the energy flows the model considers within the 
building are presented in Figure 10. 
Conversion losses in heat generation equipment are included in 
the ~nalysis, so that heating requirements computed are total 
amounts of energy that must be delivered to the building. 
Electrical energies required are also "site boundary" energy 
quantities that are fed to the main building service for 
internal consumption. However, the electrical energy budget 
does not include energies required for process loads such as 
coffee pots, film projectors, headbolt heaters, or exterior 
lighting. 
4.8.2 Domestic Bot Water Beating Energy 
Amounts of energy for domestic hot water are based on a daily 
level of consumption using an average occupancy and a 100 
degree F temperature rise. No credits for interior building 
heat gain are allowed for losses from the hot water system. 
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STANDARD OPERATING CONDUCTION 
CONDITIONS HEAT LOSS I 
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- Interior:Space AIR EXCHANGE I 
Temperatllre HEAT LOSS I 
- Air Exchange 
Schedule DOMESTIC HOT COMPUTE 
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4.8.3 Internal and Passive Solar Heat Gain 
The thermal model assesses internal and passive solar heat 
gains, and uses these gains to offset thermal envelope and 
ventilation heat loads. The model, using an analysis that 
incorporates building heat storage capabilities (Reference 22) 
and allowable daily swings in interior room temperature, also 
calculates the amounts of the heat gains that are not useable, 
that is, the gains (internal and passive) that must be vented 
from the building to prevent overheating. These excesses are 
not used to offset heating loads. 
Established relations are used for determining amounts of 
passive solar gain that pass through window areas into 
interior spaces. The analysis takes into account the 
following: 
* Wall orientation 
* Window glazings 
* Window overhangs 
Primary calculation parameters include monthly average 
incident solar radiation, transmittance-ABSORBENCE product of 
the direct gain windows and window area. 
The direct gain energy may be used either to offset the 
instantaneous heating load or is stored in the structure and 
used to offset loads during periods in which solar is not 
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available. During periods of high incident solar radiation, 
all of the input energy may not be able to be stored, and this 
excess energy must be dumped to the environment thtough 
ventilation of the interior space. The amount of energy that 
must be vented is a function of the incident energy, the load, 
and a storage-ventilation ratio. This latter parameter is a 
function of the capacitance of the structure and the allowable 
daily temperature swing for the interior space • 
• 
The building storage capacity for this analysis is assumed to 
be'light, corresponding to conventional frame-type residential 
construction, where the capacitance corresponds to 6 BTU/F-
Sq.Ft. 
Balance temperatures for day and night periods for each month 
of the year are calculated for the building being studied, 
that is, outside air temperatures at which internal heat gains 
are equal to heat loss through the thermal envelope. These 
balance temperatures are then used to calculate separate 
modified monthly heating degree day indices for daytime and 
nighttime periods. Monthly heating requirements are next 
calculated by combining these new indices with the building's 
overall UA factor, a composite factor incorporating all 
building exterior wall thermal conductances and areas, with 
units of BTU/degrees F-hr. Assumed air change rates are also 
included as a part of this overall UA factor. 
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4.8.4 Building Ventilation Scheduling 
The schedule of ventilation assumed for each of the two 
mechanical system alternatives is incorporated in the model by 
weight averaging CFM levels for the full year, and converting 
this CFM to an equivalent annual air change rate. 
The option of exhaust air heat recovery is included by 
reducing the appropriate CFM levels by schedule interval prior 
to weight averaging. The heat recovery option is installed 
. only on 800 CFM of the toilet/locker exhaust, which runs 
during day schedule intervals, and thus is reflected in a 
partial reduction of ventilation heating load. An 
effectiveness of 60% is assumed in transferring heat from 
exhaust air to supply air. 
4.8.5 Model Output 
The output from the thermal model is annual consumption of 
heating oil and electrical energy. Both energy quantities are 
in terms of BTU/Year. Annual energy consumptions of all 
design cases considered are presented in Appendix A. 
4.8.6 Model Validation 
The model has been validated with fuel records from several 
small institutional sized buildings with interior mechanical 
systems that match the complexity of the prototype building 
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used in this study, with generally good correlation. Further, 
the energy model used in this study was compared with the 
steady state simplified energy model used in the Phase I 
portion of the Thermal Standards project. Again, generally 
good correlation was observed. 
The thermal model gives verified identical results to the F-
Load version 3.2 copywritten passive solar analysis program 
• 
(Reference 22), with the following exception. Under certain 
high latitude design cases for the month of December, passive . 
solar heat gains calculated by the program's algorithms was 
observed to be less than zero. Here, the algori thm was 
modified to set all such negative gains to zero. 
4.9 METHODS OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
All costs associated with the ownership of the rural school, 
are modeled in the analysis and expressed in a bottom line 
cost parameter termed "uniform annual cost of operation". 
This parameter is a derived number that represents. all 
ownership costs spread equally throughout the building 
lifetime in a single annual dollar "payment", or uniform 
annual amount. The various calculation procedures used for 
the study account for the time value of money. The equations 
used are standard textbook equations in common use with 
feasibili ty . analyses (References 24 and 25). A building 
lifetime of 30 years is assumed throughout the analysis. This 
parameter selection is highly subjective, and can be expected 
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to be highly variable with location and circumstance. 
Lifetimes of 50 to 70 years are certainly possible, however, 
the 30 year value has been selected as a conservative middle 
ground value. 
A cost of money of 10.5% annual compounded rate is selected 
for this study, based on conversations with State of Alaska 
life cycle cost personnel (Reference 26). This amount relates 
to the bonding cost the State of Alaska faces, should it 
choose to obtain construction monies via a bond sale approach. 
To facilitate an equitable comparison of the 256 design 
alternatives created in the comparison matrix for each LCC 
run, all costs were computed in the same manner throughout the 
analysis. Life cycle cost methodology parallels that in use 
in the government sector (References 27 and 28). 
It should be noted that, even though the state does not need 
to sell bonds for financing a given capital project, what is 
known as an opportunity investment rate does still exist. 
This rate of investment interest for the state is the rate of 
return the state could receive on its wealth should it choose 
to conservatively invest in bonds, instead of building 
buildings. Here the opportunity rate is taken as 10.5%, a 
conservative value. 
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4.9.1 Analysis of First Costs and Renovation Costs 
The first cost of construction, a single dollar value of cost 
burden assumed to accrue in the first year, is converted to a 
uniform annual cost. This work is accomplished for each of 
the three building energy systems. Similarly, renovation 
costs assumed to occur at years 10 and 20 and an end-of-
lifetime salvage value are converted to uniform annual costs. 
As presented in Figure 11, these costs are summed and 
represent the capital expenditure portion of the life cycle 
cost analysis. 
Note that for this phase of the study, the end of life salvage 
values are set to zero, since inadequate data were available 
during the analysis phase. 
4.9.2 Analysis of Maintenance and Operations Costs 
An assessment of maintenance and operations costs for the 
prototype building is made using yearly costs of maintenance 
for each of the three energy systems. These costs are assumed 
to accrue at a set annual amount for the first five years, and 
then at a compounded escalating rate thereafter. Figure 12 
presents the calculation procedure used in the analysis. As 
presented in Figure 12, all lifetime costs are expressed as a 
uniform annual dollar amount. 
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CALCULATION PROCEDURE - CAPITAL OUTLAYS ---------------------------------------
'II' 





Illill 1 11 1 1 
GUAC 
Model Equation: 
GUAC = PVC 
WHERE BIER = 
PVC = 
RENV 1 = 
RENV 2 = 
BIE/IOO (I+BIE/IOO) EE30 
(1 + BIE/IOO) EE30 - 1 
1 + BIE/IOO 
----------- 1 
1 + EM/IOO 
RENV 1 + RENV 2 + FCOST 
BNI 
(1 + BIER) EEIO 
BN2 
(1 + BIER) EE20 
BNI = Cost of Renovation 1 @ Year 10, $/SF 
BN2 = Cost of Renovation 2 @ Year 20, $/SF 
GUAC = Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost of Capitalization, $/SF-YR 
FIG.ll 
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CALCULATION PROCEDURE - MAINTENANCE 
AND OPERATION COSTS ------------------------------------
BIE (%) 
I 234 567 8 9 
• BIE (%) 
I 234 567 8 9 




25 26 27 28 29 30 
FESC 





[(BIE/IOO) (I+BIE/IOO) EE30] [(l+BIER) EE5)-1 FMA(PST) ] 
[ ------------------------] (FMA) [---------------- + ---------- ] 










(l+DSE) EE25 -1 
DSE(I+DSE) EE25 
1 + BIER 
-------------- I 
1 + (FESC/IOO) 
Equivalent Uniform Annual M & 0 costs 
First Year M & 0 Cost ($/YR) 
State of Alaska Minimum Acceptable Rate of Return (%) 
Expected Annual Age Related Maintenance Escalation Rate 
(set to zero for the purposes of this study) 
State ot Alaska Real Acceptable Rate of Return (%) 
(l + BIE/IOO) 
-------------- 1 
I + (EM/IOO ~ 
Annual Escalation Rate for Unit Labor and Materials 
costs (%) = 8 
FIG. 12 
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4.9.3 Analysis of Annual Energy Consumption 
Energy expenses associated with the prototype building are 
treated as follows. Annual energy consumption for each of two 
fuels calculated by.the thermal model are combined with fuel 
costs by region, using fuel cost indices discussed in Section 
2, to arrive at present year fuel costs in dollars per year. 
The values for each fuel are then assumed to escalate at a 
compounded yearly escalation rate to the building's end-of-
lifetime. As presented in Figure 13, these assumed life costs 
are reduced to a single uniform annual amount that expresses 
life cycle cost. 
4.10 LCC COMPUTER MODEL -T-LOAD-
4.10.1 Program Description 
Each of the twelve individual computer LCC simulation runs was 
accomplished using an in-house developed program, written in 
Fortran IV, and run on the University of Alaska's Honeywell 
Computer. 
This program, named T-Load, consists of an annual energy 
analysis, and an engineering economy analysis to calculate 
costs associated with operation and maintenance of the 
building. The thermal model assumes that each prototype 
building is heated with fuel oil, and powered by electrical 
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CALCULATION PROCEDURE - ENERGY COSTS ------------------------------------
BIE %< E % 
123 4 5 6 7 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 , 
~ ~ ~r " " 
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UAC = ( P) (EA) (APT) 









(1 + DIA) EE30 - 1 
DIA = 
DIA(l + DIA) EE30 
(BIE/IOO) (1 ~ BIE/IOO) EE30 
(1 + BIE/IOO) EE30 - 1 
(T FUEL) (AP) (ECIDX) 
1 + BIE/IOO 
1 + E/IOO 
Uniform Annual Cost of Fuel ($/SF-YR) 
State of Alaska Minimum Rate"of Return (%) 
Compounded Annual Fuel Escalation Rate (%) = 10 
= Annual Present Year Consumption of Fuel (BTU/YR) 
Baseline Cost of Fuel in Anchorage ($/10 EE6 BTU) 




energy obtained from a local utility. Total life cycle costs 
of each building case are expressed in terms of a uniform 
annual cost in present value dollars, with units of dollars 
per square foot per year. Figure 14 gives a simplified flow 
chart for the program. A program listing is not included due 
to its bulk but is available on request from the authors. 
The life cycle cost program models costs associated with the 
building as three components. These components are defined in 
discussion of the analysis method and presented in Figure 14. 
Costs are expressed in, terms of uniform annual amounts 
(dollars) for each component of life cycle cost. Equations 
which are required to convert the various costs that occur 
throughout a building's lifetime to uniform annual amounts are 
included in Section 4.8. 
4.10.2 Data Set Organization 
A large amount of data are required to model the prototype 
building, in the widely varying climate and cost situations 
evaluated. Data are organized into an internal "block data" 
set that is included in the T-Load program. Other large 












Cost of heating fuel 
oil and electricit 
ENGINEERING ECONOMY 
I 
Compute Annual Energy 
Consumption of Fuel 
Oil and Electricity 
At Site Boundary 
(BTU/YR) 








LIFE ·CYCLE COST 
Express in terms 
of $/YR for pro-
totype building 
case for 12 con-





Building with lowest 
" 
life cycle cost for 
each climate/cost ., region is best 
candidate for use as 
a basis for thermal 
standard 
-+ TO THERMAL STANDARDS 
FORMULATION 
FIr, 14 I r. r. FVAI IIATI{)N FI {)W r.I-IART 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 
AIRCHG Defines computed air change rates by climate region 
ARCH Defines thermal envelope component R-values, by 
climate region. 
CLIMATE Provides climate data for the seven city locations. 
CIDX Defines cost and energy indices 
FCOST Defines first costs of construction for each of 
architectural, mechanical, and electrical systems. 
FMA Defines long term maintenance and operations costs, 
including periodic renovation costs and salvage 
value. 
4.10.3 BUILDING CASES CONSIDERED 
A large number of thermal envelope and energy system design 
options were modeled. Each building case considered is of the 
saine architectural geometry, but with differing thermal 
envelope systems, as defined in Section 4.1 through 4.3. 
Three separate wall systems were modeled: standard stud; 
exterior foam; and double stud cases. TwO separate 
foundations systems were considered: heated crawl space and 
elevated construction. Three separate mechanical systems were 
analysed. 
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These "design variations" required that the LCC program be run 
a total of 12 times. Table 13 presents the record of runs 
performed. Note that for each run, a total of 256 building 
designs were evaluated (16 envelope options in 16 cost 
regions). Thus, this analysis actually dealt with a total of 
3,072 separate designs. Figure 15 presents the individual 
design options analysed in the simulation. 
4.10.4 PROGRAM OUTPUT 
The output from the program for each'building case considered 
is expressed in uni ts defined below, and is presented in the 
Appendix A for all 12 building cases considered. 
Annual Heating Fuel Use Million BTU/YR 
Annual Electrical Use Million BTU/YR 
Annual Energy Cost Dol1ars/SQ.FT.-YR 
Annual Cost of Capitalization Dollars/SQ.FT.-YR 
Annual Cost of Maintenance . Dollars/SQ.FT.-YR 



































COMPUTER RUN SCHEDULE 
MECHANICAL SYSTEM FOUNDATION SYSTEM WALL SYSTEM 
----------------- ----------------- =========== -----------------
NO HEAT RECOVERY ELEVATED FLOOR SINGLE STUD 
NO HEAT RECOVERY ELEVATED FLOOR EXTERIOR FOAM 
NO HEAT RECOVERY ELEVATED FLOOR DOUBLE STUD 
NO HEAT RECOVERY HEATED CRAWLSPACE SINGLE STUD 
NO HEAT RECOVERY HEATED CRAWLSPACE EXTERIOR FOAM 
NO HEAT RECOVERY HEATED CRAWLSPACE DOUBLE STUD 
HEAT RECOVERY ELEVATED FLOOR SINGLE STUD 
HEAT RECOVERY ELEVATED FLOOR EXTERIOR FOAM 
HEAT RECOVERY ELEVATED FLOOR DOUBLE STUD 
HEAT RECOVERY HEATED CRAWLSPACE SINGLE STUD 
HEAT RECOVERY HEATED CRAWLSPACE EXTERIOR FOAM 
HEAT RECOVERY HEATED CRAWLSPACE DOUBLE STUD 
~I ~ ~I~ 
COLD ROOF 
THERMAL 
STANDARD M2 SLOPED ENVELOPE 
M2 STUD S ROOF 
S 
~I~ WARM ROOF ~, ~ WINDOW 


















L = LENIENT M2 HEATED ME 1=:3 M I = MODERATE I 
S, ME2 
MECHANICAL 
M 2= MODERATE 2 
S = STRINGENT ME 2 
WI HEAT RECOVERY 
EEI~ ELECTRICAL 
EE 2 
FIG.15 LOGIC DIAGRAM 
liFE eyel E eOST ANALYSIS 
5.0 ANALYSIS 
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5.1 DESCRIPTION OF LIFE CYCLE COST MODEL.RESULTS: 
Given the fact that 192 different buildings at 16 locations 
(3,072 cases) were evaluated, a tremendous amount of data is 
available for analysis. A selected amount of computer output 
and data reduction documentation is included in the report 
Appendix. These data are described below. 
Appendix A: 
Appendix B: 
T-load computer program output matrices. This 
is the raw output from the computer, and 
consists of five separate matrices. 
Total building life cycle cost minimum plots. 
Sixteen separate plots are provided for the 
least life cycle cost option for each cost 
region. 
Analysis of Appendix A computer output was accomplished as 
follows: 
Each of the 12 computer runs were analysed separately, to 
determine least life cycle cost design levels. For example, 
in the case of the standard stud option, with heat recovery, 
in an elevated foundation type (code HES), in cost region 11 
(Bethel), a Moderate 1 thermal envelope, using complex ME2 and 
EE2 mechanical and electrical systems is the best solution. 
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Moderate 1 is an 8" wall thickness (Tables 4, 5 and 6) using 
R22 fiberglas insulation, with a cost per square foot of 
$7.92, in Anchorage. (Table 11 lists a 1.5 construction cost 
index which must be used to arrive at the Bethel price of 
$11.88.) 
This analysis yields Tables 14a and 14b, which are a 
compilation of optimum design levels (least life cycle cost) 
for each of the 12 computer runs. Codes at the top of each 
table define each concept analysed (see Table 13). For 
example, the NBS code means a prototype building with no heat 
recovery, heated crawl space foundation, and a standard stud 
wall option. Tables 14a and 14b optimum levels are based on 
an analysis of life cycle annual costs in terms of dollars per 
useable building square foot. The life cycle cost numbers 
thus take into account wall thicknesses, and the consequent 
reduction in useable floor area that results when thicker wall 
sections are used. 
The table allows the reader to view each of the twelve design 
concepts and to see the design level that yields the least 
life cycle cost in each of the 16 cost regions. Note that the 
codes used in the body of the table are defined at the bottom 
of the page. 
The codes that are represented in bold print are design 
concepts that are least life cycle cost. Two "bestn design 












OPTIMUM LEVEL OF CONSTRUCTION - ELEVATED FLOOR 
-------NO HEAT RECOVERY------- +++++++HEAT RECOVERY+++++ 
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14 MOD2MECH2 MOD2MECH2 MOD2MECH2 MOD2MECH2 MOD2MECH2 MOD2MECH2 
*** ARCTIC SLOPE *** 
15 LEN MECHl LEN MECHI LEN MECHI 
16 MOD2MECHl MOD2MECHl MOD2MECHl 
LEN MECHI LEN MECHl LEN MECHI 
MODIMECH2 MOD2MECH2 MODIMECH2 













LENIENT - MODERATE 1 
MODERATE 1 
MODERATE 1 - MODERATE 
MODERATE 2 
2 
(TWO EQUAL MINIMUMS) 
(TWO EQUAL MINIMUMS) 
EE2 Electrical system was found to be the cheapest 












OPTIMUM LEVEL OF CONSTRUCTION - HEATED CRAWLSPACE 
-------NO HEAT RECOVERY------- +++++++HEAT RECOVERY+++++ 
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MOD2MECHI MOD2MECHI MD12MECHl 
MODIMECH2 MOD2MECH2 MODIMECH2 
MODIMECH2 MOD2MECH2 MODIMECH 
MODIMECH2 MOD2MECH2 MODIMECH 
*** ALEUTIAN *** 
























14 MOD2MECH2 MOD2MECH2 MOD2MECH2 MOD2MECH2 MOD2MECH2 MOD2MECH 
*** ARCTIC SLOPE *** 
15 LEN MECHI LEN MECHI LEN MECHl 
16 MOD2MECHl MOD2MECHI MD12MECHl 
LEN MECHI LEN MECHI LEN MECH 
MODIMECH2 MOD2MECH2 MODIMECH 













LENIENT - MODERATE 1 
.MODERATE 1 
MODERATE 1 - MODERATE 
MODERATE 2 
2 
(TWO EQUAL MINIMUMS) 
(TWO EQUAL MINIMUMS) 
EE2 Electrical system was found to be the cheape 
alternative for all design cases evaluated. 
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the crawl space option and one for the elevated foundation 
option. For example, for cost region 9, a southern interior 
village, the least life cycle concept is for crawl space 
option "HHE", and the least life cycle design level is 
Moderate 1 or Moderate 2 with a complex ME 2 mechanical system 
that includes use of heat recovery. (Reference Table 13 for 
description of codes.) 
Table l5a, elevated foundation case, and Table l5b, crawl 
space foundation case, present the design option and level 
resulting in least life cycle cost for each cost region. For 
example, in cost region 11, the least cost option for elevated 
foundation consists of exterior foam wall construction with a 
Moderate 2 design level, and a complex mechanical and 
electrical system. The least life cycle cost is an annual 
amount of $16.73 per square foot. 
The curves of life cycle cost are plotted for each cost region 
in Appendix B. Here the minimum cost curve for each region is 
plotted. Figure 16 shows a typical curve, plotted for cost 
region 1. Note that the curve is the least cost selection out 
of some 48 curves for that cost region. 
5.2 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
The results of the LCC analysis consist of a selection of 
"best" design options for each of the 16 cost regions in the 
State, together with a computed annual life cycle cost in 
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COST NAME OF 
REG. COST REGION 
TABLE 15a 
LEAST LIFE CYCLE COST CONSTRUCTION METHOD BY COST REGION 










1 Anchorage Zone 
2 Village 
3 Kodiak Island 
4 Juneau Zone 
5 Main Center 
6 Village 
7 Sitka 













11 Bethel western 
12 Large Village Western 
13 Coastal Village Western 
14 Village North. Interior 
15 Barrow Arctic Slope 
16 Coastal Village Arctic Slope 
Ml No Heat Recovery Exterior Foam Moderate 1 
M2 Heat Recovery Exterior Foam Moderate 1 
M2 Heat Recovery Exterior Foam Moderate 1 
Ml No Heat Recovery Exterior Foam Moderate 2 
Ml No Heat Recovery Exterior Foam Moderate 2 
Ml No Heat Recovery Exterior Foam Moderate 1 
Ml No Heat Recovery Exterior Foam Moderate 2 
M2 Heat Recovery Exterior Foam Moderate 2 
M2 Heat Recovery Exterior Foam Moderate 2 
Ml Heat Recovery Single Stud Moderate 1 
M2 Heat Recovery Exterior Foam Moderate 2 
M2 Heat Recovery Exterior Foam Moderate 2 
M2 Heat Recovery Single Stud Moderate 1 
M2 Heat Recovery Exterior Foam Moderate 2 
Ml No Heat Recovery Single Stud Lenient 





















COST NAME OF 
REG. COST REGION 
TABLE I5b 
LEAST LIFE CYCLE COST CONSTRUCTION METHOD BY COST REGI.ON 










1 Anchorage Zone South Central 
2 Village South Central 
3 Kodiak Island South Central 
4 Juneau Zone South Eastern 
5 Main Center South Eastern 
6 Village South Eastern 
7 Sitka South Eastern 
Ml Heat Recovery 
M2 Heat Recovery 
M2 Heat Recovery 
Ml Heat Recovery 
Ml Heat Recovery 
Ml Heat Recovery 
Ml Heat Recovery 
Exterior Foam Moderate 1 
Exterior Foam Moderate 1 
Exterior Foam Moderate 1 
Exterior Foam Moderate 2 
Exterior Foam Moderate 1-2 
Exterior Foam Moderate 1 









8 Fairbanks Zone South. Interior M2 Heat Recovery Exterior Foam Moderate 2 11.63 
9 Village South. Interior M2 Heat Recovery Exterior Foam Moderate 2 20.44 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
10 Village Aleutian 
11 Bethel Western 
12 Large Village Western 
13 Coastal Village Western 
14 Village North. Interior 
. 15 Barrow Arctic Slope 
16 Coastal Village Arctic Slope 
Ml Heat Recovery 
M2 Heat Recovery 
M2 Heat Recovery 
M2 Heat Recovery 
M2 Heat Recovery 
Ml Heat Recovery 
M2 Heat Recovery 
Exterior Foam Lenient 
Exterior Foam Moderate 2 
Exterior Foam Moderate 2 
Exterior Foam Moderate 2 
Exterior Foam Moderate 2 
Exterior Foam . Lenient 









NOTE: EE2 Electrical System was found to be the cheapest alternative for all design cases. 
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dollars per building square foot. This cost is a uniform 
annual amount assumed to occur throughout the building's 
• 
lifetime. 
5.2.1 Design Concepts 
In selecting best design options, the crawl space and elevated 
foundation alternatives are treated as independent variables, 
which must be selected based on site-by-site geotechnical 
conditions. The procedure used in analysis has therefore been 
to treat all elevated foundation options separately from crawl 
space options. In all cases, the crawl space option is the 
cheaper design option, but only because of the way that 
construction costing was accomplished. 
5.2.2 Exterior Envelope 
With the study results, the reader can select best wall design 
concept and option by climate region. The exterior foam 
construction option is seen to be the preferred LCC design 
option (Tables 15a and 15b) for all cost regions except cost 
region 10 (Aleutian Village), cost region 13 (Western Coastal 
Village), and cost region 15 (Barrow City). Each of these 
cost regions are either in moderate climates (10 and 13), 
where construction costs are much higher than energy costs, or 
have exceedingly inexpensive energy costs (15). 
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Design levels tend to focus on Moderate 1 and Moderate 2 
levels, which represents a 2 x 6 insulated stud wall and 1" to 
1-1/2" of rigid polyurethane/isocyanurate foam insulation (see 
Table 4), although the very temperate regions indicated that 
the standard stud 2 x 6 wall is preferred. Generally triple 
pane windows are the LCC choice, except in cost regions 10, 13 
and 15, where double pane units are indicated. 
5.2.3 Interior Energy Systems 
As for mechanical systems, the LCC choice is evenly split 
between Ml (simple - furnace) and M2 (complex 
boiler/airhandler) cases. The more energy efficient M2 system 
is indicated for colder climate areas, and appears to prevail 
even in the more remote site locations where maintenance costs 
are high. 
The area surrounding Anchorage with considerably lower costs 
of electrical energy indicates a simple furnace system, while 
more outlying regions in South Central Alaska prefer the M2 
complex system. 
The complex EE2 electrical lighting systems that incorporate 
top-of-the-line, efficient fluorescent fixtures is the 
preferred electrical option throughout the study. Evaluation 
of the data indicates the total life cycle costs for all EEl 
(simple systems) is considerably higher than EE2 options, 
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indicating little sensitivity to variations of input variables 
for this analysis result. 
5.3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
In any analysis that incorporates a numerical model to 
simulate the real world, there must be concern for the 
accuracy of the simulation. Not only must input variables 
accurately represent the real world, but the simulation must 
also be reasonably stable. Occassionally, one input variable 
will very strongly influence the answers of a simulation, to 
the extent that a small change in the input variable will 
change the simulation results by a factor of ten. Here the 
simulation is said to be "highly sensitive" to that input 
variable. Such a detrimental condition can render a simulation 
useless. 
A "sensitivity analysis" was accomplished for the life cycle 
cost model used in this study, to determine if any input 
variables had high "sensitivity" to simulator output. Each 
major variable value was changed by 10 percent, and the 
resulting total life cycle cost amount was compared to the 
base case amount to determine the percentage departure from 
base case. 
These departures, expressed as a percentage, indicate how 
sensitive the LCC results are to small changes in the input 
variable. Therefore, those input variables with the highest 
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departure are the most important (most sensitive) and must be 
dealt with very carefully in the analysis. 
The departures for all variables analysed were in most cases 
less than 10 percent. Table 16 presents the bounding values 
of sensitivity for all variables analysed, listed in their 
order of importance. Of those variables with sensitivities 
greater than 5 percent, the long term escalation rates for 
electricity, heating fuel, and building useful life time, are 
variables that continue to influence the life cycle cost of 
the building throughout its lifetime. 
Sudden catastrophic changes in these "high sensitivity 
variables", at some future time, will affect building 
economics. For this reason, analysis results must be viewed 
with the following analysis criteria in mind: 
* Fuel Prices can be expected to fluctuate significantly 
over the lifetime of the building, up to and beyond the 
10 percent vaiiation assumed in the sensitivity analysis. 
* The State of Alaska has no control over the future 
pricing profiles for energy, since these parameters are 
controlled on the world market. 
The sensitivity analysis indicates that, while the modeling 
equations used are relatively stable, differences in 
sensitivity between architectural design levels are large in 
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TABLE 16 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR INPUT VARIABLES 






Electrical Escalation 2.59 11.06 
Rate 
Building Useful Lifetime 1.37 7.32 
Building First Cost 2.88 7.04 
Heating Fuel Escalation 0.91 6.99 
Rate 
ElectrLcity Rate 1.50 5.61 
State's Minimum -2.35 4.92 
Rate of Return 
Heating Fuel Cost 0.43 3.55 
Heating Conversion Efficiency -0.43 -2.90 
Ventilation Scheduling 0.43 2.58 
Occupancy Level 0.0 -0.37 
Note: Lower and upper bounds of sensitivity are minimum 
and maximum changes in total life cycle costs for 16 
cost regions. A positive value indicates an 
increase in life cycle cost. 
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comparison to percentage differences between the total life 
cycle cost results. This comparison is an important one to 
make, since it indicates that the least life cycle cost design 
solutions (based on the numerical simulation) are only 
moderately secure in the face of major future economic or 
environmental changes. 
If any of the first five listed variables in Table 16 were to 
change significantly in real life from the analysis value, the 
true least life cycle cost design level could shift in either 
direction, by at least one design level. 
For this reason, the results of the study must be viewed 
carefully, with an understanding that drastic changes in any 
of the major economic or environmental parameters within the 
building's lifetime could change results significantly. This 
change could occur either toward the lenient or stringent side 




The life cycle cost analysis has developed recommendations for 
thermal systems construction in 16 Alaskan cost regions. The 
recommendations define optimum design levels for the exterior 
thermal envelope and interior mechanical and electrical 
systems. Differing recommendations are resultant, due chiefly 
• 
to the impacts of climate severity, local cost of 
construction, and local costs of heating fuel and electricity. 
6.1 OPTIMUM DESIGN CONCEPTS 
6.1.1 The exterior foa~ wall design concept is recommended in 
nearly all cost regions, with the exception of the temperate 
Aleutian and South Eastern portions of the State. Here a 
standard stud option, with six inch fiberglas insulated stud 
walls, is the least life cycle cost recommendation. 
6.1.2 The mechanical system design selections are found to 
vary by cost region. The use of heat recovery is recommended 
for all non-temperate climate regions. 
6.1.3 An exception to 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 recommendations is cost 
region 15 (Barrow). Here the primary heating fuel is natural 
gas, at an exceedingly inexpensive cost. The lenient standard 
stud option (6 inch wall), the simple Ml furnace system 
without heat recovery is recommended for this location, if 
based solely on the least life cycle cost. 
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6.1.4 It should be noted that low cost natural gas is also 
available in the Anchorage city area. However, as this study 
is concerned with rural areas of the State, this low cost fuel 
has not been included in the analysis. 
6.1.5 Life Cycle Costs for the Double Stud Alternates were 
found to be higher than for the exterior foam case. Exterior 
foam walls derive high R factor with compact rigid insulation 
mounted on the exterior of the building line, while double 
stud walls make use of interior areas with thicker walls, and 
consequent smaller interior dimensions. As the Life Cycle 
Cost for each design option is expressed as dollars per 
useable square footage, this area reduction is a prime reason 
for the success of the exterior foam design option. 
6.2 SENSITIVITY OF RESULTS 
The sensitivity analysis performed in conjunction with the 
study indicated that modeling equations are relatively stable. 







Electrical Escalation Rate 
Building Useful Lifetime 
Building First Cost 
Heating Fuel Escalation Rate 
Electricity Rate 
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Actual variations in these variables will cause some skewing 
of actual ultimate economic viability of Least Life Cycle Cost 
Design Options. For a 10 percent departure of these variables, 
design options could shift by no more than one design level 
architecturally. Interior energy systems selections are much 
• 
less sensitive to departures. 
6.3 Interior Energy Systems 
Selection of an integrated building thermal system is shown to 
be necessary. By properly selecting an "interior energy 
system, and using an improper mechanical or electrical system, 
life cycle costs for a design can be raised significantly. 
This effect is prevalent in extremely remote areas with 
extremely expensive energy. In certain situations, selection 
of mechanical and electrical systems designs are of greater 
importance than architectural systems within the bounds of 
normally accepted envelope design practice. 
6.4 APPLICABILITY OF RESULTS 
The results of the study are general, with climate conditions 
based on city locations. With a historical climate data base, 
cost data are similarly generalized. The results are best 
applied for planning and programming functions, as opposed to 
individual circumstances. However, the modeling process 
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employed can certainly be made to pertain to a certain 
building case merely by remodeling input data to fit that 
case. 
Further, these studies model a building assumed to be served 
by a local public utility without benefit of cogeneration 
energy sources. This simplified approach serves to put all 
evaluations on a fair equitable basis. 
Passive solar gain is assessed in the analysis and appears as 
an energy credit that serves to lower life cycle costs. 
Cogeneration concepts are not considered. While this concept 
could serve to lower life cycle costs, such a concept is 
difficult to handle from a complexity of calculation 
standpoint, because economics of the concept are so site 
specific. For this reason, a site-by-site evaluation of 
cogeneration options is recommended as a separate study using 
design levels recommended by this report. 
6.5 SUMMARY 
The results of this study suggest, within a reasonable degree 
of confidence, the "best choicen of design options concerning 
the energy systems for rural schools and similar ty~e 
buildings. This choice of design options can now be broken 
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down into their 'component parts from which a rational thermal. 
and lighting standard can be formulated. The work of 
formulating the standard is in progress. 
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APPENDIX A: T-LOAD PROGRAM OUTPUT TABLES 
A-I 





TITLE 18"8: CIDX" 
TITLE I8"B: CLIMATE" 




F:OW NUMBER: 5 LAT.= 59.6 DESIGN TEMP.= 
MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 
1581 1749 1596 1187 790 
42.8 48.2 51.8 51.8 46.4 












J t:':tr,~ FEB 
116 282 






















LAT.= 58.4 DESIGN TEMP.= -4.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1290 1413 1277 983 638 320 148 61 BTU/FT2-DAY 
46.4 53.6 55.4 53.6 50.0 41.0 32.0 26.6 F 
563 355 288 331 473 718 976 1168 F-DAYS 
clCi' ~.ltirIBr:::F:: 15 LAL= 64.8 DESIGN TH1F'.:=-51.i21 F SIGMA= Ql. F 
,)1"1,1 FEB MAR I~pr.:;: MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
30 221 673 1193 1602 1750-1541 1117 708 292 74 2 BTU/FT2-DAY 
-11.2 -~ ~ 10.4 28.4 46.4 59.0 60.8 55.4 44.6 24.6 3.2-11.2 F 
=:::;:E~3 :l890 1.721 1084 ~549 211 148 304 617 1235 1.867 23:::6 F-DP,YS 
'-, "'-; 
.~.-..:' J 
""7" ,.... !:~ . 
. .,.:'.1.:. n ,,) 
,I -~'''-, ._,. -( 1::: 
"'I' _ •.: • ..::, ..- .!. .... 1 
(,IC'!,,: 
I':;:::,J. 
:::f.~ u 1. 
L.(iT ,. :::: I::: 'I r:: ,_.1 J. .... ,1 
1. :I. 7U 1 1 E~ :; 
4~)" .~) LJ.~.3" 7 
10(1(1 854 982 800 670 482 459 471 458 681 840 924 
F:C.l""J r,!UI"!!BEF::: 
JP,t, FEB MAP 
I"il:::-... :: ..... ( L_AT."" 
MAY ,JUt, 











1. :Yl1 j -rt;:" ..... , • I ... ,1":':' 
DESIGN TEMP.=-31.0 F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
1413992 672 305 64 
35.6 46.4 50.0 50.0 42.8 28.4 15.8 






-13. Ql -7.6 
2425 2~Zj38 
j ~':-n I . / DC:' 
30 LAT.= 66.9 
MAR APP MAY JUN 
615 1227 1697 1855 
1.4 21.2 41.0 55.4 
1969 1336 722 270 
1879 F-DAYS 
DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1561 1074 671 251 40 0 BTU/FT2-DAY 
57.2 51.8 39.2 19.4 -2.2-13.0 F 
230 407 751 1395 1993 2392 F-DAYS 
ROW NUMBER: 35 LAT.= 71.3 DESIGN TEMP.=-45.0 F SIGMA= 0. F· 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
o 73 490 1049 1139 1526 1458 855 
-14.8-18.4-14.8 -0.4 19.4 33.8 39.2 37.4 
2471 2342 2486 1976 1424 959 815 850 
TLOAD - NES - 002 - PAGE 2 
A-3 
414 12::; 








ANNUAL HEA mij FUEL USE IBTU/SQFT -YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 ."EIEEI MEIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 .MEIE£I "£1££2 M£2££J "£2££2 .M£IEEJ MEJEE2 "E2EEJ "£2££2 
80520. 92070. 68468. 80034. 60013. 70802. 4867h. 59394. 46653. 57103. 36341. 46353. 35994. 45470. 26488. 35386. 
2 80529. 92070. 68468. 80034. 60913. 70802. 48676. 59394. 46653. 57103. 36341. 46353. 35994. 45470. 26488. 35386. 
3 8~m. 92m. 68468. 80034. 6Mn. mel. 48676. 59394. 46653. 57103. 36341. 46353. 35994. 45470. 26488. 35386. 
4 58595. 68835. 48677. 58915. 47038. 56896. 3799~. 47526. 38496. 47678. 3e~44. 38912. 29646. 37922. 21994. 29858. 
5 58595. 68835. 48677. 58915. 47338. 56896. 37990. 47526. 38496. 47678. 30044. 38912. 29646. 37922. 21994. 29858. 
6 58595. 68835. 48677. 58915. 47~38. 56896. 37993. 47526. 38496. 47678. 30~44. 38912. 29646. 37922. 21994. 29858. 
7 58595. 68835. 48677. 58915. 47~38. 56896. 3799~. 47526. 38496. 47678. 30~~44. 38912. 29646. 37922. 21994. 29858. 
8 111833. 121236. 91729. 1>1,1872. 94,149. 1~2961. 74863. 83630. 79913. 88599. 617S4. 70189. 653~9. 73616. 48388. 56144. 
9 11188:'. 12mb. 91729. 10il872. 94649. 1~2961. _74863. 83m. 79970. 88599. 61764. 73189. 65399. 73616. 48388. 56144. 
it 71t135. 82775. 
j I:""",,~ --:' 
1 ... i.l.1' ":I l • 
62396. 
f "',,-r.' I 
l ... ~ ... ::.c'. 
• -- :~ i . 
.i.L.~' .. (~Q, 
7422~. 
i or "'!-. - A 
'".',L I ~',,!, 
52392. 63627. 44175. 
'''""',,., J 1..;. ~. ! J... 
("inc!;" 
i ... 11":1,.h.I , 
' ... "re-






, ,T ~.,. .'1"'1 







7Q .. 'i,). 
3~633. 40941. 23677. 33883. 
87661. 989i3. mal. 82176. 
87661. 98913. 71081. 82176. 
1313mB. 152[197. 120566. 132784. mm. 131955. 101417. 113452. 1043112. 115942. 86668. 98313. 87661. 98913. mal. 82176. 
14 129171. m419. 1[15939. 116f27. \f18778. 118681. 86685. 96337. 92773. lmS6. 71762. 81011. m8~. 85186. 56344. 651:'>4. 
15 230;'91. 243284. 199279. 212276. 2~1255. 214225. 171548. 184521. 177484. mm. 149122. 162m. 152841. 165731. 125m. 138672. 
16230291. 243284. 199279. 212276. 201255. 214225. 171548. 184521. 177484. 19~m. 149122. 162~b2. 152841. 165731. 125m. 138672. 
-I: r.;.: I - I"!CC:: - unro - DACC .-; _".If '~.' 1_ ... , U:...... I ......._ 
A-4 
A~NUAL ELECTRICAL USE (BTUfSGFT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR IMEIEEI MEIEE2 M£2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE; 
41884. 39451. 34302. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
2 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 39451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
3 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
4 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3m1. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
5 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
6 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 39451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
7 4188~. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3045t. 34362. 22929. 
t: 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
9 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. -34362. 22929. 41884. 3g451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
H1 41884, 
13 ~1884. 
7(l ~ c: oj 


















7.~'" / .""1 
~\·L.':· .... 












.,..~ 7 ! .., 












J oj ~ ,- • 













",")I"!'"'" .LJ.."1 .. "'!. 
22929. 
22929. 
15 41884. 3,1451.· 34362. 22929. 41BB4. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 
16 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. J4362. 22929. 41884. 3r.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3MSl. 34362. 22929. 
TLOAD - NES - 002 - PAGE 4 
A-S 
A~NUAL ENERGY COST ($iSQFT-YRI 
LENIENT STRINGENT 








5.33 4.62 4.42 3.72 4.87 4.14 3 •. 98 3.26 4.57 3.B4 3.71 2.97 4.33 3.58 3.49 2.72 
8.55 6.96 7.S7 5.4B 8.89 6.49 6.62 5.02 7.79 6.18 6.35 4.73 7.56 5.92 6.13 4.49 
7.59 6.26 6.28 4.95 7.14 5.79 5.B4 4.5g 6.84 5.49 5.57 4.21 b.6r. 5.23 5.35 3.9b 
5.54 4.61 4.56 3.63 5.29 4.34 4.32 3.37 5.1S 4.14 4.15 3.18 4.9S 3.93 3.97 2.99 
4.33 3.71 3.56 2.94 U8 3.45 3.33 2.70 3.90 3.25 3.16 2.51 3.71 3.B5 2.99 2.32 
5.8B 4.87 4.B4 3.83 5.62 4.60 4.60 3.57 5.43 4.39 4.42 3.37 5.23 4.17 4.23 3.17 
3.92 3.44 3.23 2.75 3.67 3.17 2.99 2.49 3.48 2.97 2.82 2.30 3.28 2.75 2.b4 2.10 
6.46 5.55 5.3~ 4.39 6.08 5.16 4.94 4.92 5.78 4.B5 4.66 3.73 5.46 4.53 4.37 3.43 











O. "t ~ 
n ,',-































































1"\ ,- .-, 
1. ·U. 



















ANt,UAL COST OF CAFJTI,LlZATIO~ l$iSQFT-YR) 
LENIENT "ODERATE I "ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR .MEIEEI "EIEE2 "E2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 "E2£EI "E2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 "E2EEI ME2EE2 
5.62 5.71 6.79 6.BB 5.B7 5.96 7.14 7.12 6.19 6.2B 7.36 7.44 6.B4 6.93 B.00 B.99 
2 6.06 6.16 7.32 7.42 6.33 6.42 7.59 7.6B 6.67 6.77 7.93 B.03 7.37 7.47 B.63 B.73 
3 6.15 6.25 7.43 7.52 b.42 6.52 7.7' 7.79 6.77 6.B7 B,gS 9.14 7.48 7.SS 8.76 S.85 
4 6.21 6.29 7.29 7.37 6.34 6.42 7.42 7.5~ 6.51 6.59 7.59 7.67 6.99 7.SB B.SB B.16 
5 7.04 7.13 B.27 8.36 7.2~ 7.29 B.42 B.52 7.3B 7.4B B.61 B.7S 7.94 B.83 9.16 9.26 
6 9.9~ 10.03 11.62 11.75 10.11 1~.24 II.B4 11.97 16.38 10.51 12.10 12.23 11.16 11.29 12.8B 13.01 




7.10 7.19 8.33 B.43 7.25 7.35 B.49 B.58 7.44 7.53 B.6S B.77 8.33 8.09 9.24 9.33 
















n " 7,0" 
n r·i:: 










12.54 12.70 14.68 
~'r 39 B.·n 9.E~ 
13.67 
14.91 15.1f 17.45 
10.71 10.85 12.54 
16.45 16.66 19.26 
~ 'r--











































l' ' .. ., 





AhNUAL COSl OF ~AIhlE~ANCE {$ISQFT-YRI 
LENIENT ~ODERATE I ~ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 







3.39 0.39 0.46 0.46 0.39 9.39 0.46 0.46 B.39 '.39 0.46 9.46 0.39 3.39 0.46 0.46 
0.42 8.42 3.49 0.49 3.42 8.42 9.49 8.49 
0.42 0.42 0.42 ~.42 0.58 
0.36 9.36 e.42 0.42 9.36 9.36 3.42 9.42 
0.41 0.41 0.48 0.48 0.41 0.41 1.48 8.48 
8.57 8.57 8.68 U9 8.57 3.68 0.68 
~.42 0.50 0.42 0.42 



















3.42 0.42 0.49 8.49 
0.42 0.42 e.5~ 
~.3b Ub 9.42 9.42 
3.41 ~.41 0.48 8.48 
3.57 ~.57 0.68 
0.42 0.42 
~.41 0.41 11.49 8.49 































































~1. 56 e.56 
,. t:'-r 
























TOTAL BUILDING lIFE CYCLE COST ($/SQFT-YR) 
lENIENT ~ODERATE 1 ~ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 









































12.27 11. 42 



































It. .. ) 1 
















l0. L ... ' 
36.:f 
lS.2Q 







































1 I "Tr 






































12.05 11. 48 
16.95 Ib.S3 
11. 97 11. 54 
13.87 13.03 
25.33 23.11 

































IF:::: . 1... __ CJ C:J: :r 
-, r, ' - ,'r-- f""~') _., ~ ~,- 1 
J L..Ur',"'; - i.t:::: - U .. h_ - r' nu::. ! 
A-IO 
TITLE I8"B: CIDX" 






,J AN FEB MAF_ 
121 33:3, 758 
21.2 24.8 28.4 
1352 1123 1159 
C' 
.J LAT.= 59.6 
APR IYIAY JUN 
1247 1::;81 1749 
;:":5.6 42.8 48.2 
9i)(~1 7i214 499.1 
DES I GN TEI"IP. = 
JUL AUr3 SEP 
1596 11[37 799.1 
51. 8 51. 8 46. 4 











ROW NUMBER: 10 LAT.= 58.4 DESIGN TEMP.= -4.0 F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
116 282 699 1045 1290 1413 1277 983 638 320 148 
23.9.1 28.4 32.9.1 39.2 46.4 53.6 55.4 53.6 59.9.1 41.9 32.0 














ROW NUMBER~ 15 LAT.= 64.8 DESIGN TEMP.=-51.9.I F SIGMA= 9. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
30 221 67~ 1193 16m2 1759.1-1541 1117 79.18 292 74 2 BTU/FT2-DAY 
-11.2 -~ ~ 10.4 2B.4 46.4 59.0 69.1.8 55.4 44.6 24.8 3.2-11.2 F 
2:~~:C::~~ 1 t,,:?O 1.721 lOG4 :.;4Q 21 j 148 304 617 1235 1867 2336 F -DAYS 
~:. i [;;" 
... '.!.. _"I 
"j ('~:I n r~' ['.F: t"-'lP, h' (:"\F'r:.' I'll {; \/ \.'.1' LII'·.l 
:~\ ':::: :1 4 :~:: :',~: !' 1 :~i :I U ~.:: J 1:1. ~?' E.: 1 1 ~::; :l 
32.5 34.3 34.2 38.143.3 48.7 
JUL 
I 'j -, ,-', 
.1- J. J. ")" 
982 800 670 482 459 471 
ROW NlJM8ER: 25 LAT.~ 64.5 
10:;',,9 F 
4~':;8 t.>81 84m 










JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN 
29 223 630 1184 1571 1752 
6.8 5.9.1 6.8 19.4 35.6 46.4 
1829 1674 1786 1382 936 585 
DESIGN TEI1P.=-31.0 F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
1413 '992 672 305 64 
59.1.0 50.0 42.8 28.4 15.8 
463 490 688 1132 1481 
2 BTU/FT2-DAY 
5 .. m F 
1879 F-DAYS 
F:m\1 NUI"IBEF: = 
JAN FEB 











41 .. m 55 .. 4 
722 27!2! 
DESIGN TEMP.=-51.!2! F SIGMA= 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1561 1074 671 251 4!1i 
57.2 51.8 39.2 19.4 -2.2-13.9.1 





ROW NUMBER: 35 LAT.= 71.3 DESIGN TEMP.=-45.9.1 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
o 73 499.1 1049 1139 
-14.8-18.4-14.8 -9.1.4 19.4 
2471 2342 2486 1976 1424 
JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1526 1458 855 414 125 3 0 BTU/FT2-DAY 
33.8 39.2 37.4 30.2 15.B -!2!.4-13.0 F 
959 815 850 1040 1541 1966 2396 F-DAYS 
TLOAO - ~!EE - 002 - P he?:: 2 
A-ll 
ANN~kL HE~TING FUEL USE (BTU/S~FT-\R) 
LENIENT MODERATE I MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR IMEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2££2 IM£I££I M£I££2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI "EIEE2 M£2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 
80526. 92076. 68474. 8004~. 58258. 68963. 4688B. 57555. 46287. 56725. 36000. 45976. 36282. 45782. 26759. 35694. 
2 8~526. 92~76. 68474. 8e040. 58258. 68963. 46888. 57555. 46287. 56725. 36000. 45976. 36282. 45782. 26759. 35694. 
3 8.,526. 92m. 63474. 8~040. 58258. 68963. 46888. 57555. 46287. 56725. 36q.gg. 45976. 36282. 45782. 26759. 35694. 
4 586~il. 68840. 48682. 58920. 45541. 55324. 36589. 45952. 38m. 47349. 29745. 38591. 29898. 38188. 22221. 30113. 
5 58609. 68840. 48682. 58m. 45541. 55324. 36589. 45952. 38207. 47349. 29745. 38591. 29898. 38188. 22221. 3m3. 
6 5B60~. 68840. 48682. 58920. 45541. 55324. 36589. 45952. 38207. 47349. 29745. 38591. 29898. 38188. 22221. 30m. 
7 586M. 6884~. 48682. 5892~. 45541. 55324. 36589. 45952. 38m. 47349. 29745. 38591. 29898. 38188. 22221. 30113. 
11129;. 121244. 91737. 100880. 91629. 1~0487. 7246~. 81164. 79470. 88085. 61216. 69677. 65726. 74~46. 48791. 56571. 
91737. 1l10880. 91629. 1~~487. -72460. 81164. 79470. 88085. 61216. 69677. 65726. 74046. 48791. 56571. 
:~ 7H~4t1. 8278~1. 624t1L 74225. 5~808. 62092. 42M~2. 54£113. 4625t~. 51127. 32685. 435b~. 3~679. 412~6. 2391B. 34146. 
,,- . -,- .. 
~... J. .;.:, ! .I';:" 
; ..... .., ""t.-
1)1.. i 1 i.... 117478, 
:3 13-,,16. 152j06. 12r574. 132792. 117478. 
12'i37:':. 
• ')n"'"TC' 








'1 i .lOC'. 
88106. 
86146. 97768.· 881~6. 
99376. 71522. 
nl"\ ..... ' 
11 ~\ i C" 
/,,\1'", I ,.., -
\:,"::0'::[·, 
99376 • 71522. 82625. 
1L 12018.:. 139428. 105948. 116!:~36. 1~t,034. 1158B;!, 83953. Q3521. 922t13. 101697. 71198. 8~433. 76556. 85677. 56811. 65617. 
15 23r.3~3. 243296. 199291. 212288. 19753~. 210497. 167823. 18~792, 1767~5. 189644. 148344. 1612B2. 1535~3. 166392. 126449. 139333, 
It, 236m. 2432%. 199291. 212288. 19753~. mm. 167B23. IS~792. 176705. 1B9644. 14B344. 161282. 1535i1J. 166392. 126449. 139m. 
,1-- :-
I ,:::: - C02 - PAGE: ::: 
A-12 
ANN"AL ELECTRICAL USE IBTUISQFT-YRl 
LENIENT "ODERATE I "ODE RATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR IMEIEEI "EIEE2 "E2EEI ME2EE2 I~EIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 "E2EEI ME2EE 
41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 39451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929 
2 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 39451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929 
3 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 32.451. 34362. 22929 
4 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929 
5 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 39451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 
6 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929 
7 41884. 3ml. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3g451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3,1451. 34362. 22929 
2 41824. 3i1451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3m1. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3m1. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929 
'J 41834. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. -34362. 22929. 41884. 3m1. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929 
h1 41884. 30451. 
• l .. j ,- - • .,..~ ~ t:' I 
Ll "!l::":-, _': -_,~, 
13 418S4. 30451. 










.L ... - _ ~ , 








.,. .. 1.~ t" I 











,., ,'"'! ~,..,_- ~ I ."'; .. , ~ 





.,. ':! .. t:' ~ 










i..i. r i. -;. 




" j ,-: -; .. 




.,!! ~ C' ~ 
...':::'''!Jl. 
"-,or;:. 














15 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929.·41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3[1451. 34362. 22929 
16 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3,:1451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3rJ451. 34362. 22929 
0" - ".~- L - \J":: - r- !\l.l:::' . 
A-13 
A~NUAL ENER.V COST I $I5QFH~) 
LENIENT MODERATE I MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 


















12. ct· 10.51 
6.00 



























":' ~ .. 





























7.2E 7. n 
-- ,-;.' " ,-,. 












































































n " .,., 
n ("\ .. 













































ANNLI~L COST OF C~PITALlWION ($/SQFHR) 
LENIENT MODERATE I STRINGENT 
CR IMEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 *MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 *MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 *MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE; 
5.62 5.71 6.79 6.88 5.89 5.98 7.96 7.15 6.19 6.27 7.35 7.44 6.78 6.B7 7.95 B.94 
2 6.@6 6.16 7.32 7.42 6.35 6.45 7.61 7.71 6.67 6.77 7.93 8.~3 7.31 7.41 8.57 8.61 
;, 6.15 6.25 7.43 7.52 6.45 6.54 7.72 7.82 6.77 6.B6 US 8.14 7.42 7.52 8.7~ 8.7 
4 6.21 6.29 7.29 7.37 6.36 6.45 7.45 7.53 6.5~ 6.59 7.59 7.67 6.94 7.02 B.02 B.l 
5 7.~4 7.13 8.27 8.36 7.22 7.31 B.45 B.54 7.3B 7.47 8.61 8.79 7.8B 7.97 9.11 9.2 
6 9.9~ 10.03 11.62 11.75 10.15 10.28 11.87 12.03 10.37 IS.50 12.19 12.23 11.07 11.29 12.89 12.9 
7 7.34 7.43 8.62 8.71 
7.10 7.19 BI~3 8.43 
'" .:-")' I.,.h) 
7.28 
7.62 8.SJ 8.90 
7.37 8.52 8.61 
~ l I" 




7.79 8.97 9.07 B.21 B.31 9.49 
7.53 8.68 8.77 7.94 U3 9.18 
12.39 14.27 14.42 13.06 13.21 15.09 
14.22 14.38 12.58 12.74 14.73 14.89 13.1B 13.34 15.33 15.49 14.31 14.48 16.46 16.6 
'1.6:' 9.74 8.4:' r c'" C', .J.:.. 8.60 9.12 9.29 10.61 te.?: 
13 
r. 1"1 
1,"'I'w 8. ti 
15.89 13.72 
8.72 If.i7 10.18 
13.90 16.0S 16.23 
"! ('1' 
O. "!.L 
14.i~2 14.20 16.3b 
,it ... .,. 
1!, ..... ! 
r, rr: 
T. , .. H.' 1'" nr ,i.,.u.J 
16.53 14.97 15.15 17.3~ 
14 14.SQ 14.78 17.13 17.32 14.96 15.15 17.5~ 17.69 15.29 15.48 17.83 lU2 16.32 16.51 18.86 
15 le.48 10.62 12.31 12.44 1~.75 1~.89 12.5S 12-.71 hl:f9 11.12 12.81 12.95 11.73 11.86 13.55 
16 16.10 16.31 18.9~ 19.11 16.51 16.72 19.:n 19.53 16.87 17.09 19.68 19.89 18.~1 18.22 2!l.82 
~,'~l n~.r,. - I~,!'-rr: - OL~I? - PAIU~C: -
t _~I/\~. 1___ :.- I Ii '_ 0 
A-15 
17.48 
ANNlI~L COST OF H~INTEN';NCE I./SQFHRI 
LENIENT ~ODERATE 1 "ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 














U9 11.39 11.46 ~.46 9.39 3.39 0.46 11.46 11.39 11.39 11.46 3.46 0.39 9,39 11.46 0.46 
0.42 9.42 11.49 9.49 9.42 3.42 3.49 11.49 9.42 0.42 0.49 0.49 11.42 3.42 B.49 9.49 
~.42 0.42 0.5f, 9.5r. 0.42 0.42 ~.S0 11.50 0.42 0.42 0.50 9.50 0.42 0.42 9.50 
U6 9.42 11.42 3.36 11.36 11.42 11.42 9.36 11.36 0.42 11.42 0.36 U6 3.42 9.42 
3.4! 9.4! 11.48 9.48 3.4! 3.41 9.48 9.48 11.41 3.41 3.48 11.48 0.41 0.41 f..48 9.49 
~.57 11.57 0.68 0.68 8.57 9.57 B.68 0.68 0.57 0.57 0.69 0.68 9.57 0.57 9.68 0.69 
o.se 0.50 9.42 0.42 0.5f 0.42 ~.42 ~.42 ~.50 0.5B 






l • ~. 
iI .,., 









0.84 Ul 0.71 0.84 
0.92 0.77 
1. 00 ~.84 0.84 l.?f 
e.. 72 ~.6~ ~.72 
1.10 ~.93 ~.93 1.1~ 














































,., .,. ... 
[I. f L 
1.1iJ 
T01~L iUIlDIN6 LIFE CYCLE COS! Il/SQF1-YR) 
LENIn;T MODERATE I MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 








11.33 10.72 11.67 11.~5 11.11 10.47 11.46 10.82 11.13 10.49 11.51 13.S6 11.51 10.84 11.90 11.22 
15.03 13.53 14.88 13.39 14.82 13.31 14.69 13.18 14.87 13.36 14.77 13.24 15.29 13.75 15.20 13.65 
l~.i; 12.93 14.21 12.9& 13.97 12.72 14.~3 12.78 14.~2 12.77 14.11 12.84 14.45 13.18 14.56 13.27 





~ ,- r~' 
.d:'. t'''! 












31.1 q 33.57 
II. 79 11.68 11.14 12.24 11.69 11.68 11.13 
16.26 16.31 15.41 17.12 16.22 16.36 15.46 
1 L 96 11. 58 11.18 12.27 11.86 11.58 11. 17 
13.3l1 13.72 12.89 13.89 13.g6 13.61 12.78 
22.85 24.91 22.70 - 24.79 22.58 24.32 22.61 
18.97 21.17 2~.06 20.44 
f n ... { ~ I ,',"" 
J • I '- = .1 O. ~'1 i. C" ;::. 18.20 it., it, 
,- - -: l r, "'! = 19.~~ ~:l.l'! 17.i ... t iC'.~'''' 
"In ;~ ... 
i. ")' • ~. ; 
~~ .,..., 
.~ .... ' .. ' ... 
33.18 29.~7· ... 'i."~'! 28.76 
37.46 34.11 36.f9 32.72 
17.44 16.24 18.31 17.12 









1 .I • c: 
29.45 
7"1 c:''''! 










... 'i. •.. I!I:' 
18.46 
32.87 
11.69 12.09 11. 43 12.59 
16.27 16.B7 15.95 17.71 
11. 86 11. 92 11.48 12.64 
12.97 13.Bi 12.98 14 .1~4 
25.25 23.02 25.19 








1 c,. E; 
7.., C:C' "n n"\ 



















TLOAD NED 0~:l2 





_ or,) _ p'\' ,~c 
UL- I I '-'"- i. 
A-IS 
TITLE IS"B:CIDX" 



























DESIGN TEMP.= -5.1 F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
1596 1187 790 436 175 
51.8 51.8 46.4 37.4 28.4 













10 LAT.= 58.4 DESIGN TEMP.= -4.0 F 
MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
609 1045 1290 .1413 1277 983 638 320 148 
SIGMA: fl. F 
DEC 
61 BTU/FT2-DAY 




'_:'.'::' ....... 1 
n::B 
22j 
Ie ,:: F~ 
43:, 




.. :.:..k .. ...;. 











• ...; ...... ' ..... 1 
5~::. 6 
288 473 
4:l . iii 
718 
32.(1 




1 Ql. 4 2B .. 4 
LAT.= 64.B DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1602 1750-1541 1117 708 292 74 2 BTU/FT2-DAY 
46.4 59.0 60.8 55.4 44.6 24.8 3.2-11.2 F 
549 211 148 304 617 1235 1867 2336 F-DAYS 
L.. ('>1 T .::: ~:_; 1 " ;:~I ,~\ ,'" ~ .. " , 
t"1/·\'/ \Jl..J!\! 




-;<' /1 rj . ..:,,,"1',, .,:2.. 43".~~; 48 .. 7 
:2~1 LA"r .. := 
MP1R i~I='R ~1AY 
630 :l1B4 1571 
6.8 19.4 35.6 





:30 L,;T. = 
P,F'F: IvIP, y 
1227 1697 
21.2 41. iii 
'/1 C 














--, l~' ,-", 





~::6 n 9 
840 
DESIGN TEMP.=-31.0 F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
1413 ~92 672 305 64 
50.0 50.0 42.8 28.4 15.8 
463 490 6B8 1132 1481 
(::; I e:: r': {:", 0 • F 
DF::: 
18~7 BTU./ r:"T2-- [JPI 'i 
35 .. 1 F 
SIGI1A= iii. F 
DEC 
2 BTU/FT2-DP,Y 
5 .. Ql F 
1879 F-DP,YS 
DESIGN TEMF'.=-51.0 F SI~1A= 
JUL AUG SEF' OCT NOV DEC 
1561 1074 671 251 
57012 51 .. 8 
2::::iil 4fi7 751 
19. 4 -2. 2-13. QI 




ROW NUMBEF:: 35 LAT.= 71.3 DESIGN TEMP.=-45.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
o I~ 490 1049 1139 1526 
-14.8-18.4-14.8 -0.4 19.4 33.8 










~:'Qj .. 2 
1l114!11 
12::; 3 . !2j 
15.8 -·!il. 4-13. QI 




ANNUAL HE~rl.G FUEL USE (BTU/SQFT-YRl 
LENIENT MODERATE 2 STRINSENT 
CR 'ME1EEl "EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MEIEEI "E1EE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MEIEEI "E1EE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 'ME1EEl ME1EE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 
76344. 87m. 64382. 75733. 55518. 66142. 441:;2. 54737. 43878. 54117. 33653. 43374. 33915. 43177. 24559. 33233. 
2 76344. 87775. 64392. 75733. 55519. 66142. 44152. 54737. 43878. 54117. 33653. 43374. 33915. 43177. 24559. 33233. 
3 76344. 87775. mr.2. 75733. 55519. 61>142. 44152. 54737. 43870. 54117. 33653. 43374. 33Q15. 43177. 24559. 33233. 
4 54995. 65197. 45185. 55266. 43314. 52922. m~5. 43544. 36195. 45076. 27718. 36374. 27912. 36082. 28369. 28~32. 
5 5.4995. 65197. 45185. 55266. 43314. 52922. 34345. 43544. 36195. 45076. 27718. 36m. 27912. 36982. 29360. 28932. 
6 54995. 65197. 45185. 55266. 43314. 52922. 34345. 43544. 36195. 45976. 27718. 36374. 27912. 36382. 23360. 28332. 
7 54995. 65197. 45185. 55266. 43314. 52922. 347-45. 43544. 36195. 45m. 27718. 36374. 27912. 36082. 20363. 28r32. 
n f,~ / '11:' . .., 
~ !!.':'L,-~L. 115427. 86131. 95162. 87918. 96689. 68773. 7738~. 7600e. 84528. 57833. 66139. 62287. 73507. 45466. 53092. 
9 106252. 115427. 86131. 95162. 87918. 96689. -68773. 77380. 76~00. B~528. 57833. 66139. 62287. 70507. 45466. 53r.n. 
It 67543. 79215. 58896. 7~b50. 48521. 
1.~l:'n4 
il.' .. 'IJ. 
59735. 
I "'\1:'.·/7r1 ..;,. .. ' '1 L·"! • 
4039B. 
91:' i1,~ -, _'~it, i.. 
51647. 38151. 48931. 
1 .-~ (! I .. I 
• ~ ;.- :. : j • 11168:. 
10b8~19. H~0161. 111632. 
30b~3. 41358. 28863. 39022. 21929. 319~6. 
82546. 844~~. 95583, 
82546. 94~i19 • 95583. 
13 134,126. 146W,. 11469[1. 126840. 113591. 125409. m~:. 1068e9. 100161. 111682. 82546. 94009. 84444. 95583. 678%. 78911. 
14 122716. 132848. 99545. 109504. 101821. 111553. 79701. 89172. 83251. 97621. 76438. 72b43. 81639. 
1:',,","1"'" 
'; •• ,1'1 • .11..1. 61637. 
15 221739. 234726. 199727. 203718. 191881. 204762. 162~95. 17SgS7. 171312. 184242. 142952. 155S8~. 148~65. 168941. 121B17. 133882. 
16 221739. 234726. 199727. 2~371B. 191881. 2~4762. 162~95. 175057. 171312. 184242. 142952. 155880. 14Sgb5. 160941. 121017. 133882. 
-I· 1 r:J .\ ~-I - \:::L" - on.,,; - PI\' IC~C . _.1... .• J..... I t_ . I..... _ ! __ "- ~ 
A-20 
ANNUAL ELECTRICAL USE (BTU/SQFT-YRI 
LENIENT ~ODERATE I ~ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR IMElEEI ~EIEE2 ~E2EE1 ~E2EE2 I~ElEEI ~EIEE2 mEEI ME2EE2 I~EIEEI ~E1EE2 ME2EE1 "E2EE2 I~E1EE1 "EIEE2 mEEI ~E2EE2 
41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 
2 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 
3 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 39451. 34362. 22929. 41B84. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
4 418B4. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
5 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
b 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
7 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3,1451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
S !JS24. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3,1451. 34362. 22929. 






7-~' L 4 
,-'t "l .. ' l. , 
"!','!lC:l 




.., ~ .. , .-, 
~l'1·.\C·,:" • 













'7 .. -:,~ L ~ 





















'.'!' '! __ , 1 • 
3~451. 
34362. 






i.i. ~ i.. ! • 
",.,n'"ii, 








.,. '-~ C' j 















15 41884. 3~4S1. 34362. 22929. 418B4. 3k1451. 343b2.· 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
16 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41B84, 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 
C02 
A-21 
3~451. 343b2. 22929. 41884. 7,.:,.1:' j ,Hi"to;.! I 34362. 22929. 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST (S/SQFT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 MODERATE. 2 . STRIN6~NT 
CR IMEIEEI KEIEE2 ME2EEI KE2EE2 IMEIEEI ME1EE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 "E2EEI ME2£E2 IMEIEEI KE1EE2 "E2EEI "E2££2 
5.23 4.52 4.33 3.62 4.77 4.94 3.8B 3.15 4.51 3.77 3.65 2.99 4.29 3.53 3.44 2.67 
2 8.45 6.B6 6.97 5.38 7.99 6.38 6.52 4.92 7.73 6.12 6.29 4.66 7.51 5.87 6.99 4.44 
3 7.5. 6.17 6.19 4.B6 7.04 5.69 5.74 4.39 6.78 5.42· 5.51 4.14 6.56 5.18 5.31 3.92 
4 5.46 4.53 4.48 3.55 5.21 4.26 4.24 3.29 5.95 4.98 4.1~ 3.13 4.87 3.89 3.94 2.94 
5 4.25 3.63 3.4Q 2.86 4.00· 3.37 3.26 2.61 3.B5 3.20 3.11 2.46 3.67 3.BI 2.96 2.28 





3.84 3.36 3.15 2.66 3.58 3.08 2.91 2.40 3.42 2.91 2.77 2.24 3.24 2.71 2.69 2.86 
6.34 5.43 5.18 4.27 5.95 5.03 4.81 3.88 5.69 4.77 4.57 3.64 5.49 4.47 4.31 3.36 














1~.39 8.03 12.16 
5.97 4.71 6.74 
n ~-
7. '.' '.' 
9.2~1 7.39 Hi,56 
15.88 12.1~ 18.57 
IS.54 15. (;0 21. 4t:1 
5.13 3.8~ 6.06 
































































ANNUAL COST OF CAPITALIZATION (S/SQFT-YRl 
LENIENT MODERATE I MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR I"ElEEI "EIEE2 mEEI ME2EE2 mlEEI "EIEE2NE2EE1 "£2££2 IMElEEI "£IEE2 mEEI "E2EE2 IMEIEEI "£IE£2 "£2£El mm 
5.78 5.87 6.95 7.93 5.99 6.98 7.16 7.24 6.28 6.36 7.44 7.53 6.88 6.97 8.95 8.14 
2 6.23 6.33 7.49 7.58 6.46 6.55 7.72 7.81 6.77 6.86 8.83 8.12 7.42 7.52 8.68 8.78 
3 6.32 6.42 7.6~ 7.69 6.55 6.65 7.83 7.93 6.87 6.96 8.14 8.24 7.53 7.63 8.81 8.9~ 
4 6.35 6.43 7.43 7.51 6.45 6.53 7.53 7.62 6.59 6.67 7.67 7.75 7.94 7.12 8.12 8.2S 
5 7.29 7.39 8.43 8.52 7.32 7.42 8.55 8.64 7.48 7.57 8.7~ B.8S 7.99 8.08 9.21 9.31 
6 10.12 10.25 11.85 11.98 10.29 10.42 12.'2 12.15 10.51 10.64 12.23 12.36 11.22 11.35 12.95 13.0 
7 7.51 7.60 8.79 8.88 7.63 7.73 8.91 9.01 7.79 7.99 9.@7 9.17 8.32 8.42 9.69 9.70 
7 .... 1 
.. ILi:' 7,35 8.50 8.59 7.38 7.47 8.62 9.71 7.54 7.63 8.77 8.86 8.14 9.28 9.3 






r, ,~~ ,,,! t" " c'. - c·. _': 
E. ~c: S.69 
13.69 n.B6 
1~.9: 15.11 










































































14.66 16.65 16.81 
9.41 11.1.74 
9.63 10.9E 11. n:, 
15.35 I7.Sf. 17.68 
16.73 IUS 19.28 
12.~2 13.71 13.85 
18.47 2U6 21.27 
ANNUAL COST GF "AINTENANCE (S/SQFT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE I "ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CRmIEEl mEE2 mm mm .MEIEEI mm mEEl ME2EE2 mlEEI nElEE2 mEEl "E2EE2 .MElEEI "EIEE2 mm mm 
B.39 3.39 3.46 0.46 B.39 0.39 '.46 ~.46 9.39 9.39 B.46 9.46 9.39 8.39 B.46 8.46 
2 8.42 0.42 0.49 9.49 9.42 0.42 8.49 B.49 0.42 0.42 9.49 3.49 B.42 0.42 8.49 9.49 
0.42 ~.42 0.42 0.42 8.53 0.50 9.42 3.42 0.42 ~.42 B.50 
4 0.36 0.36 9.42 0.42 ~.36 0.36 B.~2 0.42 0.36 0.36 0.42 0.42 0.36 9.36 9.42 0.42 
5 9.41 0.41 0.48 9.48 0.41 0.41 ~.49 0.48 ~.41 8.41 8.48 0.48 0.41 0.41 0.48 0.48 
6 U7 0.57 9.68 0.69 9.57 . 3.57 B.6B 0.68 0.57 0.57 U8 ~.57 ~.57 8.68 8.68 
7 ~.42 0.50 0.42 0.42 ~.5~ 9.50 
8 ,1.41 0.49 iJ.49 0.41 0.41 0.~9 0.49 ~.41 0.41 0.49 0.49 0.41 ~.41 0.49 0.49 






!J i~ ",f. 












0.84 0.71 ,1.71 
., ~.. ,: A-; 
t " . t"" i 
0.43 
11.92 0.77 0.77 
1. f.0 0.84 0.84 
fl.72 
1.1~ 0.93 0.93 
~.71 ~.71 0.84 
0.48 0.48 
0.92 ;1.77 ~.92 
(:.84 0.84 
8.72 0.72 f,.6~ 0.72 

















~. 72 0.72 
1.10 1.1~ 
TOTAL BUILDING LIF[ CYCLE COST ('/SQFT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR IMElEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 mlEEl . mm nE2m ME2EE2 *ME lEE 1 I'IEIEE2 mEEt NE2EE2 IMElEEl MEIEE2 ME2EE! mEE: 
11.4~ 10.78 11.73 11.11 1/.14 18.59 11.5# 19.86 11.17 10.52 11.55 19.89 11.56 19.89 11.95 11.2; 
2 IS.10 13.61 14.96 13.46 14.86 13.35 14.74 13.22 14.92 13.49 14.81 13.28 IS.3S 13.81 15.26 13.7: 
14.2~ 13.01 14.29 13.~6 14.~1 12.76 14.17 12.82 14.~7 12.81 14.16 12.88 14.S1 13.23 14.62 13.3, 
4 12.17 1l.32 12.34 1/.48 12.02 II.IS 12.1~ 11.33 1/.99 11.11 12.19 11.31 12.26 1/.36 12.48 11.5; 
5 11.86 11.33 12.40 11.87 11.73 11.19 12.19 11.74 11.73 11.17 12.3~ 1/.74 12.06 11.49 12.65 12.97 







• ~ ,"n 
i "! • ~,,; 
2~. 31 
",~ ., ~ 
.L~' • .£., 
.-- I' 
... ~1 • J ., 
17.53 
.,. .. .,. ~ 
'-,,.' .... '.1. 
1/.38 12.44 12.~5 11.64 11.23 12.33 11.91 11.64 11.22 12.34 11.91 11.98 11.55 12.7@ 12.2 
13.19 14.16 13.34 13.74 12.91 13.91 IU8 13.64 12.80 13.83 12.99 13.86 13.02 IUS 13.2 
23.11 25.16 22.95 24.97 22.76 -24.85 22.63 24.88 22.66 24.79 22.56 25.32 23.10 25.27 2U 
19.14 21.32 20.22 2~.21 19.1f. 21.29 20.18 2~.56 19.44 21.66 2~.S3 21.50 2~.36 22.61 21.4 
l ,~, ., .. 
l C', 'l.-", 








33.69 31. 69 


























































:1. ::5 = :1."7 = 4<::;' 
F t'- i c:1 -<='L Y 
-I 0' ~ H'-~ GO'· PA~r i_ ~U - ~~ - ,~- G~
A-26 
TITLE IS"8: CrDX" 
TITLE r5"B: CLH1ATF" 
TITLE 1S"B: Af~tH"C:;LS" 
TITLE IS "B: A rRCHGHr':" 
TITLE IS"B:FCOSTHES" 
TITLE 1S"B: f:-t'!;,," 
ROW NUI1BER: 5 LAT.= 59.6 DESIGN TEMP.= -5.1 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
758 1747 1581 1749 1596 1187 790 1 ...,"" / ,.,...' 63 
21.2 24.8 28.4 35.6 42.0 48.2 51.8 51.8 46.4 37.4 28.4 21.2 




ROW NUMBER: 10 LAT.= 58.4 DESIGN TEMP.= -4.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JAN FEB MAk APk MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCI NOV DEC 
116 282 t,09 1045 1290 1413 1277 983 638 320 148 61 BTU/FT2-DAY 
r.::",. -~ 
,-\C~":' 
':,. r.:~ ,::: 
''':',.,1,._.; 
r,,-',,', 
....... ,:~) c· 
1:::' .':,. ! 
'-_'-.. :'" f.) 
., ','",":' 
~1' .... ..,: • 718 
-:-t"~ ,:: ,"":IL L 
'_' .. :.. .. ~.-:" ..... \_, .. 1-' 
F-·DAYS 
., I:~' 
.! ... ' l..{H,,= 64.8 DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= 
,...., ... C"":'-
,- ... - r", 
" ~::. ,1:.1 
''', '-', 
.~. " .,:-
"-', ~;. i' e., ">-1'" 
I""! (:i h: 
67::: 
lC1 u £lr 
~ ""y .A.., ., 






,. i . ., 
"'1-0,,"'1' 
I ·-'1 ... 
j ,. !,' 
·-·.l' L (.,:,·r ,. ::::: 
., ...,. .... , f 





JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1 7~.'i:,'j_ 1541 
59 .. ~.(j 6~!1. 8 
~.:?:1. :l 1 ... 1·8 
',' I 
' .. 1\ .• :' '-...1 :._11... 
Ill? 
t::'t:;;' II 
, .. J .... J .. ""t 
, , 





\~:.- I::'. r 
:1 I~.-I··; I... (") ~ 






-"'.' r-, ":"r::: ., 
_;, ':;;:'" .:' ' •• ;' __ '" .I 
DESIGN TEMP.=-31.0 ~ 
J. -·.r t::" r.., ! ... ) ,:: 1413 
{ ("In 
0\:::'0 
... oj -;r--, 
.1 •. 1. ..• .;...,;.:. 
1 ~5 r E 
1481 
LnT,.::: 6<...~) .. 9 DESIGN TEMP.=-51.(1 F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
10 172 615 1227 1697 1855 1561 1074 671 251 40 0 
-.., :" - .... (;:.\ :1..4 21.2 4:1. .. 0 
2425 2038 1969 1336 -"7' ..... ' .... / .. :'..::. 
':;:'-"7 r""\ 
I_I i .. ...::. 
2::m 
51.f:: J ';'.4 -2.2-1:::. Ql 




























SIGI'1A= (I. F 
DEC 
- 1. 4 .. 8-A 18 U ·':1·_·14 .. 8 
2471 234? 248b 





-II DAn - H~~ - Cur,~ - ~Lf~~ ~ '- r\ .... , _'-" _ I f\ .... _ t.:... 
-:'".'7 II ,_:,.1 .. ...,. 
A-27 
:30 .. 2 1 ~5 .. 8 
1040 :!. ~5-41 
I.ii 





;':,N,iAl HE" TJl,D FUEL USE iFTl;/SGf HRl 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 ~ODERm 2 STRINGENT 
CR I~E1EE! ME1EE2 ME2EE1 ME2EE2 IMElEEI ME1EE2 MmEI nEZEE2"fME1EE1 "E1EE2 ME2EE1 "E:EE2 IME1EE! mm ME2EE! IIE2EE2 
8f.S2B. 92m. 5~103. 67202. m13. 70802. mu. 47291. 46653. 57103. 26142. 35002. 35994. 45470. 17559. 25219. 
2 8052~. nm. 56H13. 67202. 60m. ml12. 373~6. 47291. 46653. 5m3. 26142. 35002. 35994. 45m. 17559. 25219. 
561e3. 672,32. 6~~13. 37306. 47291. 46653. 57163. 26142. 35994. 45470. 17559. 
4 58595. 68835. 38455. 48049. 47038. 56896. 2860~. 37282. 38496. 47678. 21516. 29322. 29646. 37922. 14426. 21297. 
5 58595. 68835. 38455. 48049. 47038. 56896. 28600: 37282. 38496. 47678. 21516. 29322. 29646. 37922. 14426. 21297. 
I> 58595. 68835. 38455. 48~49. 47038. 56B9b. 286~~. 37282. 38496. 47678. 21516. 29322. 29646. 37922. 14426. 21297. 
.,. t'c' ~~ I "'''7C' 
.. __ " .. '. C·~'C".·J. 36455. 46;49. 47033. 56896. 2a6C~ . 37282. 38496. 47678. 21516. 
-., .. j,-:'--;7L 
" • ~ :.: ... , ~.J....I':" '_"_'. 75P1. 94[149. 1@2961. 59;377. 67353. 79970. 88599. 46977 . 
.,n7"'., 






D i1152:. 121236. 7~071. 83843. 94949. 1~2961, -59~77. 67353. 79979. 88599. 46977. 54656. 65339. 73616. 34428. 41B13. 
.... ~ 71'",,~ 1" 
~ ,_, i.>:: r 1::: Ci. 
• ~ {f'\'-"""1 
.... L,';",' ,. 
. c •. --
~ ""'~ - . 
1 C''' '7<";" 
! ... :i ~ 1 ... 
t ":"'1~((,,\ • -.I 'T ": i ! • 
51965. 
• ,.'1."''' t' 
II.'iC·C,"';. 
86921. 
1523(:291. 243:284. '173697. 
63555. 523Ci. 
•• r - ~ • ( '1,- ~ ( '" 
: ! .. - : ; , : , ...: , 
.. ,- ,- . 
1 l '1 ,. : ,. 1.:.: _ ~ • .; , 
114981. 12l.~Z:2 • 




j • ~ ,. ~:-" 
~ 7 • -, C ::' 
~ ... ! .... - • 
• or.net' 
l ... 1 ~ T .. I ... ,. 
11S681. 
16 23?291. 243284. 173697. 186673. 2g1255. 214~25. 
7~"'n., 
... ''1 ... '0L.. 
,-, . .,.! .. 









f ~ ! /'1":" f 
l."tOO .. H. 159769. 
40553. 
I .-: ~ .,. ,.::-~ 
1 ~" .... ,,~ .... 
• :' "'T.~.., 
l!.' "! ~':" .... 
{ '1.~ or ,1"', 
11'" ... 1~1i.. 
51444. 
( ( ~,. .. ~ '1 















:: , .:: ~ --, 
,~ , 1'", '1:-








'T C:. ~ ..... '. 
98913. 
ne-t n! 












A~NUAL ELE:;~JC~L USE iiTJ/5JFT-\RI 
LENIENT "ODERATE 1 MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR I~EIEEI "EIEE2 mEE! "E2EE2 '"flEE 1 "EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMElEEI "EIEEl MElEE I "£2EE2 IMElEEI KElEE2· "E2EEI ME2EE 
41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 
2 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 












,,:,,~, '1,j .l • 
34362. 22929, 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929, 
34362. 22929. 41884. 3@451. 34362. 22929 
34362. 22929. 41834. 34362 . :29~9 , 
41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3ml. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3m!. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929, 





7,:1 ~ I:' f 
~'~'~ _, 1 • 
7,1 ~ c" .. 
.. '::'",,J.I, 







1'._ "", 'C-' 
, .. __ ,. _'l~_· ••• "'.':'.!.' 
15 41884. 
16 41884, 
"','1. AJ:: i 
... 1!:·"t ... lJ. 











.LL :r.L 7. 
41884. 3~451. 34362. 
30451. 3436:. 
41884. 3~451, 34362. 
41884~ 36451. ..34362. 
41884. 3f:4:;1. 34362. 
..,,~ • t:' I .., ~ .., , ,., 
.. _' i. .) .. ,j.:'"". 












~ . ,..,,... , 
,i'::': - • 





",/'( ~ J:: 4 
,,'~I"!,J 1 • 
30451. 
30451. 
7,'7!". ,,1., ... \0 ..... 
"7' .~ ..,! .... 










.., ~ ~ '=' • 
• ".-t.l, 
"T,llr 4 

































,,-i. '!";' ~ , 
,,"',,-.• ~ ~i-,"" ~~'e. ....-,-, "'I'",--·r, 
.'-'.'-':'_' "':,,-.::~ .... '~"~'i, '.'''!':<_ .... _': .. "l 
7.47;" 















i.i. .. .::"l. 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 ~OOERm 2 STRINGENT 
CR IMElEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMElEEI MElEE2 MElEEl ME2EE2 m1EEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 II\£IEEI MEIEEZ mEEt. ~EZEE2 
0.39 0.39 0.46 0.46 0.39 ~.39 0.4b 0.46 ~.39 0.39 ~.46 ~.4b 0.39 0.39 0.46 0.46 
2 f..42 ~.42 9.49 0.49 0.42 0.42 0.49 0.49 0.42 0.42 0.49 0.49 3.42 9.42 0.49 9.49 
i~. 42 ,i.42 0.5~ 
0.36 0.36 0.42 0.42 
" ~ "l t· • ., ... 
~.3b 
~ l"'l 
t' • ., 1. 
,,! \::i'l 
l' ... .'1' 
0.42 
l" ~ "':' ','t ... 
0.36 
,1.42 
U6 0.42 0.42 
. " I'. ,~ 
0.36 0.36 
... 
t' .... ~. 
0.42 9.42 
5 0.41 0.41 0.48 0.48 0.41 0.41 9.48 0.48 0.41 0.41 0.48 0.48 0.41 0.41 0.48 0.48 




~' I 41 
!. , c :.67 
"" 
1 -: ~ , .. ~ 

















~.67 - ~.8~ ~.80 








0.49 0.49 0.41 
0.8J ~.b7 
" '''"I 







r.71 0.84 ~.84 ~.71 0.71 0.84 g.84 0.71 0.71 0.84 0.84 
1 Ii .. : 
~ . ~", 
1.10 
~ , ., . 
,7 -.,. 




0.6[1 >1 ... ., 'i.I.li. 
- (I"C;? - ;:;" r:: 7 __ I 1\ ......... _ 
.'- ~ 
~. , .. : 
1.10 
'." '.-
,- .. ., 
l',i' 
A-32 
- '" '. ,~' 






!.' , '-~ - ~' . 5: 
1.1~ 
,1 ,... : ''l 
~, , -: ~i , .. , 
,'.,.. l'! ""1""1 








l I ,1 
l. iI':' 
LENIENT ~ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR 'ME1EEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 tMEIEEI HEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2·t~EIEEI KEIEE2 ME2EEI 
11.33 10.72 11.48 10.85 11.12 19.49 11.11 10.66 11.14 1~.5~ 11.38 10.70 11.56 10.89 11.84 
2 14.7e 13.2~ 14.84 13.33 14.55 13.02 14.88 13.37 14.64 13.~9 15.35 13.81 15.15 
12.79 1:.73 13.69 12.b2 14.03 li.7S 13.99 12.70 14.51 13.23 14.51 
A 12.11 12.13 11.26 11.99 11.13 12.~5 11.16 11.96 lU9 12.B5 11.15 12.26 11.36 12.39 11.4 
r 
.' 11.77 11.25 12.19 11.65 11.68 11.15 12.13 11.57 11.69 11.14 12.17 11.59 12.05 11.48 12.57 
6 1<..35 15.47 17.04 16.14 16.30 15.41 17.tl3 16.11 16.37 15.47 17.13 16.19 16.95 16.03 17.75 16.7 
r_, ,.' 
.: '.'. 1'~ 
,-





L .'. ~, .1 
,-. ,- ,.. 
i. '} • "] .I.' 
12.22 11.82 11.59 11.19 12.i6 11.74 
13.03 13.74 12.92 13.67 12.83 
"'I ~ .,. .... 
L'1. ! L 
"'Ii ,7-' 
i.l • {.~ . 19. 9~· 
).'. !": 
.... .., -:t... '"'~"T" 
,,'1... '.' .. ' Le"-L 
..,,- "TO; 




... ' ... '.i.1 
..,.,. t;"r", 




~''' • .i..~, 




J ! • l:' ". "C' 
~" -1"' 
, ....... !,.Q 
"n _4~ 
Le.."T,-; 
... , nIt 
'" ~ • ' i' 
I I en 





... ' ... i. l'i 





11.75 11.97 11.54 12.62 
13.60 12.75 13.87 13.89 
24.47 22.22 25.33 23.11 25.02 
21.5l~ .20,37 21.45 20.32 




..,A ... ,.., 




~,-, } I;" '''' .. 7 - ." I ~ 
1.0. 't .. ' 1 j ,!.". 10. ). .... 
33.65 
7"' C ~ 
~'!' • l! 
7.... .,..., 
'~";" ! L 





J ':, c" 
l! ,C-. 
28.Q8 
7 + I ~ 
,-I.I.D"! 
15 17.33 16.13 18.21 17.ill 17.42 16.22 1B.31. 17dl 17.58 16.38 18.48 17.29 18.29 17.JJ9 19.2~ 18.~j. 
1 C 33.19 31.1~ 33.03 31.~3 32.76 30,78 32.61 3~.61 
i! C·, ',~ - '-I:::::: 








TITLE 15"8: CIDX" 
TI'TLr IS"F{~ CL.,I~11"\Tr:'1I 
T I -, LE IS" B: .'f!CI:r:CI(V'I" 
TITLE IS"B:AIRCHGHr.''' 
TITLE 1 ~3" D: FCm3THf'::[" 
TITLE 15"13: FI"IA" 





.'" ~: ... "" .-.. ..; .. ...:, 
1"1 ?l F! 
75t3 
24.El 2B.4 
112:::; 11 ~)9 
1247 
9Qj() 
MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 
1581 1749 1596 1187 790 
42.8 48.2 51.8 51.8 46.4 
704 490 394 391 540 
OCT 
4:::;'(~, 












F: 0 1',1 I\II...IMBEF: ~ 
JP!~,! 
1 1 t.! 2[:12 
tll{)P 
609 
HI un" = :0;8. 4 
PI r::o I':;~ r"t (~ Y J UN 
li214~; 129121,1413 
:~::(? 2 4.:':)" 4 
7B~~:, 56::~ - .... "-::'I:'~ . ...: • ..J .~.1 
DESIGN TEMP.= -4.0 F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 




..... 1 • ..;." !) 
976 
S I GI1?l= 121. F 
DEC 
61 BTU/FT2-DAY 
26. t, F 
1168 F-DP,yt:; 
15 LAT.= 64.8 DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NO\! DEC 
673 1193 1602 1750-1541 1117 708 292 74 2 BTU/FT2-DAY 
-1 L 2 10.4 28.4 46.4 59.0 60.8 55.4 44.6 24.8 3.2-11.2 F 
.-,-:'· ...... 7 .,;:.· .. :·C:··...:' 1[390 1721 1084 549 211 148 304 61Z 1235 1867 2336 F-DAYS 
hUl:·,: ['.!I.Jr·;1BFF ~ 
,.J{~N F!~B 
:?(i L.PiT,,::-
~!IP!r:;~ f.:1F'P r-1A ''{ 
.. ~\ .. ~- " 
.':;'<'J. 
-:, • .'-, t:.~ 
"':'.,:: . ., ,-.t 
-+ :~:; ~~.'~ ? 1 ~5 1 (j :~:; 1 
::';'1 .:::; 34.:2 :::;E:,,:I 
r.~- ~ 1:7 
.... 1 j,,, \_.1 
~.lUN 
11[:1 
11 i"l , 
..,.0" ... 
DESIGN TEMP.~ 19.9 F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NO\! 
1119 94f3 -.r r.:.- ,--, r::~ r, -T / ,_.1,:.) ._.1.':': .. ; 
-;~ f ,-. 
-.. :'C:'" 7 
i",\ r-,-' 





1000 854 982 8(10 670 482 459 471 4~:;F~ 6Bl 











2~5 LAT .. :::: 
~'IAP APr.: MAY 
630 1184 1571 
6.8 19.4 35.6 




........ ..-, . ..., 

















JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN 
o 7~ 491il 1049 1139 1526 
-14.8-18.4-14.8 -0.4 19.4 33.8 
2471 2342 2486 1976 1424 959 
DESIGN TEMP.=-31.0 F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
1413 "992 672 305 64 
50.0 50.0 42.8 28.4 15.8 
463 490 688 1132 1481 





DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NO\! DEC 
1561 1074 671 2~51 40 (I 
57.2 51.8 39.2 19.4 -2.2-13.0 









DESIGN TEMP.=-45.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1458 855 414 125 3 0 BTU/FT2-DAY 
39.2 37.4 30.2 15.8 -0.4-13.0 F 
815 850 1040 1541 1966 2396 F-DAYS 
TLOAD - HEE - 002 - PAGE 2 
A-35 
A~NUAL HEAlING FUEL USE ISTUISQF1-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE I MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR IMEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 Ir.EIEEI MEIEE2 MElEE I ME2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI "£2EE2 
80526. 92~76. 56108. 6m8. 58258. 68963. mal. 45494. 46287. 56725. 25823. 34652. 36282. 45782. 17797. 25498. 
2 80526. 92~76. 561~8. 6ms. 58258. 68963. 35681. 45494. 46287. 56725. 25823. 34652. 36282. 45782. 17797. 25496. 
3 80526. 92~76. 5mB. 672e8. 58258. 68963. 35681. 45494. 46287. 56725. 25823. 34652. 36282. 45782. 17797. 25498. 
4 53600. 68840. 384611. 48054. 45541. 55324. 27245. 35671. 38m. 47349. 21249. 29m. 29898. 38188. 14633. 21531. 
5 5860~. bsm. 38460. 48054. 45541. 55324. 27245. 35671. 38207. 47349. 21249. 29m. 29898. 38188. 14633. 21531. 
6 58600. 68840. 38460. 48054. 45541. 55324. 27m. 35671. 382~7. 47349. 21249. 29024. 29898. 38188. 14633. 21531. 
7 5S6~~. 6884e. 3846~. 48[154. 45541. 55324. 27245. 35671. 38207. 47349. 21249. 29024. 29898. 38188. 14633. 21531. 
E 1118~\1. 121244. 75m. 83851. 91629. Hl~487. 56769. 64922. 7947S. 88~85. 46502. 54164. 65726. 74046. 34825. 42214. 
9 11189~. 121244. 75079. 8}851. 91629. 1l1,1487. -56769. 64922. 79470. 88~85. 465@2. 54164. 65726. 74~46. 34825. 42214. 
lil m4tl. 8278~. 5197~. 63560. 5~8~8. 62092. 32934. 43842. m5~. 51127. 23677. 338B1. 3~B79. 41206. 15m. 25~16. 
le2893. 114989. 11747S. 12Q375. 
12 139"L:. 152h1b. bJ2S'i3. IH9S'j. 117473. 121'375. 
n'"!~~'=" 
0 ... ,1.' ~. 
'-''1'1."'\::-
C.4L J.J. 
n""!'1 I t 
7,.'00.1 • a13779. 
r. ... ! ! i ~ .~ 7or ... n t' C ,1 " , 
' .. 'C'':'.1. 11.' .. '!11. lJ. .. t"!i.Pt. 
70239. 81314. 881~6. 99376. 
99370. 56758. 
13 139916. 1521~6, 162893. 114989. 117478. 129375. 82295. 93661. le3779. 115494. 7~23~, 81314. 88196. 99376. 5675B. 67~44, 
14 1291S~~. IJ94~8. 8693,;. 9659~. 106034. 115S3~. b60~ 1. 75[,79. 922f.3. Iff1697. 54199. 62376. 76556. 85677 • 41181. 
.nn,,, 
.,010L. 
15 mm. 243296. 173m. 186684. 197530. 210497. 143111. 15M41. 176m. 189644. 124531. 137410. 153509. 166392. 1~3543. 116320. 
16 239m. 243296. 173m. 186684. 197530. 210m. 143111. 156~41. 176h15. 189644. 124531. 137419. 153500. 166392. 1~3543. 116320. 
-iLG,L.J~ - L.·~,_=, 00- ~.~r ~ ~ r - II ~ - rr\i...Jt:. .:) 
A-36 
A~NUAL ELECTRICAL USE (BTUfSQFT-YR) 
LENIENT ~ODERATE 1 ~ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR I~EIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 IMEIEEI "El££2 "£2EEI "E2EE 
41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. ,22929 
2 41884. 3~45L 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34302. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929 
3 41884. 3m1. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 343hZ. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 
41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34301. 22929. 41884. 3m1. 34362. 22Q29. 41884. 39451. 34362. 22929 
5 41884.3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
6 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884.33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~45!' 34362. 22929. 
41884. 3r,~51. 34362. 22929. 41884. 31:1451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
8 4!6c'~, 3r.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~4S1. 34362. 22929. 
q 41884, 
H 41884, 3~451. 
• l '"' - I 
.. ~ : : ! • 
1~ 41884. 
...... 7 .• ~, 
":'~;i~ _ .. j • 
.,. !.' t:" • 





"T ..... ,,.., 
_''"t )C'..:., 
7 .• 7' .-
... ''t'':'0'':'. 229:9, 
34362. 22929. 
3436:2. 22929, 
41884. 3~451. -34362. 
41884. 





• _, ~,","! ... ~ ! , 
7.- IC". 









22929. 41884. 3m!. 
22929. 418B4. 
.., . ,,.,"1,' 






4 l nn.~ 10C''', 
3~451. 
7 , ~ t:" 1 
.... ~I'! .. I J • 
3~451. 
3~451. 
34362. 22929. 41884. 3@451. 34362. 22929. 
34362. 
"~""TL'" ...'., '-'~''''' 
34362. 
22929. 41884. 10451. 
"'''1;"1'''' i.i..7i..7. 
'1 .... ,1"'1,..., .... 
i..i. -,;;.:r. 
22929. 
... "n .... /"'! 
Li.7.s:.J. 












i..s:. J i.."7, 
15 41884. 3~451.· 34362. 22929. 41884. 3@451. 34362.· 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 39451. 34362. 22929. 
16 41884. 3£~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3r.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3il451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~4S1. 34362. 22929. 
" C"~ -, -IL ,1,"-' HE:E - 002 - P.AC::' L 
A-37 
At,NUAL ENERGY COST (S/S~FT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 


































































1'1. i. J. 
3.71 
lo.bl 
U5 6.45 6.34 
7.10 5.75 5.5& 
5.25 4.31 4.09 
4.~5 3.42 3.19 
5.59 4.56 US 
3.63 3.14 2.7b 
b.~3 5.11 4.55 
12.27, 9.91 - 9.53 























O •• !u 
11.11 
f '1 n,~ 












t -: -:0'''\ 
































































































t" .. .,. 





lENIE~T MODERATE 1 MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR fMEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 fMEIEEI MEIEt2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 fMEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 lMEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE 
5.62 5.71 6.68 6.97 5.89 5.98 7.15 7.24 6.19 6.27 7.44 7.53 6.78 6.B7 B.04 8.1 
2 6.06 6.16 7.42 7.51 6.35 6.45 7.71 7.8f. 6.67 6.77 8.~3 8.12 7.31 7.41 8.67 8.7 


















11.75 11. 8S 
B.71 8.81 
8.43 8.52 
7.22 7.31 8.54 B.63 
10.15 10.2B 12.13 
7.53 7.62 6.90 9.M 
7.28 7.37 B.61 S.7~ 
7.38 7.47 B.79 7.8B 7.97 9.23 9.2 
lU7 1~.5~ 12.23 12.36 11.97 11.20 12.93 
7.69 7.79 9.16 B.21 B.31 9.59 9.6 
7.44 7.53 6.77 B.86 7.94 B.03 9.27 9.3 
11.67 11.82 13.86 14.01 11.97 12.12 -14.16 14.31 12.23 12.39 14.42 14.57 13.~6 13.21 15.25 15.4 
12. ~n 
o e' 
.: • ..L J 
13.3S 
16.10 
~" ""7 .ii-.i. ... " 
8,31 
n c ': 



















C ... ;/.. 
f'\ .,.-~, 





q n::-. ',-' 
I,: ,r. 





TLO:\J - H:::E - 002 - PAGE 6 





























~:"! .., I:' 









~ I .,1"\ 

















At\NUA~ COST OF ~;'INTEN"hCE ($/SQFHRI 
LENIENT ~ODERATE 1 ~ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 












~.39 0.39 0.46 0.46 0.39 0.39 ~.46 0.46 0.39 0.39 0.46 0.46 3.39 0.39 0.46 ~.46 
0.42 0.42 0.49 0.49 0.42 0.42 0.49 0.49 3.42 0.42 0.49 0.49 0.42 0.42 0.49 
~.42 0.42 ~.42 0.5[, 0.42 0.42 0.50 0.5i 
0.36 0.36 0.42 0.42 0.36 0.36 8.42 3.36 0.36 0.42 0.42 0.36 3.36 0.42 0.42 
~.41 0.41 U8 r,.48 0.41 r,.41 3.48 0.48 0.41 0.41 9.48 0.48 0.41 0.41 0.48 3.48 
0.57 0.57 9.68 0.68 0.57 0.57 0.68 0.68 3.57 0.57 0.68 0.57 0.57 3.08 0.68 
,1.42 ~.42 0.5,1 0.42 ~.42 0.50 
~.41 0.41 ~.49 0.49 0.41 0.41 0.49 0.49 ~.41 0.41 0.49 0.49 0,41 ~.41 0.49 0.49 
0.67 •. 67 1.80 0.80 0.67 B.67 - ~.8~ e.80 B.67 0.67 0.81 0.80 0.67 0.67 0.a. ..Bl 
(:2: "'/1 
1" { .I. 
~ ..,. ... 




~I , .., • 
I:: i"7 

















~I ... i 












TLOAJ - HEE - G02 -- PAGE 7 
1.84 
, c ... 




















t' ... i:: 
0.57 

















! ...... ', 
11.72 
1.1~ 
TOTAL BUILDING LIFE CYCLE COST (~/SQFT-YR) 
LENIENT ~ODERATE 1 ~ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR 1~E1EEI ~EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMElEEI "ElEE2 ME2EEI ME2m IMElEEI MEIEE2 MElEE I ME2EE2 IMElEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE 
11.33 18.72 11.48 19.86 11.11 16.47 11.3B 16.64 11.13 10.49 11.37 10.69 II.SI 19.84 11.79 11.9 
2 IS.03 13.S3 14.7~ 13.20 14.B2 13.31 14.S4 13.91 14.87 13.36 14.64 13.08 IS.29 13.75 15.10 13.5 
3 14.17 12.93 14.03 12.79 13.97 12.72 13.88 12.61 14.e2 12.77 13.98 12.69 14.45 13.18 14.45 13.1 
4 12.11 11.25 12.13 11.26 11.98 11.11 12.04 11.15 11.96 11.08 12.05 11.14 12.21 11.31 12.34 11.4 
5 11.77 11.25 12.19 11.65 11.68 11.14 12.13 II.S6 11.68 11.13 12.16 11.58 12.09 11.43 12.52 11.9 
6 16.35 15.47 17.04 16.14 16.31.15.41 17.e4 16.1! 16.36 15.46 17.12 16.19 16.87 15.95 17.67 16.7 
7 11.68 11.29 12.22 11.82 11.58 11.18 12.16 11.73 11.58 11.17 12.19 11.75 11.92 11.48 12.56 12.li 
13.97 13.15 13.86 13.03 13.72 12.89 13.64 12.8~ 13.61 12.78 13.58 12.73 13.82 12.98 13.84 12.9 
;:5.i~ 23.01 24,72 22.51 24.91 22.70 - 24.49 22.26 24.82 22.61 24.45 22.21 25.25 23.02 24.94 22.6 
10 20.04 18.94 21.03 19.93 2~.0B 18.97 21.11 19.99 20.44 19.32 21.49 20.36 21.36 20.22 22.44 21.2 
i2 
<7 
1 ... 1 
,,- " - ~., '-. ~ 












.)i.. l i. 
17.01 
~ r ':' j 














17.43 ~., nn l!.Ou 
31.78 36.95 33.57 
17;13 17.57 16.38 




















.. ' .. '. [I J. 
19.12 
16 3J.19 31.19 33.~4 31.~3 32.65 3r..65 32.56 3~.5b 32.41 30.41 32.39 3e.38 32.88 30.B7 32.92 3e.91 
..... GAr H~r rr,? ~r'A~r 8 ' , u - ,... - - ;l; - ">-I '-, 1__ L. J _ -----
A-41 
.LOAD HED 0Q:J:2 
DC~UECLE:: STUrJ· 
UP --:::"' •• ~" nit .... --" ....::..- .... 




T ITLE I~3"E:: AF~Cf-IDUU:," 
TITLE 1S"B: AIFlCHGHF:" 
TITL_E I~,"B: FCOSTHED" 
TITLE 15"13: ElviA" 
r:::m; NUr'IBI':::Io.': 5 LAT .. ::= 59 .. 6 DESIGN TEMP.= -5.1 F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV ,JAN FEEi 
1 :'!:l ,c"";,,-,, 
,..", ,-, 
• .:.:. .L II .4 24. El 
MAR APR MAY JUN 
?~~;F: 1247 15f31 1749 











1 -re-I 1...) 
28.4 
ROIA,1 NUMBER ii 10 LAT. = 5El. 4 DEE> I GN TEI'1P. = -4. ~1! F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JLIN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 




'f .. ( ..... ";1' 
.1. J "7 -.':' 
-;to I:;;' I: . . _:' ..... ',.-' 28f:1 
r.:- -:-- ,. 
__ I ... :, II i;) 
47:::: 
41 .. QJ 
71Et 
64.8 DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F 
JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NO 'v' 
74 17:':d'l- 1541 1. 1 :[ 7 7918 292 












'1 " r', ,-, 










! t, I 1-."T",['" ;", 
I ,; ,F, ;'" ". 
" 0"4, ::: 
~ ,-, C' /1 
.l! ; -/':' C;·· ... I'·~ 
., II \ ~ ." '" •. ,.'M r", . 
.. ' -i',-'!":."" 
...... { .. , 
.~'. 7 
... " ' .... '~J' 
~:: .• ~:. "M:' 
:l.r.2184 549 '""., " ..::. J. J 148 304 617 1235 1867 2336 F-DAYS 
c· ·1 !.~ 
,.1.1." • 
i-·· T ,-"~." i\ __ 
:::', .L ;.:.'! !~-I--
,.'~ 1 .. li····: ~1 LIt. .... Iii -. , -. r'" ("-, i -, ,-...... t··IL!'.-.:1 ~:.\':::.I . I .. " .. , I 
, ,0 
!: .. " L .! ... \' .l. J. c· J 
.', ·1 
. "_.' " .1 
1 •• ..:' I ..... -'1 
~·t ' .. > "' .. :' ~"I" ,:) ~ ! 
,"'\ i-, .--, 





".'11:::. I .. p:, T ,. ::::. /., .. ~!. " ~; 
MAR APR MAY JUN 
6~::;() 
l ... ~ t'3 
1. 1.8·,1 
J. <:;:' n 4 
1 a::- -., of .. ,.J! .i 
:::5" 6 
'-:;-:::::6 
.. I "'1 
C)C,I II 7" 
1.4 21.2 41.0 55.4 
-""f ,-, 1-) 
... ..:.:....:.:. 27!.Z} 
,. .. 1,.:, 
.. "1.-') i'-, 
·'1' ~:~ " C-' 
I ,'-j ~ 
C'c., .~ 
'~~.'" -
" .. :" .. ', , 
-:~ .' .--, 
... :'()" 7 
DESIGN TEMP.=--31.0 F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
2E:" 4 
1 .t :::? 
,. ,'1 
0"1-
-I 1:::' ("j 
.L,-I.C~ 
14B1 
DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
.15L,1 
~-:;7 .. 2 ~) 1" 8 
407 
~~.' 71 
.~,. r-, -'""'I 




,~",", LAT.= 71.3 DESIGN TEMP.=-45.0 F 
DE:C:: 
.! 1'-. -~. 
; (", , 
.. ~. (~.. ~ 
"~',-.I" .I 
.--- -r r-- ~.,r i\ •.. _ 








APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1049 1139 1526 1458 855 414 125 
'r' -r'! ( .. , ....• ~ .. '-', r··· ,". '. ' 
Li! i ... ''- ;'- ! .,;'--.1 (r'l T 
co -,-







F -0.4 19.4 33.8 39.2 37.4 30.2 15.8 -0.4-13.0 
1976 1424 959 815 850 1040 1541 1966 2396 F-DAYS 
- H~L~ - on? - P,\~~ J - L'_' , _
A-43 
Ar;r,JAL HEAnNG FUE. USE (6TU/SQFHR) 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 ~ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR IMEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 NE2EEI ME2EE2 .ME1EEI MEl EEl ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 XE2EEI ME2EE2 
76344. 87m. 52043. 62942. ssm. 66142. m~lJ. 42745. 43870. 54117. 23681. 32236. 33915. 43177. 15846. 23m. 
2 76344. 87775. 52m. 62942. 5551~. 66142. 3mg. 42745. 43m. 54117. 23681. 32236. 33915. 43177. 15846. 23213. 
3 76344. 87m. 52043. 62942. 5S51~. 66142. 332QZ. 42745. 43870. 54117. "".7'''1 L .. IQCI.I • 32230. 33915. 43177. 15846. 2321~. 
4 54995. 65197. 35189. 44441. 43314. 52922. 25234. 33368. 36195. m7b. 19412. 26981. 27912. 36082. 12940. 19606. 
5 54995. 65197. 35189. 44441. 43314. 52922. 25234. 33368. 36195. 45376. 19412. 26981. 27912. 36082. 12m. mr.6. 
6 54995. 65197. 35189. 44441. 43314. 52922. 25n4. 33368. 36195. 451176. 19412. 26981. 27912. 36~82. 12940. 19636. 
7 54~9S. 65197. 
1"1 (,~, "'11:'-'"\ 
::. l~' :'4'-'..L. 1154i7. 
Q 1~·6252, 115427, 
1~ 67543. 
I'" '''1''''1:'"11 








'I .I ~ c': • 
80663. 
43314. 
78191. 87918. 96689. 
78191. sma. 96689. 
, -,.., -.. . 
.i ~. ;: • ., ... ~ • 
48521. 
• • ":"1:"'" 
1 1 ~".'? •• 
.... ~ ... , 
~ i ~,_ ~, • , 
f("1't:"n~ 




~ ..... ''':: "1 I 
'''1:'' --
!J.. ....... !'" 
1~54~9 . 
111553. 
15 221739. 23472b.16515~. 178(16. 191801. ..,ill"'" "1'''t/O",, 
,~~ ... 
.I ,~, _, 1 ... 
-rrr:."r 
j OJol.l ... \, 
61951. 
ib 221739. 234726. 165150. 178110. 1918~1. 2~47b2. 137393. 












It' ._; J ::' ~ • 
. . , ,.,. ' . 
























,-,' .. . 
C~"7 ... .,. 









15fr3i:i7 • 171312. 184242. 119152. 132m. 148\lb5. Ib~941. 
~ C',~7,1-


















98139. 11~87t .• 
98139. 110976. 
Ah\JAL ELECiRl~~L USE iBTU/SQFT-Y~) 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 "ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR Ir.EIEEl XEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IXEIEEl "EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 NE2EEI "E2EE2 IMEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE 
41864. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
2 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41684. 30451. 34m. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
3~3b2. 22929. 41884. 22929. 418a~. 3G451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
4 41384. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3ml. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
5 41864. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34m. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34m. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
6 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3ml. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
- 41S3~. 3~1451. 34362. 22929. 418,,4. 3~1d51. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3l~45L 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~45L 34362. 22929 • 
.j 4183!. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41B84. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
~li:'~'" 3~145L 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~~451. -}4?-:62. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 418S4. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
1.1 4188~. 30451. 3!~62. 22929. 41884. 3~~51. 343t.l. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
~ ; ~ - , ,\ -; :,:'-, 
l or .~ l ,- - • 
1 .. 1 "tl 0,,'1. 
15 41BB4. 
1b 41B8~. 
,.. ., ,-,'.",-' 
.• '- _:... .!._ 7 i.". 
7 ~ , ::- • 
• "~'""! ,-' J , 
'7".11 C l .,. ~ -r I .., 








,,,,-" ,< -,-.'::-' - .... ,., 
,!~:: .. , ~""",-,~, -'""!~:-' 
... '::" 










TLOAD - H~O - 002 - PAC~ 
.., "" ... "'\ 1"\ 1 ~ t"' t" .. 
':.1.. 7 "'-'. "! i ~r'." 
..,..,r..,r, 
k"'- 'i.' . 
,..  .,,.,..,.-; 
i.~ -u. - • 
229:29. 
22929. 











".-·C' .. '\, .... 'J. 
22929. 41884. 3t~451. 
41834. 






"'''!''1''I'", ... ..:7.:.,. 





LENIENT MODERATE I ~ODERATE 2 STRINSENT 


















",!,' C' /I"! 
,:'".''1 ..J • .".' 
7.19 





- • .L: 
4.87 
. ., ..,,~ 
.1 ... 1 , ,II:: 
U6 3.34 4.77 4.04 
6.7~ 5.1~ 7.99 6.38 
5.92 4.58 7.04 5.69 
4.26 . 3.31 5.21 4.26 
3.27 2.63 Ur. 3.37 
4.53 3.50 5.54 4.51 
., n'! ., A'1 
i.. •. /,..1 i. • .,i. 
4.8~ 3.9t1 5.95 5.f.3 
5.73 
~c: 71:' 
.1..1 ..... .; 
17."!S 
7.53 12.16 9. 8~ _ 
4.46 6.74 5.47 
n"" ..,.-,,-
't, )'.' , r I· 
",' .,~ C' 
C'I ] "! j l" ~l\:. c·, , .. 
11. 56 13.~; 14.78 
17.8: 
3.67 U6 4.72 
































"! " C'T 




































7 o • 

















.. / (l'" 























.I. l • ~, .. 
ANNUAL COST OF CAPITALll~lIDh l~iSGFT-\~1 
LENJEtH MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 














1 • .Ji 
!d,D 
11. 94 




6.33 7.58 7.bS 6.46 
7.69 7.79 0.55 
6.43 7.51 '7.59 6.45 
7.30 8.52 8.62 7.32 
11"1.25 11. 98 12.11 10.29 
7.be. 8.82 8.98 7.63 
7.35 8.59 B.68 7.38 
12.09 i4.2S 12.14 
14.66 
:. ' . 
"'!'" ''-.' 




i~·. ~' .. 
15.11 17.,;5 17.85 










r. -. l - ~ 





















































l' , ;.: 
•. • ,., ~. c· 


















1"\ 1 ~ 
',"'+.i 

















~;'"I ..... c: 




16 lb.'7 16.68 19.48 19.7~ 16.74 16.95 19.76 19,Q7 17.99 17.30 2~.11 ~~,32 18.26 1B.47 21.27 21.48 
TLOAO - HEC - 002 - PAGE 6 
A-47 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR IMEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEl MEIEE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 'MEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI ~E2EE2 tMEIEE! ME!EE2 ME2EE! ME2EE2 






1'1. • ., ., ~., 
1" 't4,. I.;, "i 
0.41 0.41 
0.57 ~.57 




9.42 0.42 0.49 0.49 0.42 0.42 
0.42 
0.36 0.36 U2 0.42 0.36 0.36 
0.41 0.41 8.48 0.48 0.41 0.41 
0.57 0.57 0.68 0.68 0.57 0.57 
f..42 
~ / ,'~ 4 t' • ., J !to •• ., J 0.49 ~.41 ~.41 6.49 ~.49 ~.49 il.41 
r. ,,"7 
t'. 0; C.67 fl.S0 0.80 fr.67 
/:1 it .. / ~,84 0.84 ~.71 i' fl .. i • 
15 
i6 
- '" , . 
.. 
",' , -~' 
.~ ... 
~ ,- - c l' .. _,: 
~" :". 
." .. - ,,"".,. IJ /"I'", 
t'. ' . i·. / I 1' • 7 i... 
~ ,..., 
~' . ":,,;. 
f..77 
r..8~ 
" n .... 
~I. ,,,' 
~I 0'- L"'-' ·-n-I . M: I - 1 f-' I - L I I/'-__ :\:... L •• _~ "'''- ___ 
i'! "7"'! 




0.84 ;:1.84 0.71 
,~ C- .. 
l. ,\-' 
t1.92 fi. 92 
A-48 
I! "7"7 

























~; • ., I 
I'; '.'"' 





0.42 9.49 0.49 
~.3b g.42 0.42 
~.41 3.48 0.48 









(! 1:""" • C'''' 
::" ... " !. , .. '
~.92 
1. Ii' 
TOIA~ BUIL;;NG LIFE CYCLE C0iT Il/SQF1-YRI 
wmrn KDDERATE I ~ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 







11.4~ 10.78 11.55 1~.92 11.14 !0.5~ 11.34 10.68 11.17 10.52 11.42 10.73 11.56 10.89 11.85 11.1 
15.1 ~ 13.61 14.:uJ 13.27 14.86 13.35 14.59 IUS 
14.2A 13. ill 14.11 12.87 lUI 12.76 12.65 
12.17 11. 32 12.2r. -11.32 11.15 11.19 
11.86 11. 33 12.28 11.73 11. 73 11.19 12.19 11.61 
16.49 15.61 17.19 16.29 16.4f. 15.5~ 17.13 16.20 
! 1.77 11.38 12.32 11.9J 11.64 11.23 12.2~ 11. 78 
14.92 13.4~ 14.69 13.13 
14.07 12.B1 12.73 
11.99 11.11 12.@9 11.13 
11. 73 11.17 12.22 11.63 
16.45 15.54 17.22 16.27 
11.6! 11.22 12.25 11.a~ 
15.35 13.81 
14.51 
12.26 11. 36 
12.06 11.49 
16.98 16.95 











'" , .1" • .1 
. ~ '" 
!"!.!'': 13.19 13.% n.f7 13.74 12.91 13.67 12.83 13.64 12.8~ 13.61 12.76 13.86 13.~2 13.87 13.g 
23.11 24.83 22.61 24.97 22.76 - 24.55 22.32 24.88 22.bb 24.51 22.27 
..,.~ ". ~ 
i.i- I i."t 21. 24 i0.13 20.21 19.14 
18, ::~ 
• • ,-, - -,"T --










.,.. t C 





.,.., ..,. ... 
... 'L.ll. 
19.111 21.23 2~.11 2~.56 19.44 
,., I"!J:" .( .• .., 
1 .... 1" -..( 1 C" .. , 
• I ., i (.., . ,~ ".,.~ 
.I. Co. ! oJ l I • ;::,_, j C'. ,,,,1 
.r.~ ,., ,= it'"'~ .~ ,-- ,." + 





.", C'.-Lo • .;r· 
.,., "'7"":' 








32. ~7 28.43 
~4. 70 31.32 
18.59 17.4~ 
~I 0"- "-- OO? ~·-C n I L nL! - t-!::.U - '4... L- - ~ 1""\1-,,- e-
A-49 
21.50 2f.36 22.59 
i... ~ or i I r-
j C'." , •. : .• ~" 










i ")'. '.'~ 
.,..., {A 
.)i... C .. 
19.25 
". . Ll."t 
TLOAD NHS 
NO HEAT RECOVERV 
HEATED CRAWLSPACE 
SINGLE STUD I.JOJALL 
10/01/82 15:16:07 
TLO,~E.t NHS PAGE 1 
A-50 
TITLE IS"B:CIDX" 
TITLE IS"B: CLIMATE" 
TITLE IS"B:ARCHSGHC" 
TITLE .IS"B: AIRCHGNR" 
TITLE IS"B:FCOSTNHS" 
TITLE IS"B:Ff'JA" 
***** BASIC BUILDING u*** 
1. CITY LOCATION: HOMER,JUNEAU,FAIRBANKS,ADAK,NOME,BETTLES,BARRDW 
2. REFERENCE ANGLE WRT SOUTH.......................... !ZI. DEGRE 
3. HEATED AIR VOLUME ................................•. 147200.00 F 
4. CONSTRUCTION QUALITY (I=VERY TIGHT.5=VERY LOOSE) ..• R AIRCHG 
5. NUMBER OF EXTERIOR WALLS........................... ~ 
6. EXTERIOR WALL R-VALUE .............................. R ARCH FT2-HR-F/B 
7. WINDOW R-VALUE - DAyTIME .....•.........•....•....•. R ARCH FT2-HR-F/B 
B. WINDOW R-VALUE - NIGHTTIME .•.........•...•......... R ARCH FT2-HR-F/B 
9. INTERNAL STORAGE CAPACITY(1=LIGHT,2=MEDIUM,3=HEAVY) 1.00 
***** WALLS ***** 1 
1. ORIENTATION WRT REFERENCE .•..•..................... 
2. GnDS~3 W?iL.L ARE{l ................................... . 
~. EXTERIOR WALL - n-VALUE ........................... . 
'L VI H'lDClW - {·iRE{:) ..................................... . 
5. WINDClW - DAYTIME n-VALUE .•..................•...... 
o. WINDOW NIGHTTIME R-VALUE ........................ . 
7. WINDOW - X OF TIME SHADED .••.•......•..•........... 
8. DOOH - AHEA ................................... ····· 
9. DOOH - R-VALUE ......•........•••.................. · 
**.** WALL 2 (DIRECT GAIN - PASSIVE) ***** 
1. ORIENTATION WRT REFERENCE ..•.•..••..•.•.••••....... 
2. DIRECT GAIN WINDOW AREA .•.•••••.•...........•...... 
3. NUMBER OF GLAZINGS (1 TO 3) ••.••........•...••...•. 
4. DAYTIME GLAZING SYSTEM R-VALUE ...•....•...•....•.•. 
5. NIGHTTIME GLAZING SYSTEM R-VALUE .•..•...••••...••.. 
6. OVERHf~NG SHAD I NG? (1 =YES, 2=NDl •...•••..•.•••.••..•• 
7. WIDTH OF WINDOW •••.. · •••••.•..•••••..•.••..•• •• 
8. PROJECTION OF OVERHANG •••••...•••.•...••••••.. 
9. GAP BETWEEN OVERHANG AND WINDOW ..•..•.....•... 





















***** ROOF-FLOOR-BASEMENT-GARAGE ***** 
1. TOTAL CEILING AREA ..........••......•...........•.. 8960.00 
2. CEILING R-VALUE ...........•..•.....••.•••...•..••.. R ARCH 
3. BASEMENT TYPE (I=SLAB,2=CRAWLSPACE,3=FULL,4=COMB.). 2.00 
4. (FOR TYPE 1) HEATING DUCTS IN SLAB? (I=YES,2=NO)... 2.00 
5 It (FOR TYF'E 1) PER I METER OF SLAB......................................... v.l. 
6. (FOR TYPE 1) R-VALUE OF EDGE INSULATION............ 0. 
7. (FOR TYPE 2) GROUND FLOOR AREA OVER CRAWLSPACE..... 896121. !2IQ' 
8.. (FOR TYPE 2) FLODR R-VALLJE.................................................. R ARCH 
9. (FOR TYPE 2) CRAWLSPACE HEATED? (1=YES,2=NO)....... 1.00 
10. (FOR TYPE 3) BASEMENT HEATED? (I=YES,2=N0)......... 0. 






1 1 • (FOR TYPE 3) GF:OUND FLODF; AREA (J'vJEf~ BASEl-lENT....... Ii.. FT2 
I? (FOR TYPE 3) FLOOR R-VALUE ..••...................•. =PARRFB(S) FT2-HR-F/BTU 
13. (TVPE2-3) BASEMENT!CRWLSP. DEPTH BELOW GRADE(3-8FT). 4.00 FT 
14. (TVF'E2-::;) BASEt-1ENT/CRWLSP. WIDTH.................... 8!Z!.li'QI FT 
15. (TVPE2-3) AREA BASEMENT/CRWLSP. WALL ABOVE GRADE.... 0. FT2 
16. (TVPE2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP. WALL R-VALUE ABOVE GRADE. R ARCH FT2-HR-F/BTU 
li. (TYF'E 2-~:;) BASEJ-1ENT/Cf~vJLSP. WALL AREA BELO\>J GRADE.. 1536.!Zllil FT2 
18. (TYPE 2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP_WALL R-VALUE BELOW GRADE =PRFB(16) FT2-HR-F/BTU 
25. HEATING DUCTS IN UNHEATED SPACE (1=VES,2=NO)....... 2.00 
***** INTERNAL SPACE ***** 
1. THERMOSTAT SETTING - DAyTIME ................•...... 
THERMOSTAT Si~TTING - NIGHT TIME.................... 60.00 
~. HOURS FOR NIGHT SETBACK............................ 12.60 
4. ALLOWABLE TEMPERATURE SWING (PASSIVE SySTEMS)...... 7.00 
5. ANNUAL ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION ••.................... =RMTT 
6. P,VERAGE NUt-1BER OF-- OCCUPANTS .•..........•........... 
8. SEASONAL EFFICIENCY OF CONVENTIONAL FURNACE .•...... 









- ROW NUMBER: 5 LAT.- 59.6 DESIGN TEMP.- -5.1 F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
121 333 758 1247 1581 1749 1596 1187 790 436 175 
21.2 24.8 28.4 35.6 42.8 48.2 51.8 51.8 46.4 37.4 28.4 
1352 1123 1159 900 704 490 394 391 540 857 1103 





ROW NUMBER: 10 LAT.= 58.4 DESIGN TEMP.= -4.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
116 282 609 1045 1290 1413 1277 983 638 320 148 61 BTU/FT2-DAY 
23.0 28.4 32.0 39.2 46.4 53.6 55.4 53.6 50.0 41.0 32.0 26.6 
1287 1037 1026 783 563 355 288 331 473 718 976 1168 
F 
F-DAYS 
ROW NUMBER: 15 LAT.= 64.8 DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA- 0. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY· JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
30 221 673 1193 1602 1750 1541 1117 708 292 74 2 BTU/FT2-DAY 
-11.2 -2.2 10.4 28.4 46.4 59.0 60.8 55.4 44.6 24.8 3.2-11.2 F 
2383 1890 1721 1084 549 211 148 .304 617 1235 1867 2336 F-DAYS 
~DW NUMBER: 
JAN FEB 
20 LAT.= 51.5 DESIGN TEMP.- 19.9 F 
MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
715' 1031 1178 1181 1119 948 758 527 307 
34.2 38.1 43.3 48.7 50.0 49.8 49.5 42.8 36.9 







1000 854 982 800 670 482 459 471 458 681 840 924 F-DAYS 
RDW NUMBER: 25 LAT.= 64.5 DESIGN TEMP.=-31.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
,JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
~o ~~7 L. ~~0 
6.8 5.0 
1829 1674 
630 1184 1571 1752 1413 992 672 305 64 2 
6.8 19.4 35.6 46.4 50.0 50.0 42.8 28.4 15.8 5.0 




ROW NUMBER: 30 LAT.- 66.9 DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA- 0. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
10 172 615 1227 1697 1855 1561 1074 
-13.0 -7.6 1.4 21.2 41.0 55.4 57.2 51.B 
2425 2038 1969 1336 722 270 230 407 
671 
751 
251 40 0 
19.4 -2.2-13.0 




ROW NUMBER: 35 LAT.= 71.3 DESIGN TEMP.=-45.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN 
o 73 490 1049 1139 1526 
-14.8-18.4-14.8 -0.4 19.4 33.8 
2471 2342 2486 1976 1424 959 
TLOAD - NHS - 004 - PAGE 4 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1458 855 414 125 3 0 BTU/FT2-DAY 
39.2 37.4 30.2 15.8 -0.4-13.0 F 
815 850 1040 1541 1966 2396 F-DAYS 
A-53 
ANNUAL HEATIN6 FUEL USE (BTU/SgFT-YR) 
-- , 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 ~ODERI!TE 2 STRINGENT 
CR *MElEE! MEIEE2 ME2EE! ME2EE2 mlEEl MEIEE2 MEZEEI ME2EE2 mlEEl MElm ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MElEE! HElm ME2EEI ME2EE2 
73451. 85m. 61405. 13m. 56317. 67191. 449se. 55799. 44354. 54B59. m82. 44112. 35646. 45275. 26116. 35198. 
" 73451. 85m. 614~5. 13m. 56317. 67191. 449se. 55799. 44354. 54S59. 34~82. 44112. 35646. 45275. 26116. 35198 • . 
3 73451. 85m. 61m. 13m. 56317. 67191. 449B~. 55799. 44354. 54859. 34m. 44112. 35646. 45275. 26116. 35198. 
4 52246. 62489. 42462. 52573. 43715. 53541. 34722. 44176. 36422. 45533. 27913, 36789. 29164. 376~~. 21516. 295~1. 
5 52246. 62489. 42462. 52573. 43715. 53541. 34722. 44176. 36422. 45533. 27913. 36789. 29164. 37m. 21516. 295~1. 
L 1::'1'1':" 62489. 42462. 52573. 43715. 53541. 34722. 44176. 36422. 45533. 27913. 36789. 29164. 376es. 21516. 29531. u .. 'LL.lfU. 
52246. 62489, 42462. 52573. 43715. 53541. 34722. 44176. 36422. 45533. 27913. 36789. 29164. 37m. 21516. mel. 
8 161648. 1l09b4. 815~3. 96664. 8sm. 97462. 69273. 78128. 76280. 85m. 58057. 66593. 64474. mBS. 47529. 55394. 
. 
9 1~164e. 11~964. BI5~3. 9f664. 88474. 97462. 69273. 78128. 76230. 85018. ssm. 66593. 64474. 12m. 47529. 55394. 
If. 65166. 76945. 5t.529. 684i~3. 49255. 60648. 41129. 52589. 1'0 .. -'0 4961~. 31059. 42057. 3~355. 4~866. 23368. 33815. , . 'UU~I.'. 
11 13a335. 1426r.9. 110916. 123m. 11515~. 127232. 96531. 108659. 10133f.. 113163. 83667. 955~9. 87585. 99096. 71m. 62386. 
12 13~335. 1426~9. II~m. Jn313. 115m. 127232. 96531. 1~8659. 1~lm. 113163. 83667. 95509. 87585. 99596. 71m. 82386. 
13 mm. 1426f.9 • lla91~. 123313. 115m. 127232. 96531. 108659. 161m. 113163. 83667. 95sa9. 97585. 99~96. 71m. 82386. 
14 117892. 128151. 94607. 1ll4755. If.2804. 112711. 8~686. 90332. 889~8. 98553. 67873. 77225. 75392. 84669. ssm. 64593. 
15 217e21. 23Be35. 186m. 199m. 194845. 207844. 165139. 178143. 173964. 186882. 145541. 158525. 153647. 166598. 126588. 139544. 
16 217021. 23a~35. 18t.011. 199031. 194845. 267844. 165139. 178143. 1739~4. 186882. 145541. 158525. 153647. 166598. 12658B. 139544. 
TLOAD - NHS - ,004 - PAGE 5 
A-54 
ANNUAL ELECTRICAL USE (BTU/SgFT-YRJ 
LENIENT MODERATE I MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR .HEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI HE2E£2 .MfIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI HE2EE2 .HEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2£E2 .MEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EE! ME2EE2 
41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 418B4. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
2 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~4SI. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
3 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3m!. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~4S1. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~4S!, 34362. 22919. 
4 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~45L 34362. 22929. 41884. 39451. 34362. 22929. 
5 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. J~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 36451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 31l451. 34362. 22929. 
6 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
~lE3~. 3f.451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 3i145L 34362 .. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 
8 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
9 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3!!451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f.451. 34362. 22929. 
1i~ 41834. 30451. ':·!tJbL. 22929. 41834. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3r,451. 34362. 22929. 
11 41884. 31;451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3B451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3m1. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
12 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 311451. 34362. 22929. 41984. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
13 41884. 36451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3B451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
14 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3B451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 35451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 35451. 34362. 22929. 
15 41884. 3[1451. 34362. 22929. _ 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
16 41894. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
TLOAD - NHS - 004 - PAGE 6 
A-55 
ANNUAL ENERSY COST (S/SCFT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE I MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR .HEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .HEIEEI MEIEE2 HE2EEI ME2EE2 
5.17 4.46 4.27 3.56 4.79 4.86 3.98 UB 4.52 3.79 3.66 2.92 4,32 3.58 3.4B 2.72 
2 8.39 b.8e 6.91 5.32 B.01 6.41 6.54 4.94 7.74 6.13 6.30 4.68 7.55 5.92 6.12 4.49 
























3.49 5.21 4.27 4.25 
2.81 4.01 , 3.3B 3.2b 
3.68 5.54 4.52 4.S2 
2.6~ 3.59 3.1~ 2.91 
4.17 5.96 5.04 4.82 
7.90 12.18 9.82 9.9f. 
6.7b 5.49 
6.54 9.37 7.93 7.74 
3.30 5.05 U9 4.10 3.14 4.89 3.92 3.9b 2.98 
2.63 . , or .... It. • ..) 3.21 3.12 2.47 3.7~ 3.04 2.98 2.31 
3.49 5.38 4.34 4.37 3.33 5.21 4.16 4.22 3.16 
2.42 3.43 2.92 1.77 3.27 2.74 2.63 2.i9 
3.90 5.70 4.78 4.59 3.65 5.44 4.52 4.35 3.41 
7.53 11.82 9.46 9.57 7.2r. 11.48 9.11 9.26 6.87 
4,29 6.51 5.23 5.33 6.32 5.63 r ,. .,.1.1 .. ' 3.8i:. 
6.20 9.05 7.50 7.43 5.89 8.73 7.17 7.14 5.58 
12 18.98 9.17 9.16 7.30 10.60 8.79 8.75 b.93 1r..2b B.44 8.43 6.61 9.92 8.09 8.11 6.28 
13 19.07 15.29 15.76 11.99 18.62 14.83 15.34 11.55 18.2e 14.41 14.95 11.lb 17.79 13.99 14.57 1~.77 
14 22.39 IS.87 18.24 14.71 21.46 17.92 17.39 13.83 2~.61 17.e6 Ib.be 13.~3 19.79 16.21 15.85 12.26 
15 6.18 4.85 5.11 3.77 6.07 4.74 S.Bl 3.b7 5.97 4.b4 4.91 3.58 5.87 4.54 4.82 3.48 
16 15.78 13.57 13.18 10.96 15.14 12.92 12.57 IS.36 14.53 12.31 12.eg 9.79 13.94 11.73 11.45 9.24 
TLOAD - NHS - 004 - PAGE 7 : 
A-56 
- ! 
ANNUAL COST OF CAPITALIZATION ($/SgFT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2E£2 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 

















































i "'1 , ILL 
11. 87 
11 ~,.... 


















































b.4f. 5.37 5.47 6.63 6.73 5.98 6.08 7.24 7.33 
6.49 5.45 5.55 6.73 6.83 6.57 6.16 7.35 7.44 
b.4C 5.39 5.47 6.47 6.55 S.BC S.B8 6.B8 6.96 
7.27 6.12 6.21 7.34 7.44 6.58 6.67 7.Bl 7.ge 
19.21 8.hr. B.73 le.32 If..45 9.25 9.38 lil.97 11.li 
7.57 6.37 6.47 7.65 7.75 6.86 6.95 B.14 B.23 
7.32 6.16 6.26 7.49 7.49 6.63 6.73 7.B7 7.96 
12.f!4 1~.14 lU9 12.17 12~32 1~. 91 lU6 12.94 13.09 
12.66 11. 13 13.12 13.22. 12.04 12.2r. 14.19 14.35 
8.47 7.13 7.2~ 8.56 8.67 7.67 7.78 9.1~ 9.21 
8.66 7.29 7.4~ 8.75 8.86 7.84 7.95 9.30 
13.Sf. 11.62 11. 8f. 13.95 14.13 12.SB 12.68 14.83 15.01 
15.f.5 12.67 12.86 15.21 15.4~ 13.63 13.82 Ib.17 16.36 
lr..Bl 9.1f! 9.24 16.93 I!. 67 9.79 9.93 11.62 I!. 76 
16.61 13.98 14.19 16.79 17.ee 15.25 17.85 lU6 
A-57 
ANNUAL COST OF MAINTENANCE (S/SQFT-YRJ 
LENIENT ~ODERATE I MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR .MEIEEI HE1EE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 'MEIEEI ME1EE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'ME1EEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI HE2EE2 'ME1EEl MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 
6.39 9.39 S.46 S.46 e.39 6.39 6.46 6.46 6.39 6.39 6.46 8.46 6.39 9.39 6.46 6.46 
2 ~.42 0.42 9.49 9.49 e.42 8.42 e.49 9.49 0.42 ~.42 8.49 0.49 0.42 9.42 0.49 6.49 
3 0.42 S.42 0.55 i!.SPO . ~.42 0.42 Mf. 6.S6 6.42 8.42 6.S9 B.se 11.42 8.42 11.56 6.56 
4 ~.36 v.36 0.42 0.42 0.36 0.36 6.42 0.42 0.36 0.36 0.42 8.42 6.36 6.36 0.42 0.42 
5 ~.41 0.41 0.48 6.48 6.41 '0.41 6.48 6.48 0.41 0.41 0.48 0.4B 6.41 6.41 0.4B 6.48 
;l C:i 
I' .... " a.57 ~.68 us 6.57 6.57 9.69 9.68 6.57 9.57 6.68 6.68 6.57 9.57 iI.68 
7 f.42 0.42 ~.5f e.42 B,42 6.56 9.42 6,42 6.42 6.59 f.. Sf. 
f.41 ~.41 0.49 ~.49 0.41 5.41 9.49 6.49 iI.41 S.41 6.49 8.49 6.41 0.41 iI.49 6.49 
9 6.67 9.86 6.67 U7 6.Bf. 5.8f. a.67 B.67 0.67 6.67 f..Er, 
f.. 71 e.7l f,.E4 [1.84 lUI 0.71 0.84 0.84 ~. 71 6.84 f..71 C.71 r..84 
11 0.47 r..47 e. St. f,47 r..47 e.56 0.47 r..47 r..56 ~.56 B.47 6.47 ~.56 
12 r..48 f..57 @.57 e.43 0.48. 6.57 0.57 0.48 6.48 8.57 0.57 ~.4B 1l.4B 0.S7 6.57 
13 0.77 ~.77 B.92 ~.77 0.77 6.92 ll.n ~.77 'J.77 6.92 f..92 ~.77 U7 e.92 0.92 
~.84 e.84 6.84 0.84 0.B4 e.84 e.B4 
15 e.6f. B.be a./2 S.72 6.72 6.72 j.72 B.72 a.6ll 6.72 0.72 
16 5.93 1l.93 1.1 f. I.U e.93 e.93 1.U LIB 0.93 0.93 l.lll 1.lll 6.93 0.93 LIe 
TLOAD - NHS - 004 - PAGE 9 
A-58 
TOTAL BUILDING LIFE CYCLE COST ($/SQFT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 MODERATE 2 STRINSENT 
CR .MEIEEI "ElfE2 ME2m ME2m 'MElEE! MElm ME2EEI ME2m lMElEE1 MElfE2 ME2EEI HE2m .HEIEEI MElm ME2EE! ME2EE2 




















".::1 ... ., oLI,.1 J. 

















12.ee 13.47 11.96 
11.58 12.6~ 11.35 
1~.22 18.81 9.95 
1~.45 le.36 '9.82 
14.42 14.47 13.58 
le.57 lUI 9.81 
11.87 12.36 11.54 
2~.56 22.71 26.5f. 
17.78 17.81 16.71 
15.44 16.77 15.34 
16.41 18.17 16.47 









• a el: 
















13.53 12.a2 13.43 II.9S 13.95 12.41 13.86 12.31 
12.67 11. 41 12.75 II. 49 II. 81 13.19 11. 9~ 
9.92 11.0f. 15.12 IUS 1a.t6 11.27 16.36 
1~. 38 9.82 IB.95 16.39 le.be 10.12 11.27 1~.7~ 
14.55 13.64 15.37 14.46 15.63 14.11 15.87 14.94 
18.23 9.81 la.93 lti.S5 10.12 11.27 1e.B3 
12.27 11.44 12.47 11.63 12.49 11.65 12.71 11.86 
2~.b3 2~,42 22.54 2f..32 23.56 26.84 23.i1~ 20.76 
18.19 17.il7 19.29 18.17 17.94 26.18 19.05 
16.65 15.21 16.56 15.12 16.87 15.42 16.Sf. 15.35 
IU3 16.32 17.75 1b.il4 18.24 16.52 17.99 16.27 
26,98 29.82 26.21 3U7 27.44 36.32 2b.69 
14 35.33 32.e~ 33.89 3e.54 34.62 31.27 33.24 - 29.88 34.13 3e.76 32.81 29.43 34.26 3B.B7 33.~2 29.62 
15 15.48 14.28 16.35 15.15 15.53 14.33 16.4~ 15.20 15.68 14.48 16.56 15.36 16.27 15.a7 17.16 15.96 
16 30.~6 29.06 30.44 28.43 29.66 27.65 39.07 28.07 29.44 27.44 29.89 27.89 29.91 27.91 30.40 2B.4e 
,LOAD NHS - ,Q!Qf 4 F'AGE 1 j:.::" 
A-59 
TLOAD 
NO HEAT RECOVERY 
HEATED CRAWLSPACE 
EX TE:::-R I OR F"OAM 
(82278) 
TL..DAD 
~2ji9= 55= 52 
T Ll E? So c:I <=II. Y 




TITLE 15"8: CLIMATE" 
TITLE IS"B:ARCHFMHC" 
TITLE IS"B:AIRCHGNR" 
TITLE IS"B: FCOSTNHE" 
TITLE IS"B:FMA" 
***** BASIC BUILDING ***'* 
1. CITY LOCATION: HOMER,JUNEAU,FAIRBANKS,ADAK,NOME,BETTLES,BARROW 
2.. F~EFERENCE ANGLE WRT SOUTH.................................................... Ql. 
3. HEATED AIR VOLUME ..•...•..•.•••..•......•..•.....•. 147200.00 
4. CONSTRUCTION DUALITY 11=VERY TIGHT,5=VERY LOOSE) ... R AIRCHG 
5. NUMBER OF EXTERIOR WALLS........................... 2. 
6. EXTERIOR WALL P-VALUE .............................. R ARCH 
7. WINDOW R-VALUE - DAyTIME ..•......... · ••...........•• R ARCH 
El. "I nmow R-VALUE - ~H GHTT It1E. . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .• R Af-:;;CH 
9. INTERNAL STORAGE CAPACITYll=LIGHT,2=MEDIUM,3=HEAVY) 1.00 






1. ORIENTATION WF:T REFERENCE.......................... Ql. DEGRE 
2. GROSS WALL AREA .................................... 6080.00 F 
'~." EXTERIDR W'll_L - ·R-VrlLUE ............. · ............... =PAF,BB (6) FT2-HR-F/B 
4. \AI H~DCi"i .-. f~lhEPi...................................... Iii. F 
~.:.:; u V,i J l-iDC,};.',' _. 1)(,V"l' I i'i;::~ F<--l../(.'.tLUE" " It ............ " " .............. " " n " .... " u u 
6. WINDDW - NIGHTTIME R-VALUE ....................•.... 
7. WINDOW - % OF TIME SHADED •......................... 
8. DOOR - AREA ..........................•....•.... · .. · 
9. DDDF( - R-VALUE .............••...................... 
*'*'* WALL ;2 (DIRECT GAIN - PASSIVE). '**** 
1. ORIENTATION WRT REFERENCE ......................... . 
2. DIRECT GAIN WINDOW AREA .....••......••.....•....... 
3. NUMBER OF GLAZINGS (1 TO 3) •.•....................• 
4. DAYTIME GLAZING SYSTEM R-VALUE .••....•....•........ 
5. NIGHTTIME GLAZING SYSTEM R-VALUE ....•.......••..... 




WID TH OF WINDOW .•.•...••..•.....••...•..•...•.. 
PROJECTION OF OVERHANG ..•..••••••••.••.•••..•. 
GAP BETWEEN OVERHANG AND WINDOW .•.•..••.....•. 




















***** ROOF-FLOOR-BASEMENT-GARAGE ***** 
1. TOTAL CEILING AREA ..•••.•........•..........•.•..•• 8960.00 
2. CEILING R-VALUE ..•..•.....•.............•.......... R ARCH 
3. BASEMENT TYPE (1=SLAB,2=CRAWLSPACE,3=FULL,4=COMB.). 2.00 
4. (FOR TYPE l) HEATING DUCTS IN SU2JB? (1=YES,2=No)... 2. 12HZ! 
5. (FOR TYPE 1) PER Ii1ETER OF SLAB..................... 12!. 
6. (FOR TYPE 1) R-VALUE OF EDGE INSULATION............ 0. 
7. (FOR TYPE 2) GROUND FLOOR AREA OVER CRAWLSPACE •.••• 8960.00 
8. (FOR TYPE 2) FLOOR R-VALUE ......................... R ARCH 
9. (FOf~ TYPE 2) CRAWLSPACE HEATED? (1=YES, 2=NOl. ... . . . 1.12!0 
10. (FOR TYPE 3) BASEMENT HEATED? (1=YES,2=N0)......... 0. 
11. (FOR TYPE 3) GROUND FLOOR AREA OVER BASEMENT....... 0. 
12. (FOR TYPE 3) FLOOR R-VALUE~ .......•................ =PARRFB(8) 
13. (TYPE2--3) BA;~Et·1ENT/CmJLSp. DEPTH BELOt.>J GRADE (3-8FTl . 4. l!!W 















15. (TVPE2-3) AREA BASEMENT/CRWLSP. WALL ABOVE GRADE .... 
if •. (TVPE7-3) BAsEMENT/CRWLSP. WALL R-VALUE ABOVE GRADE. 
l? . (TVPE 2-3) Bi~SEI1ENT /CRWL.SP. WALL AREA BEL.OW GRADE •. 
18. ITVPE 2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP WALL R-VALUE BELOW GRADE 
1536.W0 FT2 
25. HEATING DUCTS IN UNHEATED SPACE (1=YES.2=NO) ...... . 
=PRFB(16) FT2-HR-F/BTU 
2. m~!.1 
~**** INTERNAL. SPACE 
oJ.' \).. oJ,' \).. Vi 
'r· 'j', ',,·r· 'j 
1, T~lERMOSTAT SETTING - DAYTIME ...................... . 
~. THERMOSTAT SETTING - NIGHT TIME.................... 60.00 
'C" HDUf;;~'3 P'Of-; NIGHT SETBf~CI.:.................................... 12.6l'i 
4. AL.LOWABLE TEMPERATURE SWING (PASSIVE SySTEMS)...... 7.00 
5. ANNU~IL. ELECTR I CAL CDNSLWIF'T TON. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• =RI'1TT 
CJ. AI,'ERm:;E Nut·mER DF (JCCUF'~INT::>.............................. 38. 0f:i 
8. SEASONAL EFFICIENCY OF CONVENTIONAL FURNACE........ 70.00 








JAN FEB MAR 
121 333 758 
21.2 24.8 28.4 
1352 1123 1159 
5 LAT.= 59.6 DESIGN TEMP.= 
APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 
1247 1581 1749 1596 1187 790 
35.6 42.8 48.2 51.8 51.8 46.4 











ROW NUMBER: 10 LAT.= 58.4 DESIGN TEMP.= -4.0 F SIGMA= 1Z1. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
116 282 609 1045 1290 1413 1277 983 638 320 148 61 
23.0 28.4 32.0 39.2 46.4 53.6 55.4 53.6 50.0 41.0 32.0 26.6 






1 '0 ~, LAT.= 64.8 DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= QI. F 
:~;(;f 27:1 
--1 1 . :-:' -'""' ''"'t 







28 .. 4 
llZ1E.l4 
MAY ,JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1602 1750 1541 1117 708 292 74 2 
46.4 59.0 60.8 55.4 44.6 24.8 3.2-11.2 




ROW NUMBER: 20 LAT.= 51.5 DESIGN TEMP.= 19.9 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
432 715 H131 
"";'";-l 1::-
:' .. :: •• >,.,,! 34 .. :::;: 38 .. 1 
1178 1181 1119 948 758 527 307 
43.3 48.7 50.0 49.8 49.5 42.8 36.9 







" C) \.,) .. \-! 5 .. m 
1674 1786 
./ ;·.~.I I... {\ T " ;::. 








ROW NUMBER:. 30 LAT.= 66.9 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN 
10 172 615 1227 1697 1855 
-13.0 -7.6 1.4 21.2 41.0 55.4 
2425 2038 1969 1336 722 270 
Rm~ NUNBEn: 
JAN FEB l'1AR 
i21 73 49Ql 
-14.8-1.8.4-14.8 
2471 2342 2486 
3;':; LAT.= 71.3 
I=IPR MAY ,JUN 
HI49 1139 1526 
-0.4 19.4 33.8 
1976 1424 959 
TLOAD - NHE - 004 PAGE 4 
DESIGN TEMP.=-31.0 r 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
1413 992 672 305 64 
50.0 50.0 42.8 28.4 15.8 
463 490 688 1132 1481 
c';IGr'I{:'):-.;. ~~:~ F 
DEC 
2 BTU/FT2-DAY 
5. ~Zl F 
1879 F-DAYS 
DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1561 1074 671 251 40 0 BTU/FT2-DAY 
57.2 51.8 39.2 19.4 -2.2-13.0 F 
230 407 751 1395 1993 2392 F-DAYS 
DESIGN TEMP.=-45.0 F SIGMA= 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1458 855 414 125 3 0 
39.2 37.4 30.2 15.8 -0.4-13.0 





ANNUAL HEATING FUEL USE (BTU/SQFT-YR) - i 
, 1 
""I 
LENIENT "ODERATE I "ODERATE 2 STRII/SENT -
CR *ME lEE I HElm mm "E2EE2 ."ElEEI "EIEE2 "mEl mm i"ElEEI "EIEE2 "mEl ME2EE2 iMEIEEI "EIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 
73457. 85m. 61411. ma6. 54559. 65347. mas. 53949. mas. 54479. 33741. 43732. 35932. 4559f.. 2639~. 35581. 
2 73457. 85~29. 61411. m~6. 54559. 65347. 432~5. 53949. m05. 54479. 33741. 43732. 35932. 455ge. 26398. 355f.1. 
,) 73457. 85f:29. 61411. ma6. 54559. 65347. 43285. 53949. 44005. 54479. 33741. 43732. 35932. 4S59~. 26m. 355a1. 
52251- 62494. 42466. 525iB. 42299. 51965. 33273. 42598. 36132. me9. 27621. 36474. 29414. 37869. 21745. 29756. 
5 52251. 62494. 42466. 52578. 42299. 51965. 33273. 42598. 36132. 45m. 27621. 36474. 29414. 37869. 21745. 29756. 
6 52251. 62494. 42466. 52578. 42299. 51965. 33273. 42598. 36132. 452e9. 27621. 36474. 29414. 37869. 21745. 29756. 
, 52251. 62494. 42466. 52578. 42299. 51965. 33273. 42598. 36132. 452f.9. 27621. 36474. 29414. 37869. 21745. 29756. , 
a ImS5. 118972. 81511. 90672. 86ll47. 94982. 66865. 75655. 75777. B45(12. 57567. b6679. 6488B. 73338. 47933. 55825. 
9 iW.55. lle972. 81511. 90672, 86m. 94982. 66865. 75655. 75777. 845~2. 57567. 6t.~7q. 64888. 73338. 41933. 55925. 
III 65171. 7695~. 56534. t,84~5. 47756. 591liS. ...... , ... .., ,)'10",\', ... 5h'43. ,)tI .. \,i,). 49292 • 30756. 41739. 3r.6f.4. 41133. 23614. "'~.:lO~ ~~!''''''''' 
11 13f.343. 142617. !lam. 123322. 1126~6. 124646. 9399~. m553. lr.e8~3. 112624. 83142. 9496S. CC· .. "L uvr.~\.1. 99561. 71466. 82842. 
12 l3em. 142617. m9lB. 123322. 1126@6. 124646. 939ge. 1~6e53. lG~S03. 112624. 83142. 94965. Bsen. 99561. 71466. B2842. 
13 13f.343. 142617. 11am. 123322. 1126~6. 124646. 9399a. If16~53. 1t1r.S~3, 112624. 83142. 94965. 88026. 99561. 71466. 92842. 
14 I1ml. 1291be. 94616. 104759. le6~44. 169ge2. 77952. 87Sl8. 88326. 97963. me7. 76647. 75872. 85161. 56m. 65e8~. 
15 217G33. 235~47. 186m. 199642. 191118. 2e4114. 161411. 174413. 173125. 186163. 144762. 157745. 154367. 167259. 127249. 14m5. 
16 217533. 236a47. I S6e23. 199~42. 191118. 2il41 14. 161411. 174413. 173125. 186m. 144762. 157745. 154357. 167259. 127249. m2r.5. 
TLOAD - NHE - 004 PAGE 5 
ANNUAL ELECTRICAL USE (BTU/SQFT-YRl 
LENIENT "ODERATE I "ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR .MEIEEI "EIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 '"EIEEI "EIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 *"EIEEI "EIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 '"EIEEI "EIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 • 
41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 311451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3m!. 34362. 22929. 
2 41884. 3m!. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 36451. 34362. 22929. 41984. 3C45!. 34362. 22929. 
3 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41984. 3r.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3M51. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 
4 41984. 3ii451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 3~451. 34362. 12929. 41884. 36451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 36451. 34362. 22929. 
5 41884. 3a451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3r.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
6 41884. 3ii451. 34362. 41884. 3ii451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
7 4183,. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3r.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3r.451. 34362. 22929. 
8 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 36451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3ii451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3a451. 34362. 22929. 
q 41884. 3f.451. 3436:. 22929. 41894. 3f.45L ,H':'G.i. 22929. 41SB4. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 
j;, 413o~. 3i1451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f451. 343t,2. 22929. 41884. 3t;451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3r.451. 34362. 22929. 
11 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3e451. 34362. 22929. 
12 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3[;451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3(1451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
13 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3e451. 34:'62. 22929. 41884. 3r.451. m62. 22929. 41884. 3e451. 34362. 22929. 
14 41884. 3ml. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3e451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3ml. 34362. 22929. 
15 41884. 3a45l. 34362. 22929. 41894. 38451. 34362. 22929. 41864. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41984. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
16 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 36451. 34352. 22929. 41984. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3r.451. 34362. 22929. 
TLOAD - NHE - 004 PAGE 6 
A-65 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST (S/SQFT-YR) 
LENIENT . "ODERATE 1 1I0DERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR mlEEI I'IEIEE2 I'IE2EEI 1'I£2EE2 mlEEI I'IEIEE2 I'IE2EE1 "E2£E2 '"EIEEI "EIEE2 I'ImEI I'IE2EE2 mlEEl I'IEIEE2 I'IE2EEI I'IE2EE2 
5.17 4.46 4.27 3.56 4.75 4.02 3.86 3.14 4.51 3.78 3.65 2.91 4.33 3.58 3.48 2.72 
2 8.39 6.8~ 6.91 5.32 7.97 6.37 6.56 4.96 7.73 6.12 6.29 4.67 7.55 5.93 6.13 4.49 
3 7.44 6.11 6.13 4.8~ 7.~2 5.67 5.72 4.38 6.78 5.43 5.51 4.15 6.6~ 5.23 5.35 3.97 

































3.49 5.18 4.24 
2.91 3.98 '3.35 
3.68 5.51 4.49 
2.6~ 3.56 3.06 
4.17 5.91 4.99 
7.9r. 12.11 9.75 
4.66 6.72 5.45 
6.54 9.31 7.77 
7.30 16.54 8.72 
11.99 18.54 14.76 
14.71 21.29 17.75 
3.77 6.05 4.72 
1~.96 15.il3 12.81 
TLOAD - NHE - 004 PAGE 7 
4.22 5.il5 
3.23 2.59 3.85 
4.49 3.46 5.37 
2.89 2.38 3.42 
4.71 3.85 5.69 
9.83 7.46 11.81 
5.53 6.Sr. 
7.68 6.13 9.03 
8.68 6.87 10.24 
15.26 11.48 18.19 
17.22 13.66 2MB 
4.99 3.65 5.97 
12.46 1~.25 14.51 
A-66 
U9 4.lil 3.13 4.9il 3.93 3.97 2.98 
3.2il 3.11 2.46 3.7~ 3.~4 2.99 2.32 
4.34 4.36 3.32 5.22 4.17 4.23 3.17 
2.91 2.76 2.25 3.27 2.75 2.63 2.18 
4.77 4.57 3.64 5.45 4.53 4.36 3.42 
9.44 9.55 7.18 II. 49 9.12 9.27 6.88 
5.22 :. ... -\.I, ... \.' S.f.4 5.15 l' C!. .. ·.Io-'OJ 
7.42 5.B8 8.74 7.18 7.15 5.59 
8.42 8.41 6.59 9.93 B.I~ 8.12 6.29 
14.94 11.14 17.81 lUI 14.59 IUS 
IU2 16.57 12.99 19.82 16.24 15.B8 12.29 
4.63 4.91 3.57 5.8B 4.54 4.82 3.49 
12.29 11.98 9.77 13.96 11.75 11.47 9.26 
ANNUAL COST OF CAPITALIZATION (S/SQFT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ,ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 
4.48 4.57 5.65 5.73 4.7f. 4.79 5.B7 5.96 4.9B 5.07 6.15 6.24 5.49 5.5B 6.66 6.75 
2 4.B3 4.92 6.~9 6.18 5.67 5.17 6.33 6.43 5.37 5.47 6.63 6.73 5.92 6.02 7.18 7.2B 
3 4.9@ 5.00 6.18 6.27 5.15 5.24 6.42 6.52 5.45 5.55 6.73 6.82 6.Bl 6.10 7.28 7.38 
4 5.15 5.23 6.23 6.31 5.26 5.34 6.34 6.43 5.39 5.47 6.47 6.55 5.75 5.B3 6.83 6.91 
5 5.84 5.93 7.e7 7.16 5.97' Ub 7.26 7.29 6.12 6.21 7.34 7.44 6.52 6.61 7.75 7.B4 
b B.21 8.34 9.93 10.eb 8.39 8.52 16.12 1~.25 8.59 8.72 10.32 10.45 9.17 9.39 IS.89 11.62 
7 6.f9 6.IB 7.36 7.46 6.22 6.32 7.5a 7.60 6.37 6.47 
8 5.B9 5.98 7.12 7.22 6.i2 6.11 7.26 7.35 6.16 6.26 
q 9.68 9.83 1l.71 1l.8b 9.9f 10.~5 11.93 12.58 10.14 lU9 
If 9.96 10.12 12.11 12.27 If;.39 1~.5~ 12.5~ 12.7~ 1~.96 1l.13 
11 6.81 6.91 8.24 8.34 6.96 7.07 B.39 B.5f. 7.13 7.23 














6.B~ 6.B9 B.17 
6.57 6.07 7.81 7.96 
lUI lU6 12.84 13.M 
11.94 12.1~ lU9 14.25 
7.6~ 7.71 9,r,3 9.14 
7.77 7.8B 9.23 9.34 
13 11.f.9 11.27 13.43 13.6~ 11.35 11.52 13.68 13.85 11.62 11.79 13.95 14.13 12.39 12.57 14.72 14.90 
14 12.1f 12.29 14.64 14.93 12.37 12.5b 14.91 15.1~ 12.67 12.86 15.21 15.4~ 13.51 13.7~ 10.f5 16.24 
15 8.69 8.B3 1~.52 15.66 8.89 9.~3 1~.71 15.85 9.1~ 9.24 10.93 11.67 9.71 9.85 11.53 11.67 
16 13.35 "13.56 10.15 16.37 13.65 13.86 10.46 16.07 13.96 14.19 16.79 17.ee 14.91 15.12 17.72 17.93 
TLOAD - NHE - 004 PAGE, 8 
A-67 
ANNUAL COST OF IIAINTENANCE (S/SOFT-YR) 
LENIENT IIODERATE i IIODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR IMEIEEI IIEIEE2 IIE2EEI IIE2EE2 IIIEIEEI IIEIEE2 IIE2EEI IIE2EE2 IIIEIEEI MEIEE2 IIE2EEI ME2EE2 IIIEIEEI IIEIEE2 IIE2EEI IIE2££2 
~.39 r..39 ~.46 ~.46 ~.39 3.39 0.40 ~.46 ~.39 0.39 0.40 0.40 8.39 0.39 8.46 8.46 
2 8.42 0.42 8.49 0.49 0.42 0.42 i.49 0.49 8.42 8.42 0.49 0.49 8.42 8.42 8.49 8.49 
3 F.42 ~.42 0.5~ 0.58 0.42 0.42 8.S8 B.S0 0.42 8.42 ~.5e 8.5r. 8.42 8.42 8.5S 0.58 
, ~.36 3.36 r..42 0.42 ~.36 6.36 0.42 0.42 S.36 0.36 8.42 8.42 0.36 0.36 0.42 8.42 
5 ~.41 0.41 ~.48 0.48 5.41 . 0.41 8.48 8.48 8.41 8.41 0.48 0.48 8.41 0.41 5.48 8.4B 
6 e.S7 9.S7 f..68 r..68 ~.S7 0.S7 e.bS 6.b8 S.57 !l.57 8.68 S.bB 8.57 S.57 us 
f. 42 f.. 42 r.5ii r..42 5.42 B.se 8.42 6.42 6.5S 1.42 1.42 5.58 8.58 
8 ~.41 0.41 e.49 ~.49 0.41 S.49 8.49 8.41 MI S.49 0.49 0.41 0.41 8.49 8.49 
v.67 0.67 C.Si'! v.sr. r.67 ~.67 f..ge ~.b7 r..b7 r..8~ !l.b7 S.67 e.ee e.8r. 
r..71 e.B4 0.84 a.71 (J. 7t I"! I f..71 r..B4 UI e.71 r..B4 e.71 9,71 6.84 ~.S4 
11 11.47 6.47 6.56 r..56 f..47 ~.47 ~.56 r..47 ~.47 ~.56 f..56 il.47 0.47 a.56 f..56 
12 ~.4S 0.49 0.57 0.S7 6.48 ~.4B B.57 B.S7 0.48 0.48 0.57 0.S7 il.4B 0.49 0.57 8.57 
f.77 0.77 ~.92 il.92 v.77 ~.77 iii 92 ~.92 6.77 6.77 e.n r..92 0.77 0.77 6.92 6.92 
14 r..84 I.M ~.84 0.84 6.B4 6.B4 0.84 0.84 
IS 0.6e 0.72 S.72 0.66 S.72 U2 9.6B S.6r. S.72 B.72 S.72 U2 
16 5.93 1.18 1.18 0.93 9.93 l.HI l.1~ 0.93 i'.93 l.IS l.le e,93 !l.93 l.U I. Ii! 
TLOAD - NHE - 004 PAGE 9 
A-68 
TOTAL BUILDIK6 LIFE CYCLE COST (S/SgFT-YR) 
LENIENT ~ODERATE 1 ~ODERATE 2 STRIN5ENT 
CR mlEE1 MEIEE2 mEE.! ME2EE2 mlEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ~E2EE2 '~E1EEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI M&2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2m ~E2EE2 
1~.~3 9.41 1~.37 9.75 9.B4 9.2~ 18.19 9.55 9.BS 9.24 IB.26 9.68 IB.21 9.55 IS.6e 9.93 
2 13.64 12.14 13.49 12.80 13.46 11.95 13.33 11.82 13.52 12.BI 13.42 11.89 13.89 12.36 13.8B 12.26 
3 12.76 11.53 12.81 11.57 12.59 11.34 12.65 11.40 12.66 11.49 12.74 11.48 13.83 11.76 13.14 11.85 
10.91 IU5 11.~B 1~.22 10.8f! 9.94 Ill.99 10.12 IS.79 9.92 111.99 19.11 11.B~ lUI 11.22 16.32 
5 1~.44 9.91 1~.98 1f..45 1f..36 9.92 1f..91 1f-.3l 1i1.37 9.82 Ill.94 1f-.3e Ill.63 1r..Z7 11.22 10.64 
14.51 13.63 15.31 14.42 14.4B 13.5B 15.29 14.38 14.54 13.63 15.36 14.45 14.96 14.~4 15.B8 14.87 
7 10.29 9.9~ 10.96 le.57 10.21 9.8f. 1~.89 18.4B 10.22 9.8B Ill.92 le.50 10.49 Ill.Sb 11.21 Ill.77 
2 12.~4 11.72 12.69 11.87 12.34 11.51 12.51 11.68 12.26 11.43 12.45 11.62 12.44 11.6S 12.66 Il.BI 
q 22,91 2~.72 22.76 2i.56 22.68 2r..47 22.56 26.34 22.62 2~.4~ 22.52 2r..35 22.97 2f-,7S 22.92 2~.68 
J" 17.80 J6.7e 18.S7 17.78 17.82 16.71 18.91 17.Sf. 18.18 17.06 19.28 18.16 16.97 17.85 2~.69 18.96 
11 17.00 IS.57 16.87 15.44 16.74 15.31 16.63 15.19 16.63 15.2~ 16.54 IS.1~ 16.81 15.36 16.74 15.29 
12 IS.42 16.72 IS.1~ 16.4~ IS.14 16.43 17.S4 16.13 IS.~t 16.30 17.74 16.~3 IS.IS 16.47 17.93 16.21 
13 3~.94 27.33 36.11 26.51 30.66 27.~5 29.85 26.24 3~.59 26.96 29.8~ 26.19 36.97 27.35 3~.23 26.6f: 
14 35.32 32.~e 33.87 30.54 34.51 31.16 33.13 29.76 34.e9 3j.i2 32.78 29.39 34.17 3G.78 32.93 29.53 
15 IS.48 14.28 16.35 15.15 15.55 14.35 16.41 15.22 15.67 14.4S 16.55 IS.36 16.19 14.99 17.07 15.88 
16 3e.~6 28.~5 3i..43 28.43 29.61 27.61 3e.e2 2B.62 29.41 27.41 29.87 27.87 29.86 27.SU 3B.29 28.29 
TI .. _OAID NHE i2'i2:i4 PAGE 1. i2:i 
A-69 
TLOAD ··NHD 004 
NO HEAT RECOVERY 
HEATED CRAWLSPACE 
DOUBLE STUD 







TITLE IS "B: AI RCHGNF," 
TITLE IS"B:FCOSTNHD" 
TITLE IS"B:FMA" 
u**»: DASIC BUILDING u*** 
1. CITY LOCATION: HOMER,JUNEAU,FAIRBANKS,ADAK,NOME,BETTLES,BARROW 
2. REFERENCE ANGLE vJRT SOLJTH.......................... QI. DEGRE 
3. HEATED AIR VOLUME •••••.•..••••..•.........•••••••.• 147200.00 F 
4. CONSTRLJCTION QUALITY (I=VERY TIGHT,5=VERY LOOSE) ... R AIRCHG 
5. NUMBER OF EXTERIOR WALLS........................... 2. 
,':c" EXTEF: I OR W?'1LL R-VAL.UE.............................. R ARCH FT2-HR-F IB 
7 .. WINDOW R-VALUE - DAyTIME ........•.. ; ....••......... R ARCH FT2-HR-F/B 
i:l. I'JHmCII,~ F:-'v'AL.UE - NIGHTTIi'lE ..•...........•.......... R ARCH FT2-HR-F/B 
9. INTERNAL STORAGE CAPACITY(I=LIGHT,2=MEDIUM,3=HEAVY) 1.00 
1 
1. ORIENTATION WRT REFERENCE ....• ~ ...•..•.•..•.•.•...• 
;. • (m"D ::;::: W.A L. L (:1 F: E (;. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
3. EXTERIOR WALL - R-VALUE ........................... . 
4. v; 1 NDD!;) - (1REP1 ........................................ . 
6. i .. ) T NDCII.·,J NIGHTTIME R-VALUE .....•................... 
7. WINDOW % DF TIME SHADED •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
!OJ. DOOR - AREA ........•............................... 
9. DOl')f\ - R-VALUE ......................................... . 
****' WALL 2 (DIRECT GAIN - PASSIVE) '***' 
1. ORIENTATION WRT REFERENCE ...........•..••.•........ 
2. DIRECT GAIN WINDOW AREA ......•.............•.••.... 
3. NUMBER OF GLAZINGS (1 TO 3) .•.......•.....•.•...... 
4. DAYTH1E GLAZING SYSTEM R-VALUE ...........•...•..... 
5. NIGHTTIME GLAZING SYSTEM R-VALUE .•...........•..... 
6.. OVERHANG SHAD I NG? (1 =YES!! 2=NO) ........................................ .. 
7. WID TH OF WINDOW ...•.....••.•••.•..•.•..••.•.•. 
8. PROJECTION OF OVERHANG ••••....•.•.••••••••..•• 
9. GAP BETWEEN OVERHANG AND WINDOW •.•...••••..••. 

























***** ROOF-FLOOR-BASEMENT-GARAGE ***** 
1, TOTAL CEILING AREA .•...•...•• ~ •••.•••.......•...... 8960.00 
2. CEILING R-VALUE ..........•.•....•...•........•...•. R ARCH 
3. BASEMENT TYPE (I=SLAB,2=CRAWLSPACE,3=FULL,4=COMB.). 





5. (FOR TYPE 1) PERIMETER OF SLAB ..•.•..••.•.•.•.•...• 121. FT 
6. (FOR TYPE 1) R-VALUE OF EDGE INSULATION .•••..••...• 0. FT2-HR-F/BTU 
7. (FOR TYPE 2) GROUND FLOOR AREA OVER CRAWLSPACE ..... 8960.00 
8. (FOR TYPE 2) FLOOR R-VALUE......................... R ARCH 
9. (FOR TYPE 2) CRAWLSPACE HEATED? (1=YES,2=NO)....... 1.00 
10. (FOR TYPE 3) BASEMENT HEATED? (1=YES.2=N0'......... 0. 
11. (FOR TYPE 3) GROUND FLOOR AREA OVER BASEMENT....... 0. 
12. (FOR TYPE 3) FLOOR R-VALUE ......................... =PARRFB(8) 
13. (TYPE2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP. DEPTH BELbw GRADE(3-BFT). 4.00 
14. (TYPE2-3) BAf:3EMENT ICRWLSP. WIDTH .........•..•••..... 









FT2-HF:-F IBTU 16. (TYPE2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP. WALL R-VALUE ABOVE GRADE. 
17. (TYPE 2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP~ WALL AREA BELOW GRADE .. 
lB. (TYPE 2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP WALL R-VALUE BELOW GRADE 




***** INTERNAL SPACE ***** 
1. TiiChl"IOSHI'T :31::rf'JNb ... N~;YTIi·'E ...................... . 
~ T~iERMDSTAT SETTING - NIGHT TIME ................... . 
3. HOURS FOR NIGHT SETBACK............................ 12.60 
4. ALLOWABLE TEMPERATURE SWING (PASSIVE SySTEMS)...... 7.00 
5. ANNUAL ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION ...................... =RMTT 
b. A\,.'ERAGE NUMBER OF ClCCUPAhITS ....................... . 
B. SEASONAL EFFICIENCY OF CONVENTIONAL FURNACE ....... . 
TLOAD NHD PAGE 3 
A-72 
3E~. Q1~:! 






ROW NUMBER: 5 LAT.= 59.6 DESIGN TEMP.= -5.1 F 
OCT NOV 
436 175 
SIGMA= v.l. F 
DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 
121 333 758 1247 1581 1749 1596 1187 790 
21.2 24.8 28.4 35.6 42.8 48.2 51.8 51.8 46.4 






ROW NUMBER: 10 LAT.= 58.4 DESIGN TEMP.= -4.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
116 282 609 1045 1290 1413 1277 983 638 320 
23.0 28.4 32.0 ~9.2 46.4 53.6 55.4 53.6 50.0 41.0 








LI r~L!\J FEB 
~::'Qi 221 













liZl 1. 72 
-13.!i1 -7.6 
2425 2Qf38 
15 LAT.: 64.8 DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= !il. F 
MAR APR ~AY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
673 1193 1602 1750 1541 1117 708 292 74 2 
10.4 28.4 46.4 59.0 60.8 55.4 44.6 24.8 3.2-11.2 




20 LAT.= 51.5_ DESIGN TEMP.= 19.9 F 
MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
715 1031 1178 1181 1119 948 758 527 30~ 





3~.2 38.1 43.3 48.7 50.0 49.8 49.5 42.8 36.9 
982 800 670 482 459 471 458 681 840 C)24 F-DAYS 





..;, ..... ' L_AT" =. 
APF: l"lAY 






3!!1 LAT. = 66.9 
MAR APR MAY JUN 
615 1227 1697 1855 
1.4 21.2_41.111 55.4 
1969 1336 722 270 





.' .' .. :.. \'.'.'~ 
OCT NOV 
3.(~15 64 
!::: I C3/"lA= 
DEC 
2 
50.0 50.0 42.8 28.4 15.8 5.0 





DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1561 1074 671 251 40 0 BTU/FT2-DAY 
57.2 51.8 39.2 19.4 -2.2-13.0 F 
230 407 751 1395 1993 2392 F-DAYS 
ROW NUMBER: 35 LAT.= 71.3 DESIGN TEMP.=-45.0 F SIGMA= 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN 
o 73 490 1049 1139 1526 
-14.8-18.4-14.8 -0.4 19.4 33.8 
2471 2342 2486 1976 1424 959 
TLOAD - NHD - 004 - PAGE 4 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1458 855 414 125 3 
39.2 37.4 30.2 15.8 -0.4-13.0 





ANNUAL HEArl IS FUEL USE (BTU/SQFT-YR) 
-
LENIENT ~ODERATE I ~ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR mlEEI ~EIEE2 mEEt ~E2EE2 mlEEI "EIEE2 mEEI mEE2 '~EIEEI mm "£2£EI "E2EE2 mlEEI ~EI£E2 mEEt mEE2 
69279. 8~m. 57246. 68693. 51822. 62518. 4~536. 51l2~. 41613. 51855. 31385. 41113. 33585. 43~Be. 24186. 33m. 
2 69279. 80723. 57246. 68693. 51822. 62518. 4e536. 51128. 41613. 51855. 31385. 41113. 33585. 4me. 24186. 33e27. 
, 69279. 80m. 57246. 68693. 51822. 62518. 46536. 51128. 41613. 51855. 31385. 41113. 33585. 43m. 24186. 3le27. " 
4 48759. 58854. 39m. 48926. 4~139. 49554. 311~1. m~l. 34113. 42969. 25655. 34267. 27442. 35727. 19865. 27666. 
5 48759. 58854. 39m. 48926. 4e139. 49554. 31181. 4e2Sl. 34113. 42969. 25655. 34267. 27442. 35727. 19865. 27666. 
L 48759. 58854. 39g42. 48926. 40139. 49554. 31 lSI. mel. 34113. 42969. 25655. 34267. 27442. 35727. 19865. 27666. c' 
- ~?75q. 58854. 39m. 48926. 48139. 49554. 31UI. mel. 34113. 42969. 25655. 34267. 27442. 35727. 19865. 27666. 
8 96ii19. 105174. 75918. 84955. 82328. 91175. 63172. 7186B. 72384. 8S932. 54191. 62525. 61474. 69772. 44661. 52299. 
9 9t.f19. ml74. 75m. 94955. 82329. 91175. 63172, 71866. 723~4. 8em. 54191. 62525. 61474. 69772. 446~1. 52299. 
Iii 61bi2. 733S~. 53~2S. 64827. 45465. 56744. 37344. 48669. 36218. 47683. 29666. 39525. 2856f.. 'TOC~l 216f~. -rfC7L .. 'U},,". ,-'lUJ u • 
II 124444. 136661. 1r.4944. 117348. 1i18615. mm. 9i!~97. I ~2f59. 97599. t"'cooa ~t'lI.lUUI. 79513. 91212. 8ms. 95748. 6783 I. 79m. 
12 124444. 136661. 104944. 117348. 1~8615. mm. 9~J97. 1~2e59. 97e99. leBB89. 79513. 91212. ems. 9574B. 67831. 79m. 
13 124444. 136661. 164944. 117348. le8615. mm. 96f.97. !i!2659. 97m. I~BBB9. 79513. 91212. 8m5. 95748. 67831. 79m. 
14 111432. 121567. 88258. 98149. 95762. leS586. 73761. 8ml. 84m. 93878. 63395. 72646. 71927. 81111. 52218. 61m. 
15 2r.8466. 221475. 177455. 195m. 185385. 198377. 155679. 168676. 167726. 18i!b98. 139363. 152m. 148862. Ibises. 121884. 134m. 
16 2i!8466. 221475. 17i455. 19@47f!. 185385. 198377. 155678. 168676. 167726. ISS698. 139363. 152m. 148862. 161SS5. 12ISi!4. 134m. 
TLOAD - NHD - 004 - PAGE 5 
A-74 
ANNUAL ELECTRICAL USE (BTU/SgFT-YRJ 
LENIENT MODERATE I MODERATE 2 STRINSENT 
CR .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 "E2EEI ME2EE2 
41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. m51. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
2 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3e451. 34362. 22929. 
3 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 311451. 34362. 22919. 41884. 3~4S1. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
4 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
S 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 311451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
6 41884. 3~4SI. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. m51. 34362. 22929. 
"1 41884. 3(~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 418B4. 39451. 34302. 22929. 41894. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
8 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3il451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~4SI. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3il451. 34362. 22929. , . 
9 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 36451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
If. 41884. 3~4~1. 34362.' 22929. 41884. 31~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3r.451. 34362. 22929. 41994. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
11 41884. 36451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3r4S1. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
12 41884. 3(l451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 36451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3ml. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
13 41884. 3M51. 34362. 22929. 41884. 35451; 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
14 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3e451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3C451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
IS 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929 •. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
16 41884. 35451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 311451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 36451. 34362. 22929. 
TLOAD - NHD - 004 - P.AGE 6 
A-75 
ANNUALENER6Y COST ($/SQFT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR 'MElEE 1 "EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 "E2EEI ME2EE2 
5.~7 4.37 4.17 3.46 4.69 3.96 3.BF 3.87 4.46 3.72 3.6B 2.85 4.28 3.53 3.44 2.67 
2 6.71 6.B2 5.23 7.91 6.3~ 6.44 4.84 7.68 6.24 4.61 7.5S 5.87 U8 4.43 
3 7.34 6.Bl 6.03 6.96 5.61 5.66 4.31 6.73 5.37 5.46 4.B9 6.55 5.18 5.3B 3.91 
4 5.33 4'.39 4.35 3.41 5.14 4.18 4.17 3.21 U4 4.05 3.68 4.86 3.88 3.92 2.94 
5 4.12 3.49 3.36 " 1~ Jo.I,,' 3.93 '3.29 3.19 2.54 3.8e 3.15 3.87 2.42 3.66 2.95 2.27 
6 5.66 4.64 4.62 3.60 5.46 4.43 4.44 3.4~ 5.33 4.28 4.32 3.27 5.18 4.12 4.19 3.12 
3.21 3.92 2.52 3.51 3.91 2.84 2.33 3.38 2.86 2.72 2.2B 3.23 2.7S 2.59 2.85 
8 b.l2 5.21 4.96 4095 5.83 4.91 4.69 3.77 5.61 4.69 4.49 3.57 5.38 4.45 4.29 3.35 
9 19.05 10.f9 7.73 12.M 9.64 9.72 7.35 11.71 9.34 9.46 U8 II. 39 9.18 6.78 
7. i~~ 5.78 5.84 4.57 6.67 5.4f 5.47 4.26 6.46 5.17 5.27 3.99 6.28 4.98 5.11 3.S1 
II 7.93 6.40 9.22 7.68 7.SS 6.94 8.95 7.49 7.34 5.79 B.65 U6 5.59 
12 1~.83 9.92 8.96 7.15 le.44 8.62 8.59 6.77 IB.15 8.33 8.32 6.5e 9.84 8.BB 8.B3 6.2B 
13 18.89 15.12 15.59 11.81 18.42 14.64 15.14 11.36 18.0S 14.29 14.83 11.~3 17.7a 13.89 14.48 lr..67 
14 21.99 18.47 17.85 14.31 21.83 17.49 16.96 13.46 26.33 16.77 16.33 12.75 19.5B 15.99 15.65 12.~4 
15 6.14 4.86 5.e7 3.73 6.113 4.69 4.96 3.63 5.94 4.61 4.88 3.55 5.85 4.51 4.8~ 3.46 
16 15.53 13.32 12.93 le.?1 14.86 12.65 12.36 1~.B8 14.35 12.14 11.82 9.61 13.S~ 11.59 11.31 9.IB 
TLOAD - NHD - 004 - PAGE 7 
A-76 
·ANNUAL COST Of CAPITALIZATION (S/SQFT-YR) 
LENIENT 1I0DERATE 1 1I0DERATE 2 . STRINGENT 
CR .MEIEEI IIEIEE2 IIE2EEI 1I£2EE2 IIIEIEEI IIEIEE2 IIE2EEI IIE2EE2 IIIEIEEI IIEIEE2 IIE2EEI IIE2EE2 IIIEIEEI IIEIEE2 NE2EEI NE2EE2 
4.63 4.72 5.8F 5.89 4.B~ 4.B9 5.97 6.B5 5.~7 5.16 6.24 6.33 5.59 5.68 6.76 6.85 
2 5.~~ 5.B9 6.26 6.35 5.IB 5.27 6.43 6.53 5.47 5.57 6.73 6.82 6.B3 6.13 7.29 7.38 
3 5.~7 5.17 6.35 6.44 5.25 5.35 6.53 6.62 5.55 5.65 6.83 6.94 6.12 6.21 7.40 7.49 
5.29 5.37 6.37 6.45 5.35 5.43 6.43 6.51 5.47 5.55 6.55 6.64 5.84 5.92 6.92 7.ee 
5 6.~f 6.le 7.23 7.32 6.67' 6.17 7.3' 7.39 6.21 6.3e 7.44 7.53 6.63 6.72 7.86 7.95 
6 8.44 8.57 U.16 1~.29 8.53 8.66 19.26 IU9 8.73 8.86 IB.45 Ie. 58 9.32 9.45 11.e4 11.17 
-, , "L 0 • .41.1 6.35 7.53 
8 6.05 6.14 7.29 
9 9.9~ 16.18 II. 98 
If. H~.25 10.41 12.40 
11 7.1f 8.43 



















7.70 6.47 6.57 7.75 7.85 6.91 8.19 8.28 
7.45 6.26 6.35 7.5e 7.59 6.68 6.77 7.92 B.el 
12.25 1~.29 1f..45 12.33 12.48 1f..99 11.14 13.17 
12.88 11.13 11.29 13.28 13.44 12,12 12.29 14.27 14.44 
8.62 7.24 7.35 8.67 8.78 7.73 7.93 9.16 9.26 
8.81 7.46 7.51 8.B6 8.97 9.36 9.47 
13 11.41 11.58 13.74 13.91 11.54 11.71 13.87 14.e4 11.80 11.98 14.13 14.31 12.59 12.77 14.93 15.1f. 
14 12.43 12.63 14.98 15.17 12.58 12.77 15.12 15.31 12.87 13.~6 15.41 15.6f. 13.73 13.92 16.27 16.46 
15 8.93 9.~7 16.76 IB.ge 9.G4 9.18 18.&6 11.B~ 9.24 9.38 II.e7 11.21 9.87 I~.@~ 11.69 11.83 
16 13.72 13.93 16.53 16.74 13.88 14.~9 16.69 16.9f. 14.2~ 14.41 17.0e 17.21 15.15 15.37 17.96 18.17 
TLOAD - NHD - 004 - PAGE 8 
A-77 
ANNUAL COST OF MAINTENANCE (S/SDFT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE I - MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR .MEIEEI MEJEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ·ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 
~.39 ~.39 ~.46 9.46 6.39 8.39 8.46 8.46 8.39 ~.39 8.46 8.46 8.39 8.39 8.46 8.46 
2 B.42 8.42 0.49 0.49 0.42 8.42 8.49 B.49 8.42 8.42 0.49 8.49 8.42 8.42 8.49 0.49 
3 8.42 0.42 0.58 0.50 0.42 0.42 B.se e.SB 8.42 0.42 ~.58 8.58 '.42 8.42 8.58 '.S8 
4 ~.36 0.36 0.42 0.42 0.36 0.36 ~.42 0.42 0.36 0.36 8.42 0.42 0.36 8.36 ~.42 0.42 



























II 7"7 1'. I I 
8.60 
8.93 
us us !I. 57 6.57 
0.42 r..42 
8.49 6.49 0.41 8.41 
a.Sf f..80 0.67 
C.71 f.71 
0.56 0.56 0.47 B.47 
U7 0.57 0.49 0.48 
@.92 6.92 0.77 U7 
I.M 0.84 6.84 
6.72 8.72 6.66 
LIB LIB 0.93 8.93 










6.68 a.S7 5.57 B.6B B.6B S.S7 5.57 UB 0.b8 
5.42 5.42 a.58 8.42 8.59 a.5B 
0.49 6.41 B.41 B.49 11.49 a.41 0.41 0.49 9.49 
~.80 6.67 f..b7 f..67 0.67 
f!.S4 0.71 f..71 ~.S4 f..71 B.71 a.54 f.. 54 
il.56 8.47 0.47 f..56 f..S6 e.47 5.47 5.56 5.56 
8.57 5.48 5.57 0.57 0.48 B.48 B.57 f..S7 
6.92 0.77 6.92 e.92 6.77 5.77 li.92 0.92 
B.84 5.84 B.84 6.84 
f.. 72 B.72 e.72 B.6B B.72 U2 
9.93 e.93 l.15 LIe 8.93 f..93 l.18 LIe 
A-78 
TOTAL BUILOIN6 LIFE CYCLE COST (S/SQFT-YR) 
LENIENT "ODERATE I "ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR 'MEIEEI HEIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 'MEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI HE2EE2 'MEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 
I~.I~ 9.47 1~.43 9.81 9.87 9.23 1~.23 9.59 9.92 9.27 IB.29 9.64 10.26 9.59 1~.65 9.98 
2 13.71 12.22 13.57 12.B7 13.5~ 11.99 13.37 11.86 13.57 12.05 13.46 11.93 13.95 12.41 13.86 12.31 
3 12.84 11.6f. 12.8B 11.65 12.63 11.38 12.69 11.44 12.7~ 11.44 12.79 11.52 13.69 11.81 13.2~ 11.91 
16.97 1~.12 11.14 le.28 le:84 9.97 11.~3 16.15 10.83 9.95 11.03 16.14 11.05 16.16 11.27 lC.37 
5 1~.53 9.99 11.57 le.53 10.41 9.B7 le.97 15.42 16.42 9.86 1~.99 16.43 IB.7~ 1~.13 11.29 16.71 
6 14.67 13.78 15.46 14.57 14.57 13.67 15.39 14.47 14.63 13.71 15.45 14.53 15.e6 14.14 15.9~ 14.97 
lUG 9.99 IUS le.66 10.26 9.86 16.95 16.53 10.27 9.85 10.97 10.55 18.56 If..13 11.28 18.84 
8 12.55 11.76 12.73 11.91 12.36 11.53 12.53 11.79 12.28 11.45 12.48 11.64 12.47 11.63 12.69 11.84 
9 23.02 2f.S2 22.S7 'nl " .... 1. •• UJ 22.74 2C.53 22.62 2f..4f. 22.67 20.46 22.58 2~.36 23.65 2~.83 23.5v 2Z.75 
Jr 18.00 16.ge 19.[,8 17.98 17.95 16.84 19.63 17.92 18.3~ 17.18 19.4e IB;28 19.11 17.98 2~.23 19.f) 
II lUi 15.63 16.92 15.49 16.77 15.33 16.65 15.22 16.66 15.22 16.57 15.13 16.95 15.4~ 16.79 15.33 
12 19.47 16.77 18.15 16.45 18.16 16.45 17.86 16.15 18.~4 16.33 17.76 16.05 18.22 16.59 17.97 16.25 
13 31.07 27.47 





... to 7~ .Jr.. I,) 27.12 29.93 26.32 
34.45 31.IS 33.~S 29.71 
30.65 27.63 29.87 26.26 31.e7 27.44 3l~. 32 26.69 
34064 36.67 32.73 29.35 34.15 35.76 32.92 29.51 
IS 15.68 14.49 16.55 15.35 15.67 14.47 16.54 15.35 15.79 14.59 16.67 15.47 16.32 15.12 17.21 16.61 
16 3~.18 28.18 35.56 29.56 29.67 27.67 30.69 25.68 29.49 27.47 29.93 27.93 29.88 27.8B 35.38 28.37 





SINGLE STUD WALLS 
10/05/82 10:37=23 
( B:2:2 7' B ) -r IL.I. E? ~ c:I a. ')"" 
TLOr-ID HHS PAGE 
A-SO 
1 
TITL.E I!3"P: CIDX" 





***** BASIC BUILDING *.*** 
1. CITY LOCATION: HOMER,JUNEAU,FAIRBANKS,ADAK,NOME,BETTLES,BARROW 
2.. REFEF\ENCE AN(3LE WRT SOUTH .. ,. .................... 9 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. m ..
3. HEATED AIR VOLUME ...........•.......... ~ ......••..• 147200.00 
4. CONSTRUCTION QUALITV (l=VERY TIGHT.5=VERV LOOSE) ... R AIRCHG 
5. NUMBER OF EXTERIOR WALLS........................... 2. 
6. EXTERIOF: I>JALL F:-VALUE. ...............•............. R ARCH FT2-HR-F I 
7. ~H NDOI"I F(-V{~LUE - DAVT I I"IE. .......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. R ~lRCH FT2-HR-F /B 
8. WINDOW R-VALUE - NIGHTTIME .•.............•..••....• R ARCH FT2-HR-FI 
o INTERNAL STORAGE CAPACITV(I=LIGHT,2=M~DIUM,3=HEAVV) 1.00 
.**** WALLS ** •• * 1 
1. ORIENTATION WRT REFERENCE ..................•.•...•• DEGRE 
2. GROSS WALL AREA .................................... 6080.00 
3. EXTERIOR WALL - Fl-VALUE .............•...........•.. =PAFmB (6) FT2-HR--F /B 
4. "HNDDW - rIFlEA ........................ " ..... "....... iii. F 
5. WINDDW - DAVTIME R-VALUE .......................... . 0. FT2-HR-F/B 
6. WINDDW NIGHTTIME R-VALUE ......•.....•... ~ ....... . 0. FT2-HR-F/B 
7. WINDOW % OF TIME SHADED ................•......... 
8. DOOR - AREA .........•.......•.•...•...........•.... 1 !Z!!ZI • QIQ! F 
9.. DOOR - R-t.,.lALUE .... " ...................................... Ii ........ If .. II ............ .. R ARCH FT2-HR-F/B 
1**** WALL. 2 (DIRECT GAIN - PASSIVE). ***** 
1. ORIENTATION WRT REFERENCE •..•.•..•................. 121 • 
2. DIRECT GAIN WINDDW AREA............................ 327.!Z!!Z! 
DEGF:E 
F 
3. NUMBER OF GLAZINGS (1 TO 3) .............•.......... R ARCH 
4. DAYTIME GL.AZING SYSTEM R-VALUE ..............••••... =PARBB(7) FT2-HR-F/B 
5. NIGHTTIME GLAZING SYSTEM R-VALUE ...•......•.•...... =PARBB(S) FT2-HR-F/B 
6. OVERHANG SHADING? (I=VES, 2=NO) .•. " ........•.....•. 
-, , . 
8. 
9. 
WIDTH OF WINDOW .....•..•...•.•••..••••...••••• 
PROJECTION OF OVERHANG •••......••......•.••... 
GAP BETWEEN OVERHANG AND WINDOW .••..•••••.•••• 
TLOAD 1-11-15 Q'!Z'LJ- -, F'AGE 
A-81 
***** ROOF-FLOOR-BASEMENT-GARAGE ***** 
1. TOTAL CEILING AREA ..........••..................... 
2. CEILlf\IG R-VAl_LIE .......................................................... ' ......... .. 
3. BASEMENT TYPE (1=SLAB.2=CRAWLSPACE.3=FULL,4=COMB.). 
4. (FOR TYPE 1) HEATI NCO DUCTS I N SLAB? (1 =YES, 2=ND) ... 
5. (FDR TYPE 1) PERIMETER DF SLAB •.................... 











7, (FOR TYPE 2) GROLIND FLOOR AREA OVER CRAWLSPACE ••.•. 8960.00 FT2 
8. (FOR TYPE 2) FLOOR R-VALUE ..............••......... R ARCH FT2-HR-F/BTU 
9. (FOR TYPE 2) CRAWLSPACE HEATED? (I=YES,2=NO)....... 1.00 
(Frm TYPE 3) BASEMENT HEATED? (1=VES,2=N0l......... 0. Hi. 
11. (FOR TYPE ::: ) GROUND FLOOR AREA OVER BASEMENT....... 0. FT2 
(FOF~ TYPE ~" ) 12. FLOOR R-VALUE ...................•..... =PARRFB(8) FT2-HR-F/BTU 
13. (TVPE2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP. DEPTH BELOW GRADE(3-8FTl. 4.1Z10 FT 
:14" (TYPF:2-3) Bf~~3EJ .. IENT/CRWLE,P. ~HDTH.................... 80.iZI~ZI FT 
15. (lVPE2-3) AREA BASEMENT/CRWLSP. WALL ABOVE GRADE .... 
lb. (TVFE2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP. WALL R-VALUE ABOVE GRADE. 
17. (TYPE 2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP. WALL AREA BELOW GRADE .. 
18. (TVP~ 2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP WALL R-VALUE BELOW GRADE 
25. HEATING DUCTS IN UNHEATED SPACE (1=YES,2=NO) ...... . 
***** INTERNAL SPACE 
1. to 'rHcnr'/IDST{"iT [.}FT·rJI···,.r[~ ~- Dr~YTIJ~lE: .......... " .... " .......... " .. " .......... .. 
2. THERMOSTAT SETTING - NIGHT TIME ................... . 







e:.!2j .. t2' ~2j 
12. t.i.Zi 





f<vJH 5 II AI\.n'-JUAL ELECTF:;: I CAL CDhISUr-1PT I CJN .. " ...... " " If ........ " It " .. .. .. .. .. .... =Ri"1TT 
6. A'v'ERr:If3E NLWIBEH m" UCCUPANT" •...•......•.•........... 
8. SEASONAL EFFICIENCY OF CONVENTIONAL FURNACE •..••... 
,-rLOAD 1--11-15 PAGE 
A-82 
7111.I1IQi 
ROW NUMBER: 5 LAT.= 59.6 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN 
121 333 758 1247 1581 1749 
21.2 24.8 28.4 35.6 42.8 48.2 
1352 1123 1159 900 704 490 
DESIGN TEMP.= -5.1 F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
1596 1187 790 436 175 
51~8 51.8 46.4 37.4 28.4 













10 LAT.= 58.4 DESIGN TEMP.= -4.0 F 
MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 





23.0 28.4 32.0 39.2 46.4 53.6 55.4 53.6 50.0 41.0 32.0 26.6 




ROW NUMBER: 15 LAT.= 64.8 DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 




673 11 9~; 1 M!2 
H!.4 :2!3.4 46.4 
















r~ow NUMBER: 20 
JAN FEB MAR APR 
231 432 715 1031 
32.5 34.3 34.2 38.1 
LAT.= 51.5 DESIGN TEMP.= 19.9 F 
MAY JUN- JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
1178 IlBl 1119 948 758 527 307 
43.3 48.7 50.0 49.8 49.5 42.8 36.9 
670 482 459 471 458 681 840 
SIGI"1A= !!I. F 
DEC 


















DESIGN TEMP.=-31.0 F 
,JlJL 
1413 


























ROW NUMBER: 30 LAT.= b6.9 DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
10 172 615 1227 1697 1855 1561 1074 671 
-13.0 -7.b 1.4 21.2 41.!!I 55.4 57.2 51.8 39.2 
251 
19.4 -2.:2-13.!!! 
1395 1993 2392 2425 2!1i31:1 1969 1336: 722 27!i1 23m 4~:!7 751 
F;mJ NUMBER: 
JAN FEB "1AR 
,:1 73 49Q! 
-14.8·-18.4-14.8 
2471 2342 2486 
35 LAT.= 71.3 
APR !"IAY JUN 
1 ~:149 1139 1526 
-!iI.4- 19.4 33.8 
1976 1424 959 
TLOAD - HHS - 004 - PAGE 4 
DESIGN TEMP.=-45.0 F SIGMA= 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1458 855 414 125 3 0 
39.2 37.4 30.2 15.8 -0.4-13.0 









ANNUAL HEATING FUEL USE IBTU/SQFT-YRl 
LENIENT ~ODERATE I ~ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR '~EIEEI MEIEE2 ~E2EEl ~E2EE2 '~EIEEI MEIEE2 ~E2EEl ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 '~EIEEI MEIEE2 ME2E!1 ME2EE2 
73451. 85m. 4ge71. 68154. 56317. 67191. 33769. 43646. 44354. 54859. 23975. 32795. 35646. 45275. 17m. 24922. 
2 73451. 85023. 49C71. 68154. 56317. 67191. 33769. 43646. 44354. 54859. 23975. 32795. 35646. 45275. 1713S. 24922. 
3 73451. 85m. m71. 68154. 56317. 67191. 33769. 43646. 44354. 54859. 23975. 32795. 35646. 45275. 17139. 24922. 
4 52246. 62489. 32446. 41711. 43715. 53541. 25496. 33834. 36422. 45533. 19489. 27254. 29164. 37666. 139~6. m84. 
5 52246. 62489. 32446. 41711. 43715. 53541. 25496. 33834. 36422. 45533. 19489. 27254. 29164. 37668. 13966. 28884. 
6 52246. 62489. 32446. 41711. 43715. 53541. 25496. 33834. 36422. 45533. 19489. 27254. 29164. 37688. 13ge6. mS4. 
5224t. 62489. 32446. 41711. 43715. 53541. 25496. 33834. 36422. 45533. 19489. 27254. 29164. 3766C. 139~6. 2~884. 
8 1~1648. W964. 64864. 13m. 88474. 97462. I 53631. 61801. 7628S. 85018. 43372. 51il3e. 64474. 729S5. 335U. 4m3. 
9 le1648. 116964. 64864. 13m. 88474. 97462. 53631. 618a1. 7628~. 85f.lB. 43372. 51m. 64474. 729~5. 3352~. 411963. 
1~ 65166. 76945. 4t.~94. 57719. 49255. 60648. 31322. 42367. 38625. 49610. 22f.i~6. 32329. 3e355. 4P-S66. 15161. 24591. 
11 13f335. 1426~9. 9325~. 1~5328. 11515~. 127232. 798f.4. 91464. 1~lm. 113163. 67736. 79f.01. 87585. 991,96. 56f.35. 66631. 
12 13~335. 1426119. 93250. IG5328. 115m. 127232. 798[14. 91464. 1l1133~. 113163. 67736. 790lH. 87585. 99C96. 56035. 66631. 
13 mm. 142609. 9325r.. 1~5328. 115150. 127232. 79854. 91464. 1~lm. 113163. 67736. mr.1. 87585. 99096. 56035. 66b31. 
14 11iEn. 128151. 75725. 85249. 1~2B@4. 112711. 62681. 71867. 8B9~8. 98553. SCS32. 5961e. 75392. 84669. 39881. 47791. 
15 217621. 230~35. 165416. 173421 •. 194845. 207844. 14mil. 153382. 173m. 186882. 121696. 134638. 153647. 166598. 103613. 11mB. 
16 2m21. 230035. IM41b. 173421. 194845. 2~7844. 14@40il. 153382. 1739~4. 186882. 121690. 134638. 153647. 166598. le3613. 116508. 
TLOAD - HHS - 004 - P~GE 5 
A-84 
ANNUAL ELECTRICAL USE (BTU/SQFT-YRI 
LENIENT ~ODERATE I ~ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 
41894. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3e451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
2 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3ml. 34362. 22929. 41884. 39451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
3 41884. 3m1. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3e451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3e451. 34362. 22929. 
4 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3m1. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
5 41884. 30.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. m51. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3m1. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
6 41834. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
7 41924. 22929. 41884. 3f.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3m1. 34362. 22929. 418B4. 3a451. 34362. 22929. 
8 4183;. 30451.. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 3431.2. 22929. 41894. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
q 41884. 3ml. 34362. 22929. 41884. 36451. 34m. 22929. 41884. 3e451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
15 413E~. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. J4JDL. 22929. 41834. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 22929. 
11 41884. 22929. 41884. 36451. ~4~62. 22929. 4188~. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3M51. 34362. 22929. 
12 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3[1451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3[;451. 34362. 22929. 41984. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
13 41854. 3f;451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 36451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 36451. 34362. 22929. 
14 41884. 3l!451. 34362. 22929. 41994. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 35451. 34362. 22929. 
15 41884. 3ml. 34362. 22929. 41894. 36451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 35451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 39451. 34362. 22929. 
16 41994. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 35451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
TLOAD - HHS - 004 - PAGE 6 
A-a5 
ANNUAL ENERGY COST ($/SQFT-YR) 
LENIENT ~ODERATE I MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR IMEIEEI HEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 
5.17 4.46 3.99 3.27 4.79 4.86 3.65 2.91 4.52 3.79 3.43 2.66 4.32 3.58 3.28 2.49 
2 a.39 6.aC 6.63 5.84 B.81 6.41 6.29 4.67 7.74 6.13 6.Ca 4.43 7.55 5.92 5.92 4.25 
3 7.44 6.11. 5.85 4.51 7.06 5.71 5.51 4.15 6.79 5.44 5.3~ 3.91 6.69 5.23 5.14 3.73 
4 5.411 4.47 4.2ii 3.25 5.21 4.27 us 3.97 5.05 4.09 3.92 2.93 4.B9 3.92 3.79 2.79 
4. I 9 3.57 3.22 2.57 4051 . 3.38 3.B7 2.41 3.B5 3.21 2.94 2.27 3.79 2.82 2.13 
6 5.74 4.73 4.47 3.44 5.54 4.52 4.31 3.26 5.38 4.34 4.18 3.11 5.21 4.16 us 2.97 
7 2.87 2.36 3.59 3.1 ~ 2.72 2.19 3.43 2.92 2.58 2.1'4 3.27 2.74 2.46 1.9f. 
9 6.24 5.33 4.72 3.B~ 4.48 3.55 5.70 4.78 ,4.26 3.32 5.44 4.52 4065 3.U 
9 12.56 1~.21 9.77 7.4~ 12.18 9.82 9.44 7.~6 11.82 9.46 9.14 6.74 11.48 9.11 8.85 6.45 
1,' ,. 7.12 5.96 5.67 4.41 6.76 5.49 5.33 
II 8.19 7.66 6.12 9.37 7.93 7.34 
12 1r..99 9.17 8.67 6.95 8.79 8.33 
4.06 b.51 5.12 
5.79 U5 7.5~ 
6.51 10.26 B.44 









13 19.f.7 15.29 15.24 11.45 18.62 14.83 14.S4 11.04 18.2a 14.41 14.48 la.67 17.79 13.99 14.13 lr..36 
14 22.39 18.S7 17.68 13.52 21.46 17.92 16.29 12.70 28.61 17.96 15.56 11.95 19.79 16.21 14.89 11.23 
15 6.IS 4.85 4.99 3.65. 6.e7 4.74 4.89 3.55 5.97 4.64 4.8~ 3.46 5.S7 4.54 4.71 3.37 
16 15.78 13.57 12.43 1~.22 15.14 12.92 11.85 9.64 14.53 12.31 11.31 9.1~ 13.94 11.73 10.79 8.57 
TLOAD - HHS - 004 - PAGE 7 
A-86 
ANNUAL COST OF CAPITALIZATION (S/SQFT-YRI 
LENIENT MODERATE I MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR *MEIEEI "EIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 'MEIEEI "EIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 '"EIEEI "EIEE2 "E2EEI ME2EE2 
4.4B 4.57 5.74 5.82 4.69 4.77 5.93 6.82 4.98 5.87 6.24 6.33 5.55 5.63 6.8~ 6.B9 
2 4.B3 4.93 6.19 6.28 5.~5 5.14 6.48 6.49 5.37 5.47 6.73 6.82 5.98 6.08 7.33 7.43 
3 4.90 5.8~ 6.27 6.37 5.12 5.22 6.49 6.59 5.45 5.55 6.B3 6.92 6.87 6.16 7.44 7.54 
4 5.15 5.23 6.31 6.39 5.24 5.32 6.4e 6.48 5.39 5.47 6.55 6.63 5.BS 5.B8 6.96 7.04 
5 5.B4 5.93 7.16 7.25 5.95' 6.~4 7.27 7.36 6.12 6.21 7.44 7.53 6.5B 6.67 7.98 7.99 
6 9.21 B.34 I~.~b 1~.19 8.36 8.49 10.21 lfo.34 8.6e 8.73 18.45 10.59 9.25 9.38 11.18 11.23 
7 6.09 6.18 7.46 7.56 6.2e 6.29 7.57 7.67 6.37 6.47 7.75 7.95 6.B6 6.95 B.23 B.33 
8 5.89 5.98 7.22 7.31 5.99 6.e9 .7.32 7.42 0.16 6.26 7.49 7.59 6.63 6.73 7.96 B.86 
9 9.68 9.83 11.87 12.~2 9.85 11.01 12.~4 12.19 IB.14 1~.29 12.32 12.48 1~.91 11.06 13.09 13.25 
IE 9.96 If.13 12.28 12.44 11.35 11.51 12.66 12.B2 16.97 11.13 13.28 13.44 12.14 12.26 14.35 14.51 
lj 6.81 6.91 8.34 8.45 6.93 7.~4 8.47 e.S8 7.13 7.24 8.67 8.77 7.67 7.78 9.21 9.31 
12 6.96 7.17 8.53 B.b4 7.19 7.28 9.66 8.77 7.29 7.4B 9.86 8.97 7.84 7.95 9.41 9.52 
13 11.1f, 11.27 13.6~ 13.78 11.3f. 11.47 13.6~ 13.98 11.62 11.80 14.13 14.3~ 12.5f. 12.b8 15.~1 15.19 
14 12.16 12.29 14.83 15.e2 12.32 12.51 15.e5· 15.24 12.67 12.86 15.4~ 15.6~ 13.63 13.82 16.36 16.56 
15 B.69 8.93 16.66 16.8~ 8.85 8.99 16.81 16.95 9.le 9.24 11.57 11.21 9.79 9.93 11.76 11.9D 
16 13.35 13.56 16.37 16.58 13.59 13.86 16.61 16.82 13.98 14.19 17.5r. 17.21 15.64 15.25 18.56 18.27 
TLOAD - HHS - 004 - PAGE 8 
A-87 
.. ANNUAL COST OF IIAINTENANCE (f/SQFT -YR) 
LENIENT KODERATE I KODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR .IIEIEEI MEIEE2 IIE2EEI KE2EE2 .KEIEEI KEIEE2 KE2EEI IIE2EE2 ./lEIEEI /lEIEE2 IIE2EEI IIE2EE2 ./lEIEEI /lEIEE2 KE2EEI /lE2EE2 
9.39 e.39 6.4b ~.4b ~.39 ~.39 8.46 9.46 B.39 9.39 9.4b 9.46 B.39 9.39 8.46 8.4b 
2 9.42 9.42 9.49 0.49 9.42 9.42 9.49 0.49 6.42 0.42 9.49 B.49 9.42 0.42 0.49 9.49 
3 e.42 0.42 6.59 B.5e 0.42 9.42 me 8.59 0.42 B.42 0.59 0.56 9.42 8.42 B.S9 8.se 
e.36 5.36 ~.42 e.42 0.36 0.36 0.42 9.42 6.36 0.36 9.42 9.42 0.36 9.36 9.42 9.42 
5 0.41 r,.41 9.48 9.48 9.41 '9.41 9.48 9.48 0.41 9.41 0.48 9.48 e.41 8.41 9.48 e.48 
to 0.5i e.57 6,68 f..OS 9.57 e.S7 B.b9 ~.6B ~.S7 0.57 B.bB 0.68 0.57 6.57 ~.6a e.bB 
Q.42 6.Sf f,.42 f,.42 9.S~ j.5e 9.42 9.42 B.56 0.59 1.42 ~.42 0.59 9.5e 
E 8.41 0.41 9.49 0.49 9.41 9.41 6.49 0.49 9.41 9.41 9.49 9.49 9.41 6.41 9.49 9.49 
9 6.67 6.67 6.Sf 6.80 0.67 9.67 B.81 6.80 6.67 6.67 3.86 9.Bp 0.67 f,.67 ~.8~ ~.8~ 
Ii P.71 B.71 g.ao 0.84 e.71 B.71 I.B4 ~.84 8.71 ~.71 ~.84 ~.84 e.71 B.71 1.84 e.8~ 
11 ~.47 0.47 ~.56 B.56 6.47 6.47 ~.56 6.56 ~.47 6.47 ~.56 6.56 ~.47 6.47 6.56 ~.56 
12 ~.48 ~.48 0.57 1.57 0.48 0.48 ~.57 0.57 0.48 ~.48 ~.57 6.57 9.48 ~.48 9.57 f.. 57 
13 ~.77 0.77 •• 92 0.92 6.77 6.77 1.92 ~.92 6.77 ~.77 r..92 6.92 F.77 6.77 9.92 F.92 
14 e.S4 0.94 1.~0 I.~~ ~.B4 0.84 I.e~ 1.~e 0.94 0.B4 1.96 I.~~ 6.B4 6.B4 l.e6 1.9f. 
15 1.6e 0.66 1.72 6.72 e.6~ e.6f. ~.72 6.72 f..b6 i.be 1.72 9.72 f..be e.be 0.72 f..72 
16 ~.93 1.93 1.le 1.11 0.93 9.93 1.10 1.19 1.93 1.93 I.I~ 1.10 6;93 0.93 1.10 1.1f. 
TLOAD - HHS - 004 - PAGE 9 
A-SS 
TOTAL BUILDING LIFE CYCLE COST (SlsQFT-YRI 
LENIENT MODERATE I MODERATE 2 STRIN6ENT 
CR IMEIEEI MEIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 '"EIEEI "EIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 I"EIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 IMEIEEI "EIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 
10.83 9.42 19.18 9.56 9.85 9.22 IB.B4 9.39 9.89 9.25 18.13 9.45 18.26 9.69 IB.54 9.84 
2 13.64 12.15 13.31 11.81 13.47 11.96 13.19 11.66 13.53 12.02 13.30 11.75 13.95 12.41 13.75 12.18 
3 12.76 11.53 12.63 11.39 12.6B 11.35 12.51 11.24 12.67 11.41 12.62 11.33 13.89 11.81 13.B9 11.77 
1".91 IUS 18.94 IU6 lUI 9.95 IUS 9.98 IU~ 9.92 IU9 9.99 IUS 18.16 11.18 HU6 
5 1~.44 9.91 18.86 18.31 18.36 '9.82' IU2 18.25 10.38 9.82 10.86 Ill.28 IUS 10.12 11.2~ IU9 
6 14.52 13.64 15.21 14.31 14.47 13.58 15.2r. 14.28 14.55 13.64 15.31 14.37 15.83 14.11 15.83 14.88 
le.29 9.9~ 15.84 1~.42 18.21 9.81 16.79 19.36 19.23 9.81 10.83 10.39 18.55 18.12 11.19 IB.73 
8 12.54 11.72 12.43 11.68 12.36 11.54 12.29 11.45 12.27 11.44 12.Z4 11.39 12.49 11.65 12.58 11.64 
q. 22.92 20.72 22.43 20.22 22.71 29.59 22.28 29.55 22.63 20.42 22.26 2e.B2 23.86 25.84 22.75 28.59 
If 17.80 16.7~ 18.80 17.69 17.81 16.71 18.83 17.72 18.19 17.e7 19.24 18.11 19.~7 17..94 2~.15 19.ff. 
11 17.~0 15.58 16.57 15.13 16.77 15.34 16.37 14.93 16.65 15.21 16.29 14.84 16.S7 15.42 16.56 15.89 
12 18.42 16.72 17.77 16.67 19.17 16.47 17.56 15.85 18.63 16.32 17.47 15.75 19.24 16.52 17.73 15.99 
13 3i'.94 27.34 29.n 26.15 3~.69 27.08 29.56 25.94 36.6~ 26.99 29.52 25.89 31.67 27.44 30.C5 26.46 
14 35.33 32.8f. 32.91 29.54 34.62 31.27 32.33 28.94 34.13 3B.76 31.96 28.55 34.26 36.87 32.26 29.79 
15 15.46 14.28 16.36 15.16 15.53 14.33 16.42 15.22 15.69 14.48 16.59 15.38 16.27 15.S7 17.18 15.99 
16 3~.06 2U6 29.91 27.9l1 29.66 27.65 29.57 27.56 29.44 27.44 29.41 27.41 29;91 27.91 29.95 27.94 





EX TEF.: I OF.: FOAt"1 
1 fZl / f?i5 / B2 
(82278) 
1m:54:55 
TLOAD - HHE - 004 - PAGE 1 
A-90 
TITLE IS"B:CIDX" 





***** BASIC BUILDING ***** 
1. CITY LOCATION: HOMER,JUNEAU~FAIR8ANkS,ADAk,NOME,BETTLES,BARROW 
2. REFEF<ENCE ANI3LE WRT SOUTH.......................... Ii!. DEGRE 
3. HEATED AIR VOLUME ....•......••••..•...•..•......•.. 147200.li!0 F 
4. CONSTRUCTION QUALITY (l=VERY TIGHT,5=VERY LOOSE) ... R AIRCHG 
5. NUMBER OF EXTERIOR WALLS........................... 2. 
6. EX TER I OR WALL R-VAUJE.............................. R ARCH FT2-HR-F I 8 
7. VJTNDO!~I R-VALUE - DAYTllvIE .........................•. R ARCH FT2-HR-F 18 
8. WINDOW R-VALUE - NIGHTTIME .....•...............•... R ARCH FT2-HR-F/B 
9. INTERNAL STORAGE CAPACITY(I=LIGHT,2=MEDIUM,3=HEAVY) 1.00 
~~*** WALLS ***** 1 
1,. on I ENTAT I ON WF,'T REFERENCE,. ................ ,. .......... ,. .... ,. ........ ,..... Y-l. DEG/;'E 
Gf:;OSS WALL AREP\.. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . 6~!181!1. 00 F 
". EX TER I DF: VJALL - R-\l{~l:..UE............................ =F'AF<BB ( 6) FT2-HR-F / 8 
!f.. [,!J II\lrJ(]:~J ?'1F~E·(! .... ,. .......... " ............ " ........ II .. II .... u ........ ,. .... " .. " .. .. 
:::". VJHJ.DC1!.',: D(~YTH!E F;:-\/ni_U~'" •• " .......................... . 
6. WINDOW NIGHTTIME R-VALUE ........................ . 
7. WINDOW % OF TIME SHADED .......................... . 
8,. DOOR - AI:~[-:A ............................. u ................ " ........................ ,. .. .. 
9. DDOF~ - R-VALUE: ................•.......••.....•..... 
***** WALL 2 (DIRECT GAIN - PASSIVE) ***** 
1. ORIENTATION WRT REFERENCE .......................•.. 
2. DIRECT GAIN WINDOW AREA ......•..................... 
3. NUMBER DF GLAZINGS (1 TO 3) .••..•.••.......•...•... 
4. DAYTH1E GLAZ INEJ SYSTEM R-VALUE .•..•........•.....•. 
5. NIGHTTIME GLAZING SYSTEM R-VALUE ..........••....... 
6. OVERHrlNG SHAD I NG? (1 =YES, 2=NO) •...•.•.............. 
7. WIDTH OF WINDOW .•.•..•.•.....•...••.•.....•..• 
8. PROJECTION OF OVERHANG .•••.•••....•••••••.•.•. 
9. GAP BETWEEN OVERHANG AND WINDOW .••.........•.• 






R ARCH FT2-HR-F/8 










***** ROOF-FLOOR~BASEMENT-GARAGE ***** 
1. TOTAL CEILING AREA ...•.........•...•.•............. 8960.00 FT2 
2. CE I LING R-VALUE.................................... R ARCH FT2-HR-F I BTU 
3. BASEMENT TYPE (1=SLAB,2=CRAWLSPACE,3=FULL,4=COMB.). 2.00 
4. (FOF~ TYPE 1) HEATING DUCTS IN SLAB? (I=YES, 2=NO) . . . 2.0Q1 
5. (FOR TYPE 1) PER I METER OF SLAB..................... ('I. FT 
6. (FOR TYPE 1) R-VALUE OF EDGE INSULATION............ 0. FT2-HR-F/BTU 
7. (FOR TYPE 2) GROUND FLOOR AREA OVER CRAWLSPACE ..... 8960.00 FT2 
8. (FOR TYPE 2) . FLOOR R-VALUE......................... R AF<CH FT2-HR-F" I BTU 
9. (FOR TYPE 2) CRAWLSPACE HEATED? (I=YES,2=NO)....... 1.00 
lQ1. (FOR TYPE 3) BASEMENT HEATED? (I=YES.2=N0)......... QI. 
11. (FOR TYPE 3) GROUND FLOOR AREA OVER BASEMENT....... 0. FT2 
12. (FOR TYPE 3) FLOOR R-VALUE .•....•.................. =PARRFB(8) FT2-HR-F/BTU 
13. (TYPE2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP. DEPTH BELOW GRADE(3-8FT). 4.0Q1 FT 
14. (TVPE2-:::;) B{~SEr'IENT I Cf~WLSP. WIDTH.................... 8"1. "I!il FT 
15. (TYPE2-3) AREA 8ASEMENT/CRWLSP. WALL ABOVE GRADE.... 0. FT2 
16. (TYPE2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP. WALL R-VALUE ABOVE GRADE. R ARCH FT2-HR-F/BTU 
17. (TYPE 2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP~ WALL AREA BELOW GRADE.. 1536.0Q1 FT2 
18. (TYPE 2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP WALL R-VALUE BELOW GRADE =PRFB(16) FT2-HR-F/BTU 
2~:';. HEATING DUCTS IN UNHEA.TED SPACE (1==YES!l2==NO)....... 2. f2IQj 
***** INTERNAL SPACE ****~ 
1. THERMOSTAT SETTING - DAyTIME ...................... . 
THERMOSTAT SETTING - NIGHT TIME.................... 60.Ql0 
~. HOURS FOR NIGHT SETBACK............................ 12.60 
4. ALLOWABLE TEMPERATURE SWING (PASSIVE SySTEMS)...... 7.0Q1 
5. ANNUAL ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION .......•.......•...... =RMTT 
6. AVERAC'lE NUr1BER OF OCCLJPANTS........................ 38. \,Hii 
8. SEASONAL EFFICIENCY OF CONVENTIONAL FURNACE........ 70.00 







~ROW NUMBER~ 5 LAT.= 59.6 DESIGN TEMP.= -5.1 F 
JAN FEB MAFI APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
121 333 758 1247 1581 1749 1596 1187 790 436 175 
21.2 24.8 28.4 35.6 42.8 48.2 51.8 51.8 46.4 37.4 28~4 
1352 1123 1159 900 704 490 394 391 540 857 1103 













--11 . 7~ -2_" 2 
:::.: ::: 8 ~::: 1 t3 e,l ~~; 
MAR APR .MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
609 1045 1290 1413 1277 983 638 320 i48 61 
32.0 39.2 46.4 53.6 55.4 53.6 50.0 41.0 32.0 26.6 







2B .. 4 
lmD4 







DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1541 1111 70B 292 74 2 . 
60.8 55.4 44.6 24.8 3.2-11.2 







ROW NUMBER: 20 LAT.= 51.5 DESIGN TEMP.= 19.9 F 
JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
S I Gl'lA= 12,. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
231 432 715 1031 1178 
32.5 34.3 34.2 38.1 43.3 
1000 854 982 800 670 
J rll-·j FEEl 











1 t-, ~;' -~. 





1181 1119 948 758 527 
48.7 50.0 49.8 49.5,42.8 
482 459 471 458 681 
307 
-=!"L a 
._ .... J .. I 
8412! 
64.5 DESIGN TEMP.=-31.0 F 
,JUN JUL. ('lUG SEP OCT NoI) 
1752 1413 992 672 305 64 
46.4 50.0 50.0 42.8 28.4 15.8 














ROW NUMBER: 30 LAT.= 66.9 DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
10 172 615 1227 1697 1855 1561 1074 671 251 40 0 BTU/FT2-DAY 
-13.0 -7.6 1.4 21.2,41.0 55.4 57.2 51.8 39.2 19.4 -2.2-13.0 F 
2425 2038 1969 1336 722 270 230 407 751 1395 1993 2392 F-DAYS 
ROW NUMBER: 35 LAT.= 71.3 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN 
o 73 490 1049 1139 1526 
-14.8-18.4-14.8 -0.4 19.4 33.8 
2471 2342 2486 1976 1424 959 
TlOAD - HHE - e~4 - PASE 4 
DESIGN TEMP.=-45.0 F SIGMA= 0. F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1458 855 414 125 3 0 BTU/FT2-DAY 
39.2 37.4 30.2 15.8 -0.4-13.0 F 
815 850 1040 1541 1966 2396 F-DAYS 
A-93 
ANNUAL HEATIN6 FUEL USE (BTU/SQFT-YRl 
LENIENT "ODERATE 1 "ODERATE 2 STRIN6ENT 
CR '"EIEEI MEIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 '"EIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 *"EIEEI MEIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 
73457. 85m. 49677. 6~16~. 54559. 65347. 32145. 41842. 4mS. 54479. 23666. 32443. 35932. 45592. 17m. 25204. 
2 73457. 85~29. 49677. 60160. 54559. 65347. 32145. 41842. 44~05. 54479. 23666. 32443. 35932. 45590. 17379. 25204. 
3 73457. 85m. m77. 6a16G. 54559. 65347. 32145. 41842, m~5. 54479. 23666. 32443. 35932. 45598. 17m. 25m. 
4 52251. 62494. 32451. 41716. 42299. 51965. 24182. 32385. 36132. 452a9. 19223. 26958. 29414. 37869. 14116. 21121. 
5 52251. 6m4. 32451. 41716. 42299. 51965. 24182. 32385. 36132. 45299. 19223. 2695B. 29414. 37869. 14116. 21121. 
6 52251. 62494. 32451. 41716. 42299. 51965. 24182. 32385. 36132. 4S2~9. 19223. 26956. 29414. 37869. 14116. 21121. 
52251. 62494. 32451. 41716. 42299. 51965. 24182. 32385. 36132. 452e9. 19223. 26958. 29414. 37869. 14116. 21121. 
8 !f-16S5. 11m2. 64871. 73638. 86m. 94982. 51355. 59362. 75777. 845e2. 42897. 55537. 64888. 73338. 33919. 41367. 
9 !B!655. 11~972. 64871. 73638. 86B47. 94982. 51351. 59362. 75777. 94562. 42897. 5~537. 6498B. 73338. 33919. 41367. 
10 bSli!. 7695r.. 46~~9B, 57724. 47756. 591t18. 29875. 4~837. 383i3. 49292. 21721. 32r14. 3~6e4. 41133. 15373. 24852. 
Ii 13fm. 142617. 93258. 1~5336. 112626. 124646. 77317. 8898B. l~iiBii3. 112624. 67214. 78465. B8m. 99561. 56449. 67e79. 
12 13Il343. 142617. 93258. If.5336. 112666. 124646. 77317. 88889. le~803. 112624. 67214. 78465. 88~2b. 99561. 56449. 67079. 
13 13em. 142617. 93258. h'5336. 1126e.6. 124646. 77317. 88889. 1~~B03. 112624. 67214. 78465. 88026. 99561. 56449. 67~79. 
14 1179~1. 12816~. 75734. 85259. 1f.0G44. le99~2. b5~~3. 69119. 89326. 97963. 5f294. 59f.39. 75872. 85161. 4~321. 48259. 
15 217m. 230m. 16~428. 173433. 191118. 2~4114. 136675. 149652. 173125. 186163. m9l2. 133859. 154357. 167259. 1~4272. 117169. 
16 217033. 23e~47. 16m9. 173433. 191118. 204114. 136675. 149652. 173125. 186103. 126912. 133859. 1543G7. 167259. le4272. 117169. 
TlOAD - HHE - 0f.4 - PA6E 5 
A-94 
ANNUAL ELECTRICAL USE (BTU/SGFT-YRl 
LENIENT IIODERATE 1 IIODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR 'IIEIEEI IIEIEE2 IIE2EEI IIE2E£2 IIIEl£EI IIEI£E2 IIE2EEI IIE2EE2 IIIEIEEI IIEIEE2 IIE2EEI IIE2EE2 .IIEIEEI IIEIEE2 IIE2EEI IIE2EE 
41884. 39451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3B451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
2 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 
3 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3ml. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
4 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 
5 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. m51. 34362. 22929. 41884. 311451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929 • 
• 
to 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 39451. 34362. 22929. 
41854. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 36451. m62. 22929. 41884. 3B451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3B451. 34362. 22929. 
8 41884. 311451. 34362. 22929: 41884. 3G451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3g451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
9 41884. 3~451. 34362. 41S8~. 36451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 36451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3@451. 34362. 22929. 
:: ~lSS~. 3.:;4~L 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f45L 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~4S1. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f445L. 34362. 22929. 
1! 41884. 3[,451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3ii451. 22929. 41884. 3f14SL 34362. 22929. 41884. 3m1. 34362. 22929. 
12 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 311451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
13 41884. 3[1451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 35451. 3H62. 22929. 41884. 35451. 34362. 22929. 
14 41884. 3~45L 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
15 H884. 39451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3m1. 34362. 22929. 41884. 35451. 34362. 22929. 41854. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
16·41864. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3f.45J. 34362. 22929. 41884. 35451. 34362. 22929. 41864. 39451. 34362. 22929. 
TLDAD - HHE - f.0* - PA6E 6 
A-95 
.ANNUAL ENERGY COST (S/SGFT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE I MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EE1 ME2EE2 
5.17 4.46 3.99 3.27 4.75 4.82 3.61 2.B7 4.51 3.7B 3.42 2.66 4.33 3.58 3.28 2.49 
2 8.39 6.B~ 6.63 5.~4 7.97 6.37 6.26 4.63 7.73 6.12 6.07 4.42 7.55 5.93 5.93 4.26 
~, 7.44 6.11 5.85 4.51 7.B2 5.67 5.49 4.11 6.78 5.43 5.29 3.90. 6.69 5.23 5.15 3.74 
4 5.4~ 4.47 4.2f 3.25 5.18 4.24 4.62 3.64 5.e5 4.09 3.91 2.92 4.96 3.93 3.8e 2.79 
5 4.19 3.57 3.22 2.57 3.98 '3.35 3.64 2.38 3.85 3.20 2.93 2.26 3.78 3.64 2.B2 2.13 
5.74 4.73 4.47 3.44 5.51 4.49 4.28 3.23 5.37 4.34 4.17 3.10 5.22 4.17 4.06 2.97 
3.78 3.3f. 2.87 2.36 3.56 3.06 2.69 2.15 3.42 2.91 2.5B 2.63 3.27 2.75 2.46 1.96 
8 5.33 4.72 3.B0 5.91 4.99 4.43 3.56 5.69 4.77 4.25 3.31 5.45 4.53 U6 3.11 
12.56 le.21 9.77 7.4~ 12.11 9.75 9.37 6.99 11.81 9.44 9.13 6.73 11.49 9.12 B.B7 6.46 
I~ 7.12 5.86 5.67 4.41 6.72 5.11 3.82 6.33 5.f~ 4.96 
II 9.72 8.19 7.66 6.12 9.31 7.77 7.29 5.73 9.03 7.49 7.es 5.49 8.74 7.18 6.se 5.22 
12 10.98 9.17 8.67 6.85 1~.54 B.72 B.27 6.44 le.24 8.42 8.B2 6.19 9.93 8.le 7.75 5.98 
13 19.57 15.29 15.24 11.45 IB.54 14.76 14.76 1f..96 18.19 14.4~ 14.46 18.65 17.Bl 14.61 14.14 10.31 
14 22.39 19.87 17.eB 13.52 21.29 17.75 16.12 12.53 2e.59 17.62 15.53 11.92 19.B2 16.24 14.92 11.26 
15 6.IB 4.85 4.99 3.65 US 4.72 4.87 3.53 5.97 4.63 4.79 3.46 5.9B 4.54 4.71 3.38 
16 15.78 13.57 12.43 1~.22 15.B3 12.81 11.75 9.53 14.51 12.29 11.29 9.07 13.96 11.75 IS.Sl 8.59 
TLCAD - HHE - m - PAGE 7 
A-96 
ANNUAL COST OF CAPITALIZATION (S/SQFT-YRJ 
LENIENT "ODERATE I "ODERATE 2 STRINSENT 
CR 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 'MEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 
4.48 4.57 5.73 5.82 4.7~ 4.79 5.96 6.85 4.98 5.87 6.24 6.33 5.49 5.58 6.75 6.83 
2 4.83 4.92 6.18 6.28 5.S7 5.17 6.43 6.52 5.37 5.47 6.73 6.82 5.92 6.62 7.2B 7.37 
~ 4.9~ 5.~8 6.27 6.37 5.15 5.24 6.52 6.62 5.45 5.55 6.82 6.92 6.81 6.1~ 7.38 7.48 
4 5.15 5.23 6.31 6.39 5.26 5.34 6.43 6.51 5.39 5.47 6.55 6.63 5.75 5.83 6.91 6.99 
5 5.84 5.93 7.16 7.25 5.97' 6.96 7.29 7.38 6.12 6.21 7.44 7.53 6.52 6.61 7.84 7.93 
b 8.21 8.34 le.lib 1~.19 8.39 8.52 19.25 IS.38 8.59 B.72 -19.45 19.58 9.17 9.30 11.92 II.IS 
6.~9 6.IB 7.46 7.56 6.22 6.32 7.66 7.69 6.37 6.47 7.75 7.84 6.B~ 6.B9 B.17 8.27 
B 5.B9 5.98 7.22 7.31 b,62 6.11 7.35 7.44 '6.16 6.26 7.49 7.59 6.57 6.67 7.99 
9 9.68 9.S3 II. 86 12.~2 9.9i1 IU5 12.24 19.14 IU9 12.32 12.48 16.BI 16.96 Il.i1r. IU5 
o OL 
/.Il..' I i~ i 'l l> • .1'" 12.44 If.39 12.7: 1'1 Co:. .lL.l.'1,) lr..96 11.13 13.27 13.44 11.94 12.1~ 14.25 14.41 
11 6.81 6.91 8.34 8.45 6.96 7.117 8.5~ 8.61 7.13 7.23 S.b6 B.77 7.6~ 7.71 9.14 9.25 
12 6.96 U7 8.53 8.64 7.12 7.23 8.69 8.B~ 7.29 7.4C B.86 8.97 7.77 7.SS 9.34 9.46 
13 IU9 11.27 13.6~ 13.7S 11.35 II. 52 13.85 14.63 11.62 II. 79 14.13 lUi! 12.39 12.57 14.9i! IS.f.7 
14 12.29 14.83 15.e2 12.37 12.56 IS.1f 15.29 12.67 12.86 15.4~ 15.59 13.51 13.7~ 16.24 16.44 
IS 9.69 8.83 1~.66 IS.79 8.89 9.~3 16.B5 lr..99 9.1B 9.24 11.a7 11.25 9.71 9.95 11.67 11.81 
16 13.35 "13.56 16.37 16.59 13.65 13.86 16.67 16.89 13.98 14.19 17.e~ 17.21 14:91 15.12 17.93 18.14 
TlOAD - HHE - e~4 - PA6E 8 
A-97 
ANNUAL COST OFNAINTENANCE U/mT -YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI MEiEE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 
0.39 0.39 6.46 0.46 0.39 8.39 8.46 8.46 8.39 0.39 8.46 8.46 8.39 8.39 6.46 0.46 
2 8.42 8.42 0.49 8.49 B.42 B.42 8.49 8.49 0.42 8.42 8.49 0.49 8.42 0.42 8.49 8.49 
3 6.42 0.42 0.58 0.56 0.42 6.42 B.56 0.50 8.42 8.42 B.58 i.58 B.42 8.42 B.56 B.59 
4 6.36 6.36 fl.42 8.42 0.36 0.36 9.42 8.42 0.36 0.36 8.42 8.42 fl.36 0.36 B.42 0.42 










e.5' 0.57 0.68 0.68 fl.S7 0.57 B.68 0.68 8.57 8.57 B.68 B.68 8.57 8.57 8.68 8.68 














B.be ~. 72 
8.93 1.18 
fl.49 6.41 6.41 8,49 
f..86 6.67 a.67 
~.84 0.71 e.?1 e.B4 
~.47 e.Sb 
0.57 0.4B 0.48 ~.57 
6.92 e.77 0.77 
0.S4 0.84 
~.72 B.6~ 0.68 B.72 
1.18 B.93 e.93 1.18 
B.49 8.41 8.41 8.49 8.49 8.41 0.41 B.49 8.49 
il.8~ U7 6.67 fl.67 0.67 
e.8~ e.71 0.71 ~.84 C.7I ~.71 e.B4 0.84 
!l.56 fl.47 6.47 0.56 a. St. 0.47 0.47 0.56 
e.S7 e.48 0.48 8.57 a.S7 e.4B B.48 S.57 6.57 
~.92 e.77 U7 0.92 ~.92 ~.77 e.77 8.92 0.92 
0.84 0.B4 8.B4 
8.72 8.6e i.72 8.72 e.60 0.6e 6.72 8.72 
1.18 B.93 8.93 1.18 1.10 8.93 0.93 I.U LIB 
TLOAD - HHE - 6i14 - NSE 9 
A-98 
TOTAL BUILDIN6 LIFE CYCLE COST (f/SQFT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR .ME1EEI HE1EE2 "E2EEI ME2EE2 .ME1EEI KEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 .MEIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 
18.e3 9.41 10.18 9.55 9.B4 9.28 18.93 9.37 9.BB 9.24 18.12 9.44 1~.21 9.55 18.49 9.79 
2 13.64 12.14 13.31 11.81 13.46 11.95 13.18 11.64 13.52 12.81 13.29 11.74 13.89 12.36 13.79 12.12 
3 12.76 11.53 12.63 11.39 12.59 11.34 12.58 11.22 12.66 11.4~ 12.61 11.32 13.63 11.76 13.03 11.72 
4 18.91 IS.e5 le.94 le.S6 1~.8e 9.94 1~.87 9.97 18.79 9.92 19.89 9.98 11.~~ 18.11 11.13 IB.21 
5 1~.44 9.91 lS.B6 IS.31 18.36 . 9.82 16.81 18.24 18.37 9.82 18.B5 18.27 18.63 19.97 11.15 18.55 
6 14.51 13.63 15.21 14.31 14.48 13.56 15.21 14.28 14.54 13.63 15.3S 14.36 14.96 14.84 15~75 14.8S 
7 10.29 9.9~ 18.83 le.42 18.21 9.8f 18.79 18.35 1~.22 9.8~ 18.83 le.3a 18.49 18.86 11.14 18.67 
8 12.54 11.72 12.42 11.68 12.34 11.51 12.27 11.42 12.26 11.43 12.23 11.38 12.44 11.68 12.45 11.59 
9 22.91 2~.72 22.43 2f;.22 22.68 26.47 22.26 76.~2 22.62 2e.4? 22.25 28.88 22.97 28.75 22.66 2e.41 
If 17.8" 16.70 18.79 17.69 17.92 16.71 18.85 17.73 lB.18 17.16 19.23 18.16 lB.97 17.B5 20.'6 18.91 
11 17.88 15.57 16.56 15.13 16.74 15.31 16.35 14.98 16.63 15.28 16.28 14.82 16.81 15.36 16.51 15.13 
12 18.42 16.72 17.77 16.07 18.14 16.43 17.53 15.82 lB.~1 16.3~ 17.45 15.73 18.18 16.47 17.67 15.93 
13 30,94 27.33 29.76 26.15 3~.66 27.55 29.53 25.91 3r..S8 26.96 29.5r. 25.S7 38.97 27.35 29.95 26.3E 
14 35.32 32.0~ 32.91 29.54 34.51 31.16 32.22 29.83 34.~9 30.72 31.93 28.51 34.17 39.78 32.16 28.69 
15 15.48 14.28 16.36 15.16 15.55 14.35 16.44 15.24 15.67 14.48 16.58 15.38 16.19 14.99 17.19 IS.9~ 
16 39.96 28.05 29.ge 27.9~ 29.61 27.61 29.52 27.51 29.41 27.41 29.39 27.38 29.8f. 27.8f. 29.B4 27.83 





DOUBLE STUD WALLS 
11:12:22 
(82278) TL.lE!'s.d C\y 




TITLE 1S"B: CLIMATE" 
TITLE IS"B:ARCHDBHC" 
TITLE IS"B: AIRCHGHF:" 
TITLE IS"B:FCOSTHHD" 
TITLE IS"B:FMA" 
***** BASIC BUILDING u*** 
1. CITY LOCATION: HOMER,JUNEAU,FAIRBANKS,ADAK,NOME,BETTLES,BARROW 
2.. REFERENCE ANGLE WRT SOUTH.................................................... uJ .. 
3. HEATED AIR VOLUME ••.......••••••....•...........••. 147200.00 
4. CONSTRUCTION QUALITY (l=VERY TIGHT.5=VERY LOOSE) ... R AIRCHG 
5. NUMBER OF EXTERIOR WALLS........................... ~. 
6. EXTERIOR WALL R-VALUE •........•......•.•.•.....••.•• R ARCH FT2-HR-FI 
7. vJI NDOW I:;;-VALUE - DAYT I ME ........... : .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. R ARCH FT2-HR-F I 
8. v.II NDOW R-VALUE - N I GHTTI ME. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. R ARCH FT2-HR-F I 
~ INTERNAL STORAGE CAPACITY(1=LIGHT,2=MEDIUM,3=HEAVY) 1.00 
~**** WALLS ***** 1 
1. ORIENTATION WRT REFERENCE.......................... 0. 
~. GROSS WALL AREA .............•...................... 6080.00 
~. EXTERIOR WALL - R-VALUE ............................ =PARBB(6) 
4. IA!INDOIA! ?:IF:Er .................. , . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . f1i. 
NIGHTTIME R-VALUE .•....................... 
7" VJINDO\;.J 
El. DOOR - rll:;;EA ........................ ···········•···· 
9. DOOR - R-VALUE .....•....... " •...... " ...• ···,,······· 
***** WALL 2 (DIRECT GAIN - PASSIVE)***** 
1. ORIENTATION WRT REFERENCE ....•..................... 
2. DIRECT GAIN WINDOW AREA .......................... ·· 
3. NUMBER OF GLAZINGS (1 TO 3) •..•...•.......•.•..••.. 
4. DAYTIME GLAZING SYSTEM R-VALUE ...•................. 
5. NIGHTTIME GLAZING SYSTEM R-VALUE ..•.•......••....•• 





WIDTH OF WINDOW .......•••.•.......•.•.••.•.... 
PROJECTION OF OVERHANG ••..••..•.•.•.•.•..•.... 
GAP BETWEEN OVERHANG AND WINDOW ...•.........•• 




R ARCH FT2-HR-F/_ 
O. 








***** ROOF-FLOOR-BASEMENT-GARAGE ***** 
1. TOTAL CEILING AREA ............................•.... 8960.00 
2. CEILING R-VALUE ..............•....••............... R ARCH 
3. BASEMENT TYPE (I=SLAB,2=CRAWLSPACE,3=FULL,4=COMB.). 2.00 
4. (FOR TYPE 1) HEATING DUCTS IN SLAB':' (1=YES,2=ND>... 2.Q!Q! 
5. (FOR TYPE 1.) PER I t1ETER OF SLAB..................... ~i!. 
6. (FOR TYPE 1) R-VALUE OF EDGE INSULATION............ 0. 
7. (FO~ TYPE 2) GROUND FLOOR AREA OVER CRAWLSPACE •.... 8960.00 
8. (FOF~ TYPE 2) FLOOR R-VALUE......................... R ARCH 
9. (FQR TYPE 2) CRAWLSPACE HEATED? (I=YES,2=NO)....... 1.00 
10. (FOR TYPE 3) BASEMENT HEATED? (I=YES.2=N0'......... 0. 
11. (FOR TYPE 3) GROUND FLOOR AREA OVER BASEMENT....... 0. 
12. (FOR TYPE 3) FLOOR R-VALUE ..•......•............... =PARRFB (8) 
13. (TYPE2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP. DEPTH BELOW GRADE(3-8FT). 4.00 
14. (r{F',:::'-::;:) 
l~:). ITYF'E2-3) 
B{~SE:I'IEI\jT / CF,WLSP. WIDTH .................•.. 
AREA BASEMENT/CRWLSP. WALL ABOVE GRADE .... 
















17. (TYPE 2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP. WALL AREA BELOW GRADE .. 1536.00 FT2 
18. (TYPE 2-3) BASEMENT/CRWLSP WALL R-VALUE BELOW GRADE 
25. HEATING DUCTS IN UNHEATED SPACE (I=YES,2=NOl .•..... 
=PRFB(16) FT2-HR-F/BTU 
2. !ilk'! 
***:. INTERNAL SPACE ..,:.' >J."J.' .J.' '>J.' .,', 'l' 'r" I""" 
2. THERMOSTAT SETTING - NIGHT TIME ................... . 
3. HOUF~~3 FOF~: NIGHT SETB(lCf< ... " .. " .. II .......... " tI tI ......... " ............ " :1.2. t:.(;j 
4. ALLOWABLE TEMPERATURE SWING (PASSIVE SySTEMS)...... 7.00 
5. ANNUAL ELECTRICAL CONSIJMPTION ...................... =RMTT 
t;). Pl'v'EF,AGE NUt1BER OF [)CCUh~NTS ................•....... 
8. SEASONAL EFFICIENCY OF CONVENTIONAL FURNACE ..•...•• 





H :::' II", 
F 
KI>JH 
ROW NUMBER: 5 LAT.= 59.6 DESIGN TEMP.= -5.1 F SIGMA= lil. F 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
121 ~~~ 758 1247 1581 1749 1596 1187 790 436 175 63 BTU/FT2-DAY 
21.2 24.8 28.4 35.6 42.8 48.2 51.8 51.8 46.4 37.4 28.4 21.2 F 




llil LAT.= 58.4 DESIGN TEMP.= -4.0 F SIGMA= lil. F 
2~:'. t~J 2B. 4 
1287 1 !1137 
MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
609 1045 1290 1413 1277 983 638 320 148 61 
32.0 39.2 46.4 53;6 55.4 53.6 50.0 41.0 32.0 26.6 







-1 j • :? 
'.0\ -;,. r", ._" 
.,:. ' ... ' , " .. ,' 
15 LAT.= 64.8 
MAR APR MAY - JUN 
673 1193 1602 1750 
10.4 28.4 46.4 59.0 
17:-2:1 1mB4 549 211 
DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= lil. F 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1541 1117 708 292 74 2 BTU/FT2-DAY 
60.8 55.4 44.6 24.8 3.2-11.2 F 
148 304 617 1235 1867 2336 F-DAYS 
flOW NUMBER: 20 LAT.= 51.5. DESIGN TEMP.= 19.9 F SIGMA= lil. F 
JAN. FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
231 432 715 1031 1178 1181 1119 948 758 527 307 187 BTU/FT2-DAY 
32.5 34.3 34.2 38.1 43.3 48.7 50.0 49.8 49.5 42.8 36.9 35.1 F 









,-,13. !11 -7.6 
2425 2m38 
r··.···· 























flOW NUMBER: 35 LAT.= 71.3 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN 
o 73 490 1049 1139 1526 
-14.8-18.4-14.8 -0.4 19.4 33.8 
2471 2342 2486 1976 1424 959 
TLOAD - HHD - 004 - PAGE 4 
DESIGN TE~iP.=-31.Qi ~ 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
1413 992 672 305 64 
5lil.0 50.0 42.8 28.4 15.8 
463 490 688 1132 1481 
5IGI"-I;':)= !.~:a F" 
DEC 
L BTU/FT2-DAY 
5. ~{J F 
1879 F-DAYS 
DESIGN TEMP.=-51.0 F SIGMA= iii. F 
~UL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1561 1074 671 
57.2 51.8 39.2 





-2. 2-13. ~~J 
1993 2392 
DESIGN TEMP.=-45.0 F SIGMA= 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1458 855 414 125 3 
39.2 37.4 30.2 15.8 -0.4-13.0 









. ANNUAL HEATING FUEl USE IBTU/SQFT-YR) 
LENIENT ~ODERATE I ~ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR J~EIEEI ~EIEE2 ~E2EEI ~E2EE2 J~EIEEI ~EIEE2 ~E2EEI ~E2EE2 J~EIEEI ~EIEE2 ~E2EEI ~E2EE2 J~EIEEI ~EIEE2 ~E2EEI ~E2EE2 
69279. 8sm. 45m. 55892. 51822. 62518. 29667. 39~83. 41613. 51855. 21534. 3~m. 33585. 43m. 15399. 22891. 
2 69279. 85723. 45536. 55892. 51822. 62518. 29667. 39083. 41613. 51855. 21534. 30013. 33585. 43006. 15399. 22891. 
3 69279. 8em. 45m. 55892. 51822. 62518. 29667. 39m. 41613. 51855. 21534. 30613. m85. nm. 15399. 22891. 
4 49759. 58854. 29241. 39189. 40139. 49554. 22177. 30183. 34113. 42969. 17426. 24918. 27442. 35727. 12406. 19175. 
5 48759. 58854. 29241. 38188. 4S139. 49554. 22177. 30183. 34113. 42969. 17426. 24918. 27442. 35727. 12m. 19175. 
6 48759. 58854. 29241. 38189. 40139. 49554. 22177. 30183. 34113. 42969. 17426. 24918. 27442. 35727. 12406. 19175. 
58854. 29241. 38188. 4el39. 49554. 22177. 3~183. 34113. 42969. 17426. 24919. 27442. 35727. 19175. 
8 96~19. 1~5174. 59424. 67976. 82328. 91175. 47845. 55624. 72304. 80931. 39605. 47125. 61474. 69772. 306~9. 38531. 
9 96019. 165174. 59424. 67976'. 81329. 91175. 47845. 55624. 72304. 8f.932. 3960S. 47125. 61474. b9772. 36639. 38031. 
If 61672. 73390. 42634. 54161. 45465. ~6744. "JiLtC ";'0,1100 Li V\..',. • • .'I.J"'1U!. 36218. 470E8. 1974f.. 29835. 2856~. 38931. 13647. 22711. 
II 124444. 13b661. 87445. 993ib. 168615. 120m. 7351e. 84933. 97699. ill8889. 63654. 74759. 84405. 95748. 53040. b339~. 
12 124444. 136661. 87445. 99376. U8615. m670. 73516. 84933. 97e99. 158889. 63604. 74759. 844115. 95748. 53ll4f.. 633ge. 
13 124444. 136661. 87445. 99376. le8615. mm. 7351r.. 84933. 97f.99. 168889. 636e4. 74759. 8ms. 95748. 53~4e. b339f.. 
14 111432. 121567. 69487. 78846. 95762. leS596. 55915.b49l.l2. eme. 93878. 46586. 55ll98. 71927. BIIII. 36691. 444e5. 
15 208466. 221475. 151863. 164862. 185395. 198377. 13fi946. 143916. 167726. IBr.698. 115521. 128455. 148862. Ib18e5. 98841. 111717. 
16 2r.8466. 221475. 151863. 164862. 185385. 198377. 13e946. 143916. 167726. 18~698. 115521. 128455. 148862. Ib1S05. 98841. 111717. 
TLOAD - HHD - 004 - PAGE 5 
A-I04 
ANNUAL ELECTRICAL USE (BTU/SDFT-YR) 
LENIENT ~ODERATE I "ODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR IMEIEEI "EIEE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 '"EIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 IMEIEEI "EIEE2 "E2EEI "E2EE2 IMEIEEI "EIEE2 "E2EEI "£2££2 
41884. 3e451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3e451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 
2 41894. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 39451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 
3 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3B451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 35451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3B451. 34362. 22929. 
4 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 33451. 34362. 22929. 
5 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. m62. 22929. 41884. 3B451. 34362. 22929. 
t· 41S8~. 3~451. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 
41884. 3~451. 22929. 41884. 3f.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 
8 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. ~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
9 41884. 3~~51. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
1f 41884. 3r.451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3i'451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3£1451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 3f45L 34362. 22929. 
11 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3l1451. 34362. 22929. 4188~. 3f.45L 34362. 22929. 41884. 3v45L 34362. 22929. 
12 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 313451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41994. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
13 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 36451. 34362. 22929. 41984. 3ii451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 
14 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 38451. 34362. 22929. 
15 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3~451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3fi451. 34362. 22929. 
16 41894. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41894. 3m1. 34362. 22929.·41894. 30451. 34362. 22929. 41884. 3B451. 34362. 22929. 
TLOAD - HHD - 004 - PAGE 6 
A-IDS 
. ANNUAL ENERGY COST (S/SOFT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE I MODERATE 2 STRIN6ENT 
CR 'MEIEEI MEIEE2 ~E2EEI "E2EE2 .KEIEEI KEIEE2 KE2EEI KE2EE2 'KEIEEI KEIEE2 "E2EEI ME2EE2 '"EIEEI MEIEE2 ME2EEI "E2EE2 
5.~7 4.37 3.9~ 3.18 4.69 3.96 3.56 2.86 4.46 3.72 3.38 2.66 4.28 3.53 3.24 2.44 
2 8.3~ 6.71 6.54 4.94 7.91 6.3~ 6.2B 4.57 7.68 6.06 6.~2 4.37 7.59 5.87 5.88 4.21 
3 7.34 6.91 5.76 4.42 6.96 5.61 5.42 4.~5 6.73 5.37 5.24 3.84 6.55 5.18 5.11 3.69 
4 5.33 4.39 4.13 3.17 5.14 4.18 3.98 2.99 5.00 4.04 3.87 2.88 4.86 3.e8 3.76 2.75 
5 4.12 3.49 3.15 2.5f. 3.93 ·3.29 UB 2.33 3.e~ 3.15 2.89 2.22 3.66 3.ee 2.79 2.89 
6 5.66 4.64 4.40 3.36 5.46 4.43 4.24 3.18 5.33 4.28 4.13 U6 5.18 4.12 U2, 2.93 
3.7f 3.21 2.se 2.28 3.51 3.81 2.64 2.11 3.38 2.86 2.54 1.99 3.23 2.78 2.42 1.86 
5.21 4.61 3.69 5.83 4.91 4.36 3.42 5.61 4.69 4.18 3.23 5.38 4.45 - 3.99 3.64 
9 12.4f 1~.05 9.61 7.24 12 •• 8 9.64 9.27 6.88 ·II.~I 9.34 9.53 6.63 11.39 9.81 8.77 6.36 
5.78 5.59 4.33 6.67 5.46 
j 1 9.59 B.es 7.52 5.98 9.22 7.68 
12 1~.93 U2 9.52 6.7r. 1~.44 8.62 
f -.,) 18.89 15.12 IS.ll6 11.28 18.42 14.64 
3.976.46 5.17 
7.'1l(, 5.64 8.95 7.4~ 
8.18 6.35 Ill.15 8.33 
14.65 lr..85 18.es 14.29 
l' "1"7 
".'.! I 6.28 4.98 4.92 3.6e 
6.97 B.65 7.@9 6.72 5.14 
7.93 6.119 7.67 5.81 
14.35 H!.54 17,76 13.B9 14.~4 
14 21.99 18.47 16.7~ 13.13 21.63 17,49 15.87 12.28 2~.33 16.77 15.3~ 11.68 19.58 15.99 14.7~ II.e2 
15 6~14 4.B~ 4.94 3.61 6,(,3 4.69 4.B4 3.51 5.94 4.61 4.77 3.43 5.85 4.S1 4.68 3.35 
16 15.53 13.32 12.19 9.97 14.86 12.65 11.58 9.37 14.35 12.14 11.13 8.92 13:8B 11.59 IB.65 8.43 
TLOAD - HHD - 004 - PAGE 7 
A-I06 
ANNUAL COST OF CAPITALIZATION ($/SQFT-YR) 
L£NIENT IIODERATE 1 STRINSENT 
CR .IIEIEEI IIEI£E2 IIE2EEI IIE2EE2 .IIEIEEI IIEIEE2 IIE2EEI IIE2E£2 'II£IEEI IIEIE£2 IIE2EEI IIE2EE2 'IIEIEEI IIEIEE2 IIE2EEI IIE2EE2 
4.63 4.72 5.89 5.98 4.8~ 4.89 6.85 6.14 5.~7 5.16 6.33 6.42 5.59 5.68 6.85 6.94 
2 5.~~ 5.B9 6.35 6.45 5.18 5.27 6.53 6.62 5.47 5.57 6.82 6.92 6.03 6.13 7.3B 7.4B 
3 5.~7 5.17 6.44 6.54 5.25 5.35 6.62 6.72 5.55 5.65 6.92 7.92 6.12 6.21 7.49 7.59 
4 5.29 5.37 6.45 6.53 5.35 5.43 6.51 6.68 5.47 5.55 6.64 6.72 5.B4 5.92 7.98 7.89 
5 U~ 6.18 7.32 7.42 U7 . 6.17 7.39 7.49 6.21 6.38 7.53 7.62 6.63 6.72 7.95 8.94 
6 8.44 8.57 1~.29 1[;.42 6.53 8.66 18.39 1e.52 B.73 8.86 18.5B 18.71 9.32 9.45 11.17 11.38 
! 6.26 6.35 7.63 7.73 6.33 6.42 7.7f. 7.80 6.47 6.57 7.85 7.94 6.91 B.28 8.38 
8 6.115 6.14 7.3B 7.47 6.12 6.21 7.45 7.54 6.26 7.59 7.6B 6.6B 6.77 B.81 S.18 
q 9.95 1e.le 12.14 12.29 IU6 H~.22 12.25 12.46 10.29 le.45 12.48 12.63 lfl.99 11.14 13.17 13.33 
IJ lr..25 10.41 12.56 1~ 7") ...... I L If.73 12.B8 13.f.4 11.13 11.29 13.44 13.6f 12.12 12.29 14.44 14.U 
11 7.ff 7.1f. 8.53 B.64 7.18 8.62 8.72 7.24 7.35 B.78 s.ss 7.73 7.83 9.26 9.37 
12 7.1S 7.26 S.73 8.84 7.24 7.35 8.61 a 00 U.,L 7.4[, 7.51 B.97 us 7.911 9.47 9.58 
13 11.41 11.58 13.91 IU9 II. 54 II. 71 14.e4 14.22 11.98 14.31 14.48 12.59 12.77 15.1~ 15.28 
14 12.43 12.63 15.17 15.36 12.58 12.77 15.31 15.5~ 12.87 13.B6 15.60 15.79 13.73 13.92 16.46 16.66 
15 8.93 9.~7 le.9r. 11.94 9.94 9.18 II.e5 11.14 9.24 9.38 11.21 11.35 9.B7 1f-.56 11.83 11.97 
16 13.72 13.93 16.74 16.95 13.8B 14.e9 16.9~ 17.11 14.2~ 14.41 17.21 17.43 15.15 15.37 IB.17 18.38 
TLDAD - HHD - 004,- PAGE 8 
A-I07 
, ANNUAL COST OF MAINTENANCE (s/sGFT-YRI 
LENIENT MODERATE 1 MODERATE 2 STRINGENT 
CR .MElEEl MElEE2 ME2EEl ME2EE2 .MElEEl ME1EE2 ME2EEI ME2EE2 lME1EEl MElEE2 ME2EEl ME2EE2 .MElEEl "E1EE2 ME2EEl "E2EE2 
5.395.395.46 5.46 ~.39 5.39 8.468.46 U9 5.39 5.46 8.46 0.39 8.39 5.46 6.46 
2 e,42 6.42 0.49 8.49 8.42 e.42 lI.49 5.49 8.42 e.42 8.49 5.49 0.42 e.42 6.4,9 8.49 
3 e.42 8.42 e.5~ e.5v 8.42 8.42 Po. 58 8.58 f..42 lI.42 B.S8 8.58 6.42 6.42 5.58 8.se 
4 e.36 5.3b ~.42 ~.42 0.36 8.36 B.42 e.42 5.36 5.36 8.42 6.42 5.3b 5.36 8.42 8.42 
5 B.41 B.4l e.4B e.4B e.4l 'B.4l 8.49 8.4B 5.41 e.4l 5.49 5.48 e.4l B.41 5.48 8.48 
o f..57 0.57 ~.bB ~.6B ~.57. 8.57 B.bS B.bS 8.57 6.57 0.68 B.b8 5.57 0.57 0.68 0.68 
,1,(2 ii.42 0.50 f.50 B.42 8.42 e.sl a.58 B.42 B.42 B.58 6.55 0.42 il.42 UB B.S8 
8 r..41 6.41 ~.49 '5.49 B.41 B.4l 8.49 8.49 8.41 8.41 8.49 6.49 0.41 B.4l 0.49 8.49 
9 0.t.7 f..67 0.80 6.80 6.67 e.67 Uil f..8~ 6.67 U7 f..8~ 9.8f1 ~.i.7. @.67 0.8il 8.Be 
10 6.71 \1.71 0.71 6.84 e.71 ~.71 6.84 (;.84 0..71 e.71 ~.84 
11 0.47 U6 0.47 5.47 0.56 0.47 6.47 6.56 U6 ~.47 5.47 @.S6 
12 r..48 6.48 0.57 r..S7 5.48 9.48 9.57 0.57 5.48 il.4B il.S7 a.S7 6.48 9.48 5.57 9.57 
13 oJ '7 ",II e.n ~.92 6.92 ~. 77 6.77 0.91 a.77 9.77 e.n 0.92 e.77 f.. 77 5.92 5.92 
14 e.B4 B.84 5.84 B.B4 9.84 5.84 
15 6.60 6.72 e.72 6.6e i.72 U2 e.72 ~.72 e.72 e.72 
16 r..93 1.1e 1.1e 9.93 5.93 1.U 1.U 9.93 0.93 1.15 LIe 6.93 5.93 
TLOAD - HHD - 004 - PAGE 9 
A-lOB 
-TOTAL BUILDING LIFE CYCLE COST (t/SQFT-YR) 
LENIENT MODERATE I IIODERATE 2 STRIN6ENT 
CR lMEIEEI IIEIEE2 IIE2EEI ME2EE2 IMEIEEI MEIEE2 IIE2EEI IIE2EE2 .IIEIEEI IIEIEE2 IIE2EEI IIE2EE2 .IIEIEEI IIEIEE2 IIE2EEI IIE2EE2 
le.l~ 9.47 1~.25 9.61 9.87 9.23 10.07 9.41 9.92 9.27 1~.16 9.48 la.26 9.59 la.55 9.84 
2 13.71 12.22 13.39 11.88 13.50 11.99 13.23 11.69 13.57 12.e5 13.34 11.78 13.95 12.41 13.76 12.18 
3 12.84 11.6e 12.71 11.46 12.63 11.38 12.55 11.27 12.70 11.44 12.67 11.37 13.f.9 11.81 13.10 11.78 
10.97 le.12 11.01 le.13 IB.S4 9.97 1~.92 le.BI 10.83 9.95 10.93 IB.02 11.05 IB.16 11.19 10.26 
5 le.53 9.99 1~.95 15.40 IB.41 . 9.87 10.87 IB.3~ 1f..42 9.86 10.91 le.32 IB.7¥. 1~.13 11.22 10.62 
6 14.67 13.78 15.37 14.46 14.57 13.67 15.31 14.37 14.63 13.71 15.39 14.45 15.g6 14.14 15.87 14.91 
IP.3B 9.99 11.93 16.51 11.26 9.86 IB.85 IB.41 le.27 9.85 1~.89 10.43 le.56 10.13 11.21 IB.74 
o 12.58 11.76 12.47 11.64 12.36 11.53 12.29 11.45 12.28 11.45 12.26 11.41 12.47 11.63 ·12.49 11.63 
9 23.02 20..82 22.54 '}:;: ,"r 4J.' • •. h.' 22.74 2g.53 22.32 2~.eB 22.67 2~.4b 22.31 2~.r,b 23.55 2~.B3 22.74 2~.49 
1i 18.0i 16.9~ 19.f.f. 17.89 17.95 16.84 18,97 17.85 lE.3r 17.19 19.35 18.21 19.11 17.98 2~.2f, 19.~4 
II 17.16 15.63 16.62 15.18 16.77 15.33 16.37 14.93 16.66 15.22 16.38 14.85 16.85 15.41 16.54 15.~7 
12 18.47 16.77 17.82 16.12 18.16 16.45 17.56 15.84 18.~4 16.33 17.48 15.75 18.22 16.5~ 17.71 15.97 
13 31.~7 27.47 29.89 26.28 3~.73 27.12 29.61 25.95 3~.65 27.B3 29.58 25.94 31.r.7 27.44 3e.B6 26.4f. 
14 35.27 31.93 32.87 29.49 34.45 31.10 32.19 28.78 34.e4 3r..67 31.90 28.47 34.15 3r..76 32.16 28.68 
15 15.68 14.48 16.56 15.36 15.67 14.47 16.56 15.36 15.79 14.59 16.69 15.49 16.32 15.12 17.23 16.~3 
16 31.18 28.18 3e.13 29.03 29.67 27.67 29.58 27.58 29.48 27.47 29.45 27.45 29.88 27.88 29.92 27.92 
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APPENDIX B: TOTAL LIFE CYCLE COST MINIMUM PLOTS 
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